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Terms : Eight Dollars a Tear In advance. Tc
ill suliscribers Seven Dollars a Tear 11 paid in ad-

SEW
Mutual

Kates of Advertising : One Inch of space, the
length oi column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “AUCTION
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every part
of ihe State) lor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
an l 50 cents tier square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
POlt'f LAND PUBLISHING CO.
_

OF

STATEMENT, JANUABT I, 1877,
ASSETS.
Real Estate.
9460.000 OO
Loans on Bond and Mortgage_ 1,033 400 OW
United States Government Bonds. 1,499 487 30
State Stocks.
S5,7oO OO
Premiums in course ot collection,.
337,391 59
Cash in Banks.
374,774 80
Other Securities.
39,119 44

LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses. 8(81,139
Reiusurance Fund. 1,(93,947
Permanent Insurance Deposit.
396,338
Ail other Liabilities.
176,849

HALL.

JOHN STETSON,

manager.

88
90
73
83

81,837.39641

lln Popular Artist and New York Favorite,

Surplus

Montague

Premiums.83,133,709 71
170 549 81
Interest, RentB, etc..

Net

Total Income.83.391.357 35

principal
Theatres,

Boston

EXPENDITURE.
Losses Paid..
8904,318 38
Commissions, Salaries, Taxes, and
all other charges.
689,036 09

Tiifisdav flYfininsf. TVlarpli fi.
First time of the New

Play,

81,593.34147

OCR IDOL!

E. PULSFORD, Resident Manager.
ARTHUR PELL, Deputy Manager.

J.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,

CHARLES SEWALL, Assistant Deputy Manager,

Last performance of

SHAME!

EVENING, MARCH

J. M.

EATH,

7,

AGENT,
421-2 Exchange

performance ot MR. MONTAGUE,
and last representation ot

Farewell

St.

febl5

Evenings—doors open at 7; commence at 7:45.
Matinee—doors open at 1:30; Commence at 2.
Prices

mal

Forty-ilftli

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
FAN!,¥ MARSH.
SOlSfarnagrereM.and}
MATINEES WEDNESDAY & SATURDAY.

on

ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY

—

Fanny Marsh’s Company.
Fust time in Portland of tho New and Beautiful
Play, the latest London success,

Outstanding

niUI

jnwviuicu

ucn

(U1U

beautiful scenery. The engagement for «ix Nights
and Two Matinees,
increase in prices.
mb5
dtf

BY

Total..

Arrangements for week ending March 9th.
Monday* Wednesday. Thursday and Friday—Preaching at Second Parish Church and
Pine St. Church everyeveniDg at 7£ o’clock.
Tuesday erening, March (ith—Pleaching at
City Hall only, at 7} o’clock; all the meetings
being merged into this.
Bible Reading every afternoon at Second Parish
Church at 3 o’clock, except Monday, Monday
meeting for Women only, in Vestry at 3 p. m
Morning Prayer Meeting at Second Parish Church
from 9 to 10 a. m.
Young Men’s Meeting every
Second Parish Church.

night

Stanton Block, 31
ANNUAL

BY THE

o’clock at

at 9

CLUB,
—

match 7lb.

Tickets, 5G cents, to he had at Stockbridgc’s and of
the Members.
ma5d3t

—

by tbe Portland English Glee Club*

Tickets, 35 cents; for sale at Music Stores, Dresser,
McLellan & Co.’s, of Members and at the Door,
maod4t

STETSON^-

•

MANAGER,

from the Howard Athenseam, Boston.
America’s Champion Clown,

JAMES S. MAFF1TT,

MARK HOWARD, President.
JAMES NICHOLS, Secretary

AGENTS,
P O R T L
ot

OF

monarch.,

their Character Sketches.

MANCHESTER AND JENNINGS,
in their Hibernian Sketch,
EHIGRANTS.
The Great Sprite,
NAS I ER MARTIN,
in his wonderlul Changes.

THE

A. J. LEAVITT.

FLICK AND FLOCK,
with Laughable
Burlesque

a

the B. and M. R R.

Doors open at 7, commences at 7.45. Sale ot Reserved seats commences Wednesday morning,
mas
dlw

day of January,

Cash Capital.
Net Cash
on

on

Agents.

Loans

Mortgage,

1st

successive S AT IJBOAV EVENINGS, as
iollowe:

Portland English Glee Club,
or 30 Voices, March 10.
Choir of Congress Sq. Church, March 17.
Choir of First Parish Church, March 21.
Choir of Park St. Church,
of the best
in the city.

some

musical talent

€oume Ticket*, Sl.OO.
Evening Tickets,
.fact*
For sale at stores ot E Dana. Jr; Carter
Bios ; Collins & Buxtou; Samuel
Thurston; Stockbride ; Dresser, McLellau <£ Co ;
Loriug, Short &
Harmon; Lowell; Farrington Bros.; and at the door.
Doors opeu at 7. Concert at 8.
fe2ldtf

Balance of Stock, conaiating of a full
lioc of «*oorfa of our own importation
will be eold low to clone.

OF THE

Cni.li

Total ainouut of

LIABILITIES.
unpaid losses.

M. BENNETT, Jr., President,

W. D.

toring
bright

a

Free

DAVIS &
—

4

General Agency
AT

—

420 Federal St. Portland.
TB.tj

makk.

—

Jersey Iland-Mewed Bmtoiiand Con
Bil

ndi«-M’

Brnfw’ wont.
French HID BOOTS}
C. Bennett and Barnard.)
medium priced goods in the dif-

HKN fna*

Fine

(manufactured by J.
Also a good line of
ferent widths and qualities
Repairing of all kinds neatly and promptly done,

At

CARTLAND,

sep2*d6m

POSTERS aud HAIVH BILr.S printed
at thin WlUce.

Street,

ITnderFalmoisth Hotel.

aFb

A MS’

PRINCIPAL LOIN OFFICE.
Licensed by the City Government.

Money in sums from 25 cents to thousan ds of dollars to loan on Watches,
Ladies’ and
Gent's Jewelry, Clothing, &c Pianos, Sewing Ma
chines, Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, Uonds, Notes, mortgages and goods ot every
description We have a private office and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property left
in our possession is insured against loss
by fire or

Diamonds,

00

the

—

IN

Full line of the celebrated

01)
228.375 00
174,280 00
231,350 00
230,304 00
30,461 90
292,572 93

best aud healthiest
This yeast is made
BREAD
from I’ll re <4raio. Factory at
Blissvillo, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

Makes

DEALERS

Block, Fine Bootsand Shoes

feOFM&WGm

.EAST

all

CARTLAND,

2X0 Middle

Fleiscliinann & Co.’s

by

DENNISON & CO., 19 Milk St., Boston.
dCm Utp
jan2h

DAVIS

£0d3w&wlt

appear-

Used by the principal jewelers and silversmiths. Sold
by Jowelers and Diuggists, and by

catalogue.

[*

BURT, Secretary,

original

and is pronounced
who have used it

Thurston,
St.

it to its
and new

injurious to the most
delicate article of plate,

GENERAL AGENT,

PORTLAND.

Ag< Ufa,

PHILADELPHIA,

©The

Desks,

00
M3

$20,175

Office hours
noddtt

best article ever
discovered for removing
tarnish or discoloration
from silver plate, and res-

Being the handsomest, the most convenient, the most symmetrical, the most
accessible, the most comprehensive, the

Samuel

LITTLE!CO., HUNTS,

At CO.,

PA.

of

81,30*4,843*83

d&w3vv

GO I CHESTNUT ST.t

King

§U36‘4,843 83
ASSETS,—as follows, viz:
Uoverumcnt Bonds. $175,500

U. S.
National Bank Stocks.
State and City Bonds.
Rail Road StoGks and Bonds.
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage.
Premiums in hands ot Agents.
Cash on hand and In Banks.

was

USING

the

1877.

Capital.§1,000,060
on hauil.
304,843

192 FORE STREET.

dvc rtiaiu g

universally acknowledged to be

Conn.

Surplus

experience in tell-

SILVER WHITE.

■

JANUARY 1,

_

A

is

BY

—

Hartford,

RUFUS STANLEY & SON,

Newapaprr

THE WOOTON

dpp.h

OF

had large

POLISH THE FAMILY SILVER

New
— —

has

years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents.
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

3

COMl’KEMMEU

Receive ndvertiseuici *, for all newspapers in tbe
United States a-1 Canada, at their office,

vt.

ing tortunes, searching out .lost, hidden or stolen
treasures^ &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering intoanv
new business or profession, the con ucting of which

<I2w

.POZLTIjANS. dl y

Ac.

W LTHEBFLL

Madame

Merry, the Hatter.

over

most durable ever inveuted.
An enclosed stamp secures

Co.,

—

ft 27

al;so

Dollar
Square, rear
Store, owposite olie Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call

ST.,

sepl6

Two I>e«k»,ouc Tilton A- IficFarland Hate,
one Fairbanks’
Scale, large size, one

COE,

36,630 00
16,178 58

(1'TPI'VT

C. It.

To Close.

IV. 8. MADDOX,tbe celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at Market
of the

now

they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in auy part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for tbe same.

53d Semi-Annual Statement

Fraternity

HALL,
5 Free St. Block,

CLAIRVOYANT.

Tailor,

79

AGENTS,

—

dtf

no24

seven

S. C. PRESTON, President.
GEO. W. LESTER, Secretary.

PTCHITOP

CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

consulted her in her constant travels since she

aid of tbe

FRATERNITY

FERNALD,

00

Total Assets.3770,179 47
LIABILITIES.
Outstanding Losses. $20,808 65

•11

to pa-

as

C. A. SNOW &

lieus.$115,107 00

W. D. Little &

your demake exam-

All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO CHARiiE UNLESS PATENT
IS
SECURED.
We reier to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.

ARRIVED.

MIDDLE

Up Stairs

32,421

or

inations free of charge

hand and in Bank. $51,411 60
of

we

and advise

1877.

$500,000

model

a

tentability.

Assets.$733,370 83

will be given at

Furnace,

vice ;

If Iff Spring Goods,
HAVE

us

sketch ot

.

CONN.

HARTFORD,

CONCERTS

►

1 8 7 *7

d

Go.

on

STRIKE,

assisted by

in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent 01lice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pattents moro promptly and wiili broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

fe2<5

Net Assets.$733,370 83

Concluding with the Comic Trick Pantomime,

To be

Statement

the condition of the

On the first

Loans

DELEHANTY AND HENGLEB.

on

still,

can

National Bank Stocks... 217,670 50
State, County and Municipal Bonds. 155,250 00
Rail Road Stocks and Bonds. 151,550 00

Nos. 4. &

ornamental
designs, trade-marks, and
M labels,
Caveats, Assigns
ments, JLnterierences. etc.
promptly attended to. nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

237

MISS JENNIE ENGEL,

Portland

Xoaipounis,

Merchant

secured by pledge of Stocks and
Bonds.
Interest accrued.

in

y’

CO., A. S.

N D

Orient Ins.
Cash.in hands

who
THE OIITCU SERVANT,
The American Serio-Comic Vocalist,

dly
I/* obtained for mechanical devices, medical, or other

99

GLS WILLIAMS
will present his Petite Comedy entitled

FOUR

403 CONGRESS STREET.
my5

91,040 333 77

Cash

The Unrivalled Pantaloo.,
H. H. BARTHOLOMEW,
Supported by a Coterie of Artisls.
The American Star Comfque,

on

Charles Custis & Co.,

177,100 00
225,405 00
17,210 62
25,000 00

7,473

or reserve commu-

Mustard!
KMIHRISON & WHITTEN,
PROPRIBT
450 FORE STREET, ruriland, Maine
AETHBB B, N0EBIS0N.
no!6

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN.

_eodly

GOOD AS GOLD.
Geiitu’ Jewelry Canes, coutains Watch Chain,
Sleeve Buttons, 3 Shirt Studs, Collar Stud, Bosom
Pin and King. Also Ladies’ Jewelry Cases. Double
tire gilt, and will keep
appearance of gold for years.
Sample cases sent by mail for 50 crutn and stamp.
Agents wanted for the above, and for many other
lines of goods, by wbich from $5 to $10 per day can
he made. For terms, &c., address, with stamp
DOWNES & CO..
feb22eod2w*Portland, Me.
rfllllM PAPER IS PRINTED WITH
X TilE gerhun printing ink
Imported and sold by SIGMUND ULLMAN, 31
Maiden Lane, New York.
fc21dtf

robbery.
P. S.
A large amount of above goods
lor sale at half value to pay advances.

9 Market

Square, opposite U.

on

hand and

S. Hotel.

deeffi_dtialteod
For Sale.
Gorham Village, a carefully selected Stock ol
Millinery and Fancy Goods; In a good location
auu uicc run of custom.
MRS. E. R. PATTEN,
ma3dl\v
Gorham, Maine.

IN

Tor Sale.
Milch cow8 for sale; also full-blooded yearBull,
ling Jersey
Inquire of
l‘e24dtflw*
JOH N H. READ, Woodford’s Oor.

NEW

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
It. GlltSON,
Janldtt
5S8 Congress Street

ALL

TEEMS $8.00 PEE

A Marble statue of Louis the Sixteenth,
which, though in Bordeaux since the days of
the restoration, has never been put in position, recently caused considerable disturbance
iu that city, being the occasion of political
wrangling. One party of citizens wished it
to be erected in a public park or some similar
conspicuous place; another party wished it
to be tucked away in an obscure corner of the
Garden ot Music; a third party proposed to

compromise the

Evebyregular attache of

Pbess is furnished
with Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
the

journal.

The Result.
The result of the
city election held yesterday is exceedingly gratifying. The people of
Portland have not only* chosen as
Mayor a
man eminently qualified for the
position, and
from whose administration great and substantial benefit may be expected, hut they have
also expressed unmistakably their sentiment
regarding the electoral decision. The issue
was distinctly made
by the Democrats and
accepted by the Republicans. The large
majority for Mr. Butler means that the people
oi Portland believe President
Haye3 to have
been lairly elected and legally inducted into
office.
The

Ex-President.
The eight yeat’s administration of President
Grant will go into history as ono of the most
notable in

our

annals.

lie took the execu-

loyal North was
still delirious over the great victory achieved
for the national unity, still harsh in its demand for punishment of the vanquished traitors, still grateful to the leaders who had conducted a glorious and successful war.
He
has left it at a time when the people are reunited, when the only punishment meted out
to our opponents is to give them seats in our
national legislature, and when, alasl the nation has ceased to be grateful to its defenders.
It is his glory to have moderated the rage of
the victors, to have scunded the key-note of
reconciliation between the sections, to have
ruled firmly and moderately in days of passion and strife.
It wa3 his misfortune to fall
upon times when the country first began to
feel the burdens which war always entails,
and pay the cost of a pernicious economical
policy, and he learned to his sorrow that gratitude in communities as in individuals, is the
shortest-lived of emotions, and that nations
to this day hold their rulers responsible for
the inevitable, as in the old days barbarous
peoples held their priests responsible for the
winds of heaven and the storm-clouds that
hid the sky.
Attempting a policy of reconciliation he has been assailed as the fomenter
of sectional hate. Wedded to a sound financial doctrine he has been held responsible for
an economic condition of affairs that only his
prompt and wise action prevented becoming
much worse.
Cherishing a high regard for
the orderly administration of law he has been
persistently accused of governing the country
as he would conduct a military department in
time of war. Entertaining no ambition but
the noble ambition of faithfully discharging a
high duty he has been assailed as a military
chieftain aiming at the establishment of a
military despotism. It has been his lot to be
more grossly misunderstood, to be more unjustly denounced than any other of our chief
magistrates.
That there have been mistakes in his policy may be admitted, for there must be mistakes in all strong policies. The very firmness and strength of will which have enabled
him to accomplish so much for the
country

l

LIABILITIES.

PANTOMIME tHUUIWI

Or Scenes

SHIRTS

82

jJ

Kail Road Bonds and Stocks.
National Bank Stocks..

10,

the honor of presenting bis

CHARLES RAVEL.

xs&xtr

FINE

OF THE—

Annual

9 &

and Saturday Afternoon.

THE

fc22

ME.

Exchange St.

Interest accrued on Loans
Cash in hands of Agents and in transit

MUSIC HAUL,
Friday & Saturday, March

Terminating

FOBILAXD,

Capital. 3300,000 00
Total Assets.$1,040,333 77
Cash on hand and in Bank.
$55 569 40
Kea) Estate.
5,444 76
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages.
405,000 00
State and City Bonds.
122,320 00

8,18T7.

Thursday evening, March

in

Exchange Sts.,

82,407.33f 39

W. D. LITTLE &

is postponed to

The

AGENT

of Middle and

cor.

—

ARCANA HALL

has

GENERAL

Office

Fire losses unadjusted...$32,676.99

Miss Annie E. Greeley,

JOHN

DOCUMENTS ADDRESS

HARTFORD, CONN*

Complimentary Concert

In

FOR INSURANCE OR

V. C. TARBOX,

87,614

Bills receiveable, secured by collaterals...

—

$4,029,912

That is, including what of assets the Company now lias on hand,
all ol which belongs to the policy-holders, the
Company’s transactions
have netted the policy-holders over $4,000,000 more ihon they have
paid into its treasury. There being no Stockholders in this Company
every dollar ovei the cost ot life insurance is returned to the policy-holders at the close of each year, in proportion to w'liat their premiums
paid have contributed to pro ducc the surplus. 4Ve believe this Company’s record is a guarantee ol continued prosperity.

Cash

TTxxlon. Hall,

TO

14,515,802

...

On the first day of January, 1877.

—

WEDNESDAY EVENING,

—

...

$10,485,890

$2 407,531 39

Fire Insi

I

ma3dlw

ROSSINI

Grand

Excess of premium receipts,
Assets Dec. 31st, 1876..

STATEMENT
—

Concert
AT

818

22,686,928

....

W.D.LITTIMCO., AGENTS,

OF

—

policy-holders.
“

—

MESSRS. NEEDHAM & JOHNSON.

—

from
returns to

$150,000,000.

over

follows:

Liabilities.
Losses and other Claims

return

nications that are not used.

tive chair at a time when the

58,000 polieies

H. KELLOGG, President!
A, W. JILLSGN, Vice President.
D. W C. SKILTON, Secretary.
GEO. H. BURDICK, Ass’t Secretary.

Mm GOSPEL MEETINGS
—

receipts
Aggregate
“

over

Cash Capital, all pai,i in. ...81.000.tt00.00
Reserve fsr reinsurance.
787.664.79
Reserve
for
unadjusted
losses....
87,614 82
Wet Surplus.
332,23178

Plenty of Money,
uv

This Company has issued in tliiriy-thtec years

Cash ou hand and in Bank, In hands of
Aeents and in course of transmission.. $618,485 40
Estate.
135,341 23
United States Stocks and Bonds.
118,000 00
State, County, and Municipal securities.
378.54630
Bank Slocks.
714,095 50
Railroad and other Corporation Securities.
411,250 00
Loans on Collateral.
25,820.00
Interest and Rems accrued.
5,992 96

supported by

"»»»

TOTAL LIABILITIES.$12,970,855.46
.Surplus* above every liebili'y, (by Hie buomi rigid Jesl). 1,644 946.94
Bivisiable mirplu* for 1877.
577,857.50

—

are as

guaranty
We cannot
undertake to

...

Real

K.ATE3 BYRON.
W. J. GILBERT. H. L. BASCOMB

yiajo

OF THE

The Assets

Oliver Bond Byron,

irjiuu D

cod3w

OF HARTFORD, CONN,
the First Day of January, 1877.

of the Talented young Artist

mi

LIABILITIES.
Net present value of outstanding polices at 4 per cent...$12,518,029.67
Claims for death losses ascertained, not yet payable.
168,369 00
matured endowments
16,866.00
Amount of unpaid distributions.
137,011.68
received Irom Agents in advance of their accounts.
579 11

Phtenix Ins. Co.

Every Evening nntil Farther Notice,

AND

per Ledger Accounts.

ASSETS. ..314 515,802 40

Annual Statement

—

MISS

—

TOTAL

Time Tried and Fire Tested.

usual.dtf

as

as

Cost value of Real Estate exclusive of all incumbiances.$1,301,156.38
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages, (first liens) on Real Estate. 2,491,716.67
Loans secured by pledge of Bonds and Stocks.
393,210 12
Premium loan notes on policies iu force... 1,823,940 53
Cost value of Bonds and Stocks owned absolutely.:. 7,2«4,034,88
Cash deposited in Banks...
182,127-49
Quarterly and semi-annual premium notes on policies in force. 223,846.84
Rotes receivable.
2,390.64
Interest due and accrued. ..
243,783 52
Market value of Company’s funds over cost. ...
340,700.80
Net deterred premiums on policies in force...
168,894 53

Excess of assets,

PORTLAND:

STEVENS, PRES’T.

BENJ. F.

A S S E T S

insuring
New York Office, No. 45 William Street.

JACK BEEMISH.MR. H. J. MONTAGUE.
Madge Hesketh.MisB Georgie Langley.

Jo not read
anonymous letters and communications The name and address of the writer are in
all ca.es
indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a
of good faith.

For the Year cmliiiff Dec. 31st, 187G.

all Liabilities—81 8(4,666 93

over

MORNING, MARCH. 6.

a

BO ST O 1ST

INCORPORATED IN 1835.

INCOME.

by a First Class Dramatic Company
Supported
selected Irom the
New York and

WEDNESDAY

THE

t'ULAXD
Insurance Company,

Life

INSURANCE CO.

83,653,063 33

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FALSE

STATEMENT

TUESDAY

—

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
published every Thursday Morning at $2.50 a
ye ir, if paid In advance at $2.00 a year.

Mr. H. J.

OF

PEES8.

Wo

OF

vance.

MUSIC

ANNUAL

St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange
m

THE

MISCELLANEOUS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tilt Q

PORTLAND

MORNING, MARCH 6. 1877.

PORTLAND, TUESDAY

may have caused him to adhere more strongthsa circumstances warranted to certain
men and certain measures.
The fault, If it

ly

be one, is common to all strong minds, is a
characteristic of all great rulers. But the
mistakes have been in matters of detail, the
effects of which pass away with the occasion.
j.u an

great,

auu

rar-reacmng meaures i resi-

dent Grant has been right. The mistakes of
a day will pass out of memory, and
history
will make no lasting record of them, but the
great deeds and aspirations of his policy will
be measured by posterity as the Cretan

Sage

“Measured the pyramids oi ages past
By the far reaching shadows that they cast.”
All misjudgment and misinterpretation will
fade away in the light of an impartial and
comprehensive criticism, and the administration of President Grant will stand out a
land-mark in American history.
In a peculiarly personal sense Gen. Grant
will grow dearer to the American people as
the years hasten on. His modesty of demeanor, thorough self reliance, honesty and
purity of character,and faithfulness in friendship are qualities which appeal directly to
the hearts of men and which will when the
petty passions of the day have subsided, and
length of time given the proper historical
perspective so necessary to correct judgment,
provoke as warm a tribute of admiration as
his eminent public services. His fame is assured and history will describe his civic career as a

worthy complement

to his

military

achievements.
The New York Tribune notices that the
Household English Dictionary, which furnished the key to the famous “Gobble” dispatches, is a repository of moral maxims as
well as a dictionary. The maxims are printed
in alluring type at the bottom and top of
“Mr. Patrick, therefore,—or
every page:
must we say Gov. Grover?—when he looked
out the word ‘cramp’ found staring him in
the face the advice, ‘carry a watchful eye
upon dangerous enterprises,’ and Mr. Tilden,
in hunting up ‘scantiness’ was reminded that
‘Sincerity is the parent of truth.’ ‘He lacks
most who longs most' was the discouraging
motto over ‘hot-house,’ but it was offset at
the very next word by ‘Seek till you find and
you’ll not lose your labor.’ The whole correspondence must have been rich in remindIn deciphering Tatrick’s second disers.
patch, oflering to furnish a Eepublican elector for $5,000, Mr. Tilden came across the
oracular sentence, ‘At a bargain pause
awhile.’”

matter by placing it in the
among the models studied by young
sculptors. The municipal council took the
advice of the last-mentioned party, and transferred the troublestee monarch from the domain of politics to the peaceful realms of art.
If the statue is a good representation of the
man it is intended to repiesent it will do infinitely more harm as an art model than as a
museum

political symbol.
Chili is making giant strides towards naIn the north are productive
tionil wealth.
mines, in the middle section a lich agricultural country, while toward Patagonia stretch
luxuriant pampas, affording inexhaustible
pasturage for millions of cattle. The govern
ment is in the hands of a natural upper class
composed of rich miners, farmers, cattle-owners and merchants, scrupulously exact in the
payment of its debts and having a superbcredit
abroad. Universal suffrage is unknown, but
everybody has a chance to work up, public
schools abound, and foreigners are welcomed.
The general satisfaction among business
at the peaceful settlement of the Presi-

men

dential dispute is already justified. Everywhere there are encouraging signs of the revival of trade, and it is evident that a more
prosperous time is close at hand. The low
quotations of gold make short and easy the
step necessary to be taken to carry us back to
sound financial basis and the adoption of
the legitimate standard of value.
Our

own

country has its buried

Cyprus or
Mycenae. Excavations near Davenport,Iowa
have brought to light coal slabs wilh inscriptions, human figures and many other repre-

sentations traced

Tub political campaign in New Hampshire
remarkably quiet. It is generally admitted that the Eepublicans will carry the
State by a handsome majority. The only
sharp contest will be in the Congressional
districts. For two of these districts the Democrats are making a persistent though noiseess fight.
They realize that upon the result may depend the political complexion of
the new House. The Eepublicans also are
ou the alert, aud entertain strong hopes of
electing a solid Republican delegation.
is still

Alexis the Bussian uses his trowsers pockgloves, and young America Is delight-

ets for

ed to find that its favorite habit meets with

royal approbation.

cut upon them.

or

Five

skeletons,

presumably of mound-builders,
have been unearthed in Loraine, Ohio, in
quite good preservation. The jawbones and
teeth are noted as unusually large.
The act ol the Southern statesmen in Congress in putting themselves on the recoi d as
being against any attempt to evade the decision of the electoral tribunal or thwart its
result is bearing splendid fruit for the South.
It was an act of true statesmaBship, as was
the conception of the tribunal itself, and is
heartily appreciated by thousands at the
North, who had cherished the idea that
nothiug good could come from that source.

Gen. i«ian!’« military and Civic Career
Reviewed—A Farewell Tribnte.

The beginning of the presidency
Hayes, is no doubt in the thoughts

Gen.

of
of

most

people an event fraught with more interest
just now, than the close of Gen. Grant’s civic
career.
Not so with me. The fature has its

uncertainty; the past is
years during which Gen.

The fifteen
Grant has been the
central and mo^t conspicuous figure in a panorama of real life as
imposing as the world
ever saw, constitute au
epoch infinitely more
eventful than any other in American history.
From the day of the capture of Foit Donelson
on the 10th of February 1862 to the
surrender
of L^e ApiiJ 9th 1865, his name was a synonym
of prowess, and a talisman of victory. Obscure
and comparatively unknown before, his first
success placed him iu the foremost rank of
Union Generals and made him the cynosure of
all eyes and the hope of every loyal heart in
secure.

the land.

The gallant armies of the Republic*
superbly manned and thoroughly equipped,
languished for want of a leader. When the
of the Donelsou achievemeut was heralded, the people instinctively turned to the
hero of that siege as the coming man. His
plan of operations, his disposition of his forces
and his mode of dealiDg with the enemy innews

dicated a capacity for conducting war far
greater than any officer, regular or volunteer,
had hitheito shown.
Ia all that happened afterwards he fully
justified the popular expectations. A succession of triumphs in the Southwest wrought by
patience, perseverance and a military judgment that seemed prescient, led to the universal demand that he should be placed attbe head
of the national armies. The rebels were
quick to
take the alarm at this Dew movement.
They
concentrated the elite of their soldierv nn<1*r
their ablest General, in front of their
cap til
They had no longer any thought of aggressive
warfare.
They stood upon
sive. That great campaigu is

Weekly:
Admiral AldeD. who was not only
bravest in act:on, but one of the
and accomplished men in the navy,
expressed a wish that his body should be broogbt
home to Portland, Me., and buried beside bis
father’s in the cemetery where Commodore
Preble and other distingnisbed naval commanders were buried.
His wish will be complied
with.
A similar sentiment was expressed by Jacob,
the patriarch of old, when he found his end was
The late

one of the
most courtly

approaching. He said to his son Joseph “bury
me not, I pray thee in Egypt; bury me with
my fathers,” and he required of him an oath.

Joseph,
an

under s;milar circumstances', required
oath of his children, and said, “Ye shall

carry up my bones from home.” And from
that lime to the present, human natnte has
been the same. When we come to contemplate
onr
end of earth we wish, if possible, to be
buried with onr own people, amid the scenes ot
our earliest recollections.
I appreciate the sentiment of the brave Admiral in bis dying reWhen sickness had come upon him, although surrounded by affluence in a distrnt
state, he thought of the quiet and secluded
resting place of his good mother and father
overlooking the broad ocean on which he bad
obtained fame and fortune, and there he wished to be laid.
I never enter that hallowed enclosute but I
feel an impulse to remove my hat, recollecting
the declaration of the voice from the burning
bush to the youthful Moses, “The place on
which thon standest is holy ground.” Here

quest.

not only repose the rude fathers of the hamlet
but also the eminent men who, for two centu"
ries have adorned the towD, and those who have
built

ships

and sailed

oiiiuu

tione.

them, seeking

iuc uuuuicu ucau ui

It was a small

fortune in

aeveu

enclosure at

genera*

its com-

mencement, with a tall Norway pino in the
centre, a relic of the “forest primeval
All
will acknowledge the fitness of the place chos.
ea.
It was the only place of barial belonging
to the town until 1829, when it was estimated
that the dead here inteired outnumbered the
living within the corporate limits.
And here I want to say a word against the
removal of the dust of its tenants.
This was
the chosen spot for their burial. Its beauty is
marred in some places by partially filled graves,
where relatives have sought (often in vain) for
the banes of ancestors, and were compelled to
be content with the removal of the head-stones
up by their immediate families. And these
stones are not permitted in most cases to be set
over the scanty dust in its new place of
barial,
but they aro left in stone cutters’ yards, monu-

set

ments of a lack of veneration and good
taste,
and perhaps to be used as flag stones.

The excuse for the removal of the tenants of
this ancient burial place is “it is liable to have
a street
cut through it at anytime,” but it
should be recollected that this is the very way
to hasten such a desecration, and further the
ground is not needed for that purpose, ff the
dust of ancestors is removed to another cemetery, perhaps in a few years another generation
may think that th’s dust is not yet in its prop-

place, and then there will be another removal without the respect shown by Edward 1st
to his beloved queen—on the several
spots
when her body rested on its way to Westminster Abbey, he erected a stately cross—hence
“Charing Cross.” Under ordinary circumstances I think no one has
any better right to remove the remains of a relative from their chosen place of burial, and change the
monument,
er

than they have to disobey his attested will and
change the disposition of his property. Several
times within

a

few years
O.UU

a

movement has been
1 av_<J UCH
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the remains of those gallant naval commanders who fell in the war of 1812. They
were buried by the lathers of the town, the
Officers' and crew of
the enemies
ship
were invited to assist at the obsequies, and
they alone placed a durable monument over
their brave commander—shall we rot respect
their patriotism and generosity? “A
over

stranger

passing

relative” erected that over our own
Burrows. Of course these monuments were
erected with the consent of the town autboriities, and who has a light to remove them?
The dust of Columbus has been removed
from city to city until I think it is not
or

certain where

quite

it now rests. It was Shake
speare’s malediction, said to have been written
by himself, and which is inscribed over bis
grave, which has prevented the removal of his

dust from the bosom of his native
valley of the
Avon, ts enrich Westminster Abbey.
“Good friends for Jesus sake forbeare
To dig the dust enclosed here.
Blessed bo he wno spares these stones,
And curst be he that moves my bones.
1 think it not unreasonable to
suppose that
the disembodied spirit, for a time at
least, retains a knowledge of its former mortal
tenement.
This probability should be au
iuceutive
to us to surround our places of
burial with all
pleasant associations, aud that they should bo
well cared for as a duty to the
dead, and as
attractions to the living.
To inspire his squares of
lufautry, when
about to be charged by the Mamelukes ou the
banks of the Nile, Napoleou cried
out, “From

yonder pyramids twenty centuries observe
your actions.” So, from this ancient cemetery
two centuries look down upon the people of the
city and plead for its preservation and care.
Wiudham, March 3.
W. G.

Five bodies were washed up on Sqnam Beat'll
from the wreck of the schooner Margaret and
Lucy, which went to pieces there Friday night.

IN

ADVANCE.

newspaper men in particular gathered them

selves for
Whether it

the

defenfamiliar to
every American citizen. Its felicilious ending
brought peace to a distracted country, and
glory to the flag of the Union. It gave enduring fame to the three foremost generals who

co-operated in oringing it to au auspicious con"
elusion, Grant, ShermaD, Sheridan, ahd established their claim to the grateful homage of
their contemporaries and posterity.
The assassination of Lincoln five days alter
poace had been conquered imposed new duties
upon Gen. Grant. As he had prescribed the
terms of Lee’s capitulation, he felt naturally
solicit jus that they should be scrupulously adhered to on our side. Andrew Johnson signal-

ized his accession to the Presidency by the
of extreme bitterness towards such
confederate officers as visited the capital under
the conditions of their parole. If one of them

display

was ushered into his presence he"treated him
with personal discouitssy and without
asking
him to he seated, opened upon him at once
with an harangue on his favorite text “trea-

must he made odious” which he emphasized with violent gesticulations and more
force than elegance of language. He would
have ordered the arrest of Gen. Lee if Grant
bad not insisted with his customary firmness
that such a proceeding would be a gross breach
of the obligation of the treaty of peace.
“What!” exclaimed the irate Jonhson' “is not
the head traitor to be punished?” “Not while
he adheres to the terms on which I granted him

son

The Eastern Cemetery.
I find the following paragraph in Harper’s

uxuuu

A controversy which threatens io be
serious has arisen between the Argus and
David Dudley Field. The Argus insists that
the Eepublican party has placed a sceptre on
the forehead of the nation. Mr. Field says
it is a falsehood which has been placed there.
Now the two cannot be confounded, and even
an imagination as accommodating as that of
Folonius could trace no resemblance.
Evidently the controversy cannot be settled by
arbitration, for that method of adjusting disputes is in disfavor with the Democracy. The
public may look to see it settled in the old Democratic way, the way that was practiced at
Washigton Saturday night. Either Mr. Field
wlil take the Argus by the throat or the Argus
will take Mr. Field by the throat. If the distinguished gentleman from New York acts
promptly the Argus will of course apologize
and appear with a leader saying that the article in a former issue was written under a
misapprehension of the facts.

treasures

ot a tormer civilization as well as

Our New York Letter.
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Immunity,” was the general’s quiet answer.
It settled that question.
Within a year afterwards Johnson’s treatment of the rebels was changed from harshness

a

mighty onslaught

upon him.
because he would not adopt
adt isers, or because they were tired
was

them as
of being iu a majority, some of the leading editors of journals that had hitherto been decid-

edly Itepublican embarked in this conspiracy.
First they tried to prevent bis re-nomination.
Failing in that they formed a coalition of Democrats and disappointed office
seekers, selected
one of tbeir own number
as a candidate, and

went to work with more zeal than
effectiveness,
accomplish the great aim and porpose inscribed on their banners,
to
to

“Anything

beatt

Grint!” But Grant never was beaten! Tha
enemy made a tremendous noise, flooded tha
country with essays and paragraphs, tried ev.
ery art of persuasion and exhortation, but tha
people persisted in standing by the great soldier, and bore him in their arms to viotory,
with an ettbusiasm as creditable to their man
hood as it was
complimentary to his worth.
The shafts of calumny levelled at him fell
harmless. Not that they lacked cleverness and

ingenuity. The editors

who made so desperate
raid upon him numbered among them some
of tha brightest quill drivers in the profession.
a

They adopted a great variety of plans of attack.
One would intermingle with his abase a well
feigned regret at being compelled to speak ill of

a man who had "done the state some service."
Another would disclaim any hostility to Grant
but express grief that he would listen to bad
advisers.
A third would remind his readers
how long and tenaciously he had adhered to the
cause, but at last things had reached a point
where he could go no further in that direotioo.
The major part of them however overdid the
business sadly by the violence of their
vituper-

ations.

If the general had been a less
conspicuous
personage this cannonade of slander would
have damaged him seriously.
But

fortunately

uveu

directly under the public eye. Hia Ufa
perfect contradiction of everything that
was uttered in disparagement of him. It would
ne

was a

be impossible to namea man more absolutely
free from the frailties and infirmities incident
to human nature.
He is the perfect incarnation of integrity aDd frankness. Few men ara
less susceptible to influence yet none could ba
more considerate of the opinions and wishes of
others. His will is resolute but bis heart is full
of tenderness. Always master of the situation

through his natural strength of character and
the readiness with which be meets every emergency, he is never wanting in respectful deference to the judgment of his official associates.
Throughout his second term Gen. Grant has
fully realized the expectation which led tha
people to insist npon his re-election.
Thirteen
months alter his inauguration he
placed himself in antagonism to Congress by
vetoing tha
currency bill. It was the grandest of his civio
acts. There were men in the national councils
then, gentlemen of high reputation, too, who
would have signed that bill if they had been in

place—not because they approved it but on
the score of expediency.
And I dare say that
if a vote had been taken in any rural debating
society or young ladies boarding school to decide whether he or they possessed the highest
claims to statesmanship the score would have
hia

against him, for the moment, every time.
And yet he was wiser than ^Congress as every
body now is willing to acknowledge. His idea
of expediency is to do exactly what he believes
to be right, and in this instance as in most
others that proved the true doctrine.
run

Take another

example of his courage and
The bill for equalizing soldiers’
bounties passed both houses. It was carried in
the Senate on the last day of the session by tha
good

sense.

casting vote

to

of Vice President Wilson. Tha
President vetoed it before he left the capitol.
His quick perceptions led him instinctively to a

a

discovery

sycophancy. Forgetting his promise to be
Moses t the Southern black, he assumed the
role of Pharaob. Gen. Grant sympathized
with neither of these phases of the new President’s character. A break between the Executive and the party which elect-d him became
inevitable. The elections of I860 demonstrated
that the Republicans were strong enough to
meet the issue forced upon them.
Johnson was
thrown overboard, coquetted with the Democracy, found them ready to take all he woul d
give them, and discovered in due timo that
they had no rewards to bestow in return for
his apostaoy, and no support to reeder him
except to save him from impeachment. So he
went like bis scriptural prototype “to his own

place."
The

mercurial. In the fall of
18(17, the Republicans met with some reverses,
that admonished them of
the
necessity
of looking about for a strong candidate for the
masses

are

ensuing Presidential campaign.

Both paities
wanted to nominate Gen. Grant. But by this
time his Washington experiences had so completely republicanized him, that the blandishments of tbe Democracy were
wholly wasted
upon him. Nevertheless he did not want to
run for the presidency.
He held a better office

of the defects of the measure, aod ha
instantly exercised his prerogative to give it ita

quietus.

That magnificent stroke of the pen
saved the treasurv a sum of money more than
large enough to pay the salaries of the President and Vice President, all the cabinet ministarn

anti

all tha

inatiobo rtf

(ha Qnnvama
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of the United States for one hundred years!
And yet at that very instant all the female
boarding schools and cross road lycenms were

shrieking fur statesmanship!
It might have been supposed

for the credit of
American manhood that after Gen. Grant’s
brow bad been crowned with the laarel of bis
final campaign there would be an end of all
efforts to misrepresent him. But somehow or
other the very persons who fancied a little
while before that it would be an easy matter to
beat him became possessed with the ineradicable notion that he was dangerously popular
and inordinately ambitious; that there was

nothing

to prevent his third election when the
time came, except the respect of the people for
their traditions; and that it was necessary to
warn them against the hero worship that threat,

ened to set at nought the example of Washington and big two-term successors.
Out of this
already, with equal relative emoluments and a mole hill of conjecture rose that mountain ol
lifa tenure
Rnl rkn
t!
-1
I childish prattle about a third term, that
towered for a while over every other topic of
addressed to him, and his earnest desire to envoice or pen. There never was ao much breath
sure a Republican succession, overcame his rewasted before on a purely imaginative theme.
luctance and he consented to enter the lists.
As (or the President he was at first amused by
Eren with the prestige of his name the conIt, but when he found to his astonishment that
test of 1868 was a spirited and close one. It is
there were people taking it up with every apvery doubtful whether any other standard bearer
pearance of seriousness, it passed from a joke
could have carried the paity to vic'ory. It was a
to an annoyance. He never would lead imporcritical period of political history. If the Demtance to the drive! by talking about it except in
ocrats had triumphed then the corstitutional
private conversation, and then be used to say in
amendments would have been nullified and
his good natured way that although he did not
the fruits of the war lost, The success ot that
campaign was scarcely less essential to the doubt that there were a good many people who
would be glad when be went out of office, ho
public welfare than the military conquests
didn't believe there was one man in the counwhich had been achieved under the same intry wbo would welcome that event with as
vincible leader.
much heartiness as he himself would.
So Gen. Gran came into office on th 4th of
Finally this ignis fatuua disappeared aud was
March 1869 with a very strong claim to the
A real presidential canvass sobered
forgotten.
the
gratitudehf
people generally and Repubthe people considerably. When they were relicans especially. His administration of affairs
stored to ebriety their sense of the great merits
was so generally acceptable
during his first
of Gen. Grant returned in all its original vigor.
term that the public appreciation of him
deepHe retires from office with the profound reened every day. He settled our difficulties
spect of his countrymen. Sensible people unwith Eogland in such a way as to exalt rather
doubtedly place a far higher estimate upon his
than depress the national pride; he reduced the
debt; diminished taxation; eurtailed the publio ability than they did before it was tested in
state affairs. He has bad a remarkable faculty
and
enforced
the
expenditures
laws.
for always doing the right thing in the right
He elevated the standard of official fidelity to
way. Xo decent critic pretends to impute to
such a degree that the relative losses by malfeasance were very much smaller during his bim any other fault than an occasional error of
first four years thau they were under the rule judgment in tbe exercise of the appointing
power. That is a kind of reflection to which
of any of his predecessors, and were still furevery Executive is liable, do what be may. Xo
ther reduced in the succeeding term. A system
earthly power can convince Smith or Smith's
of
was carried out
•«

A_

accountability
which compelled every man in the service of the govern
ment to do the work assigned him and given
full equivalent for the wages he received.
At
no previous peiiod in the annals of the
Republic has there been so little wroDgJdoing of any
kind as during the eight years last past. While
quacks and imposters have been braying about
the necessity of "reform” the administration
has been all the while effecting it in a quiet,
unobtiusive way, until every department of the
government is to day in a purer and healthier
condition than it ever was before.
Even Congress which generally originates all the measures that have corruption or jobbery in them
has been so far improved by the example of uprightness the President has set, that it has been
far less prolific of schemes of sinister import'
than it used to be in former days.
Under bis
auspices the whiskey tax, which had heretofore
been 1 irgely evaded became a valuable source
of revenue through the assiduity with which it
was collected.
He made no show, Indulged in
n ft

nrntunei nno

-I

state

Imf
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so

skillfully

and

J

so

rL
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well that all

went
smoothly and the country prospered.
The people lilted him so much that they soon
began to manifest their respect for him by the
demand that be shuuldbe re-elected. The best

presidents

bare ever had have been the
ones who held the office t wo terms.
That is
perfectly uatural. Unless a man had shown
we

himself able enough and great enough to stand
the test for one term ha would be out of the
After Jackson there
question for a second.
was no President who could staud this ordeal
until Lincoln came into power.
Ho possessed
the qualities that rendered his re-election a fore-

The same may bo said of
gone conclusion.
Both ol them leave a record
Grant.
inlimtely
more creditable than the best of tlicir one-term
predecessors. Their example contradicts tho
theory that the Presidential tenuro ought to be
limited to one term.
Tho fact is if tho people
have a bad Presideut they will not vote for him

again,
good

and if

they are fortunateenongh

to get a

it is very sensible of them to compliment him with their suffrage a second time.
But all Preside nts meet with opposition however little they may deserve it.
Beforo the
oce

close of his first term there wete some curious
combinations formed against Gen. Grant. The

nlaan

an.l

♦

hot pursuit of should under an; circumstances
have been given to Brown. Patronage is a
source of weakness to the man charged with
the dispensation of it and makes ten implacable enemies to ever; one lukewarm friend.
The measures of the administration have

judicious and salutary. The only policy
that has not been crowned with complete success is that of Southern reconstruction.
Oa

been

point the difficulties have seemed to baffla
all efforts of statesmanship. But really when
we take into account what an intricate and perplexing problem it was, wonder that it remaiua
unsolved ceases. It requires a generation to
allay the animosities engendered by a four
that

years’ civil war.
whites, the greed

The sullenness of the native
of the carpet baggers and the
ignorance of the blacks have stood as a triple
wall of obstacles to the;fraternization of tbe
sections. Still things are worse than they
would have been if Congress had adopted the
recommendations of the President. In this ae

in most other matters the executive branch of
tbe government has been stronger than the

legislative,

ever

since Gen. Grant has been at

its bead.
The subject is so interesting I linger over it
perhaps too long. 1 have always regarded Gou.
Grant with lieatty admiration. There aie not
many men who combioo so great a number of
virtues with so few blemishes.
Kindness;
gentleness, generous consideration for other*,
perfect sincerity and a self-respecting and
always dignified bearing are noticeable traits of
his character. In his daily walk aad conversation he is a faultless example of correctness.
He is a gentleman of cultivated tastes and
refined associations. Socially be is very agreeable when he knows his company. In tbe domestic circle he shines with cloudless refulgeuce. Ho appears to the best possible advantage both in respect to greatness and goodness
when he is at his own fireside and with the

companions of bis harmonious household.
No motive can exist auy longer for misrepresenting Gen. Grant, and it is fair to presume
that his contemporaries will uow be inclined to
do him justice. In that event his reputation aa
a leader in civil affairs will keep even paoe
with his renown as a master of the art of war,

His place upon the historic
page will he one o£
rare eminence.
The generations that succeed
him will sing his praise in
form

eulogy.

President

of

every

in the path before me, charged, as I now atu,
with the grave and difficult taak of carrying
them out in the practical administration of the
government so far as depends under the constitution and law on the chief executive of the

Hayes.

He retire* to

private life after sixteen years
of useful and
distinguished public service to
ODjoy a distinction equally maned, and un-

nation.
Southern Policy.
The permanent pacification of the cauntry
upon such principles andby such measures as
will secure the complete protection of all its
citizens in the free enjoyment of all their constitutional rights, is now the one subject iu our
public affairs, which all thoughtful and patriotic citizens regard as of supremo importance.
MaDy of the calamitous effects of the tremendous revolution which has passed over the
Southern States, still remain. The immeasurable benefit which will surely follow sooner or
later, the hearty and generous acceptance of the
legitimate results of that revolution, has not
yet been realized. Difficult and embarrassing
questions meet us at the threshhold ot this subject. The people of those States are still impoverished, aud the inestimable blessing of
wise, honest aud peaceful local self-government is not fully enjoyed
Whatever difference of opinion may exist, as to the cause of
this condition of things, the fact is clear that iu
the progress of events the time has come when
such government is the imperative necessity
required by all the varied interests, public and
private, of those States. But i®muet Dot ho
forgotten that only a local government which
recognizes and maintains inviolate the rights
of all, is a true self-government. With respect
to the two distinct races, whose peculiar relations to each other have brought upon us the
The

burdened with official responsibilities. He will
be while he lives the most illustrious of
living
Americans. And it can be recorded of him
with entire truthfulness that he was a man

Ceremonies of In-

“Who never sold the truth to serve the hour
Nor paltered with Eternal God for power;
Who let the turbid stream of rumor flow
Thro* either babbling world of high or low;
Whose life was work, whose language rife
With rugged maxims hewn from life;
Who never spoke against a foc.“

auguration.

“His work is done
But while the races of mankind endure
Let his great example stand
Colossal, seen of every land
And keep the soldier firm, the statesman
pure.’’

Brilliant and

_Yarmouth.

sire

Iinpres®

Spectacle.
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deplorable

which exist in those States,
ernment which guards the interests of both
races carefully and equally. It must he a government which submits loyally and heartily to.
the constitution and the laws, the laws of the
nation and the laws of the States themselvep,
accepting and obeying faithfully the whole constitution as it is. Besting upon this sure and
substantial foundation, the superstructure of
beneficent local governments can be built ui
and not otherwise. In furtherance of such
obedience to the letter and the spirit of the constitution, and in behalf of all that its attainment implies, all so-called party interests lose
their apparent importance aud party lines may
well be permitted to fade into insignificance.
The question we have to consider for the immediate welfare of those States of the Union, is
the question of government or no government,
of civil order and all the peaceful industries
and happiness that belongs to it, or a return to
barbarism. It is a question in which every citizen of the nation is deeply interested, aud
with respect to which we ought not to he in
partisan sense, either Republicans or Democrats, but fellow citizens and fellow men, to
whom the interests of a common country and
a common humanity are dear.

Fire in Belfast.

Belfast, March 5.—The house and fmniture
of A. Henderson, on Bridge street, was burned
last night. Loss about $800; insured.
Fire
caused by defective chimney.
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New \ork, March 5.—The Express says
that an attempt was made this afternoon to
force the Sun newspaper to haul down the
American flag banging at half mast and Union
down at the top of its building. The assailants
were expelled trom the building by the
police
and Sun employees.
on
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Mr. Hewitt’s Occupation (Jane.
Washington, March 5 —At a meeting of the
Democratic National Committee last night,
Mr. Hewitt presented his resignation, which
was accepted, and Senator Barnum of Connecticut, was eleoted to succeed him. Mr. Hewitt
says in his letter, “For myself, I feel that I
have completed the duty which was assigned to
me at St. Bonis. The result of the campaign
was the unquestionable election of onr candidates. That they and the people have been defrauded of their rights, is true, but for this result I do not hold myself any more responsible
than any other member of Congress upon
whom rested the duty of counting and declaring the votes.” He considers his nsefulcess as
a Congressman serionsly impaired by bis pasition as chairman of the committee, and would
have resigoed immediately after the election,
but lor the complications which now have terminated.
An Apalagy from Mr. Douglas.
At the Democratic caucus Saturday night,
Mr. Douglass of Virginia, being intoxicated,
addressed Mr. Lamar in a manner which would
have provoked a collision if the two men bad
not been separated
To-day Mr. Douglass
withdraws the offensive expressions, and expresses his high appreciation of Mr. Lamar’s
character.
A Carnival at Thieve*.
During the inanguration proceeding to-day
and while persons were absent from their
bouses, professional thieves committed many
larcenies
In some cases where they encountered opposition they presented pistols threatening to take life if any alarm was giveD. In one
instance they broke open a gentleman’s trunk
and stole all his portable valuables, including
$12,000 worth of $1000 income bonds of Texas
Pacific Railroad Company.
Those however
are registered
and the company has stopped
their transfer.
Au Extra Hesiiox at Congress.
It is reported to-night that President Hayes
will issue a call on Wednesday for an extra
session of Congress. This is not derived from
an official source however.

Cabinet

Rumor*.

Those best informed are confident the President adheres to Evarts for Secretary of
State,
Sherman for the Treasury; Carl Schurz for the
Interior; McCrary for Attorney General, and
David M. Key of Tennessee for Postmaster
General. Key has agreed to accept. If
any
change will be made in the Aforney General
nomination, there is strong reason to anticipate
its offer to Gen. Harlan of Kentucky. The
War and Navy departments are still undecided.
New England will get the Navy probably, but
Senator Morrill of Vermont to night seems
more likely to achieve success than Gov. Rice
of Massachusetts, who is strongly urged
by
prominent naval officers. Mr. Forbes of Massachusetts, however, is still on the list of
possible appointees. Indiana, it is still understood, will be represented in the person either
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mao, or Judge Porter.
Bristow to go on to the Bench.
BeDj H Bristow is almost certain to be appointed to tbe Supreme Court to till tbo vacancy caused by Davis’s resignation.
Cabinet Meeting.
President Hayes has requested tbe present
heads of executive departments to attend a
cabinet meeting to-morrow at the usual time.
They will all attend including Secretary Mor
rill who is no longer confined to his house.

LOUISIANA.
The Packard Government to be Ignored.
New Orleans, March 5 —It has been decided to abandon the movement upon the State
House, to simply ignore the Packard governgovernment, and to proceed immediately with
the appointment of tax collectors and other
local afiicer8 throughout the State, who will at
once enter upon their duties.
Colored Legislators Ask Recognition.
The colored members of the Republican
legislature, headed by Lieut. Gov. Antoine, prepared and signed to-day, a long address to tbe
people of tbe United States urging the necessity of the immediate recognition of State government.

Burned to Death.
Pittsburg, March 5.—A telegram from Kansas C>ty, Butler county,
Pa., says a fire originated early this morning in the office of the
Bateman House, by a cigar or match
being
thrown under the counter among the waste
paper. It was discovered by Mr. Bateman before
it had made much headway. He ran for water
and returning fonnd the whole room was in
flames, cutting off all escape by the stairway
from the rooms above.
Mr. Bateman rnshed
through Hie flames and succeeded in rescuing
his son. They were badly
burned, the son fatally The building was totally destroyed. In
searching the debris the bodies of Mrs Bateman, her daughters Minnie, Lou, Belle and
Winnie, were founu burned beyond recognition
N. Brown, of the firm of
Sprague & Co., New
Yoik, was found, almost consumed.
There
were thirty guests in the hotel at the
time, six
of whom were injured by
jumping from the
windows.
The loss is about $10,000: insured
*9000.

Forty -Fourth Congress—Second Session.
SENATE.

Washington, March 5.
the Senate returned and the Vice
President resumed the chair.
Mr. Hamlin submitted a resolutiou
that a
committee of three be appointed to wait
upon
the President oi tbe United States and
inform
him that a quorum of tbe Senate had
assembled and tbe Senate would be
pleased to receive
any communication be may be pleased to
make. Agreed to, and Messrs.
Hamlin, Morton and Ransom were appointed such
commitAt 1.2 U.<

tC6.

Mr. Morton moved that when the Senate
adjourn to-day it he to meet Wednesday at rj
o clock.
Mr. Hamlin opposed the motion and
said
that when the committee should wait
upon the
uo «uuiu uu uuuui
reply mat he was
ready to communicate with the Senate immediately, therefore the Senate should bo in session to receive such
communication.
Mr. Morton withdrew bis
motioD, and the
senate at 1.3o o clock adjourned until 12 o’clock
to-morrow.
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For New England.

Middle

and Atlantic coast, rising barometer,
possiblp preceded by a slight fall, southwest to
northwest winds and
cooler, followed by warmer, clear or partly cloudy weather
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Democratic Vicia,
Galveston, March 5.—The
Car‘
ried the municipal election
by nearfo Term ma‘
jority and elected elever or twefve
Many negroes voted the democratic MckltTnl
in one ward where the colored
population

‘politicians

was

.unvote TELEGRAns.
Senator Wallace is the Democratic candidate
for President pro tem of the Senate.
The Polynesian, from Portland has arrived
at
uali fax.
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Tbe

party adjourned to tbe blue parlor and
passed some time in conversation. Lieut. Col.
Grant and Col. Ames Webster, special aides to
tbe President preceding tbe grand parade, reported at the Executive Mansion that the procession was approaching.
Tbe carriage of ex-

President Grant, in which four horses were barneseed. was standing at the door, and the President, escorted by ex-President Grant and Senator Morrill of the committee of the
Senate,
took seats therein, and driving to one of the
gateways lerding to the Executive Mansion
awaited the approach of the military escort. A
cheer greeted them as they left the Mansion.
After a very few moments the procession moved ny and the carriage took its position therein
amid cheers from those lining the
sidewalks,
and passed along the avenue on its
way to the

■Capitol.

The

Procession.
Following the carriage of the President and
ex-President and Vice President eleet, the
suite attending which was in part
composed of
citizens on foot, who walked on either tide of
the carriages, came the civil part of tb procession in three divisions, the first under Col.
Lubey, embracing citizens and officials on
horse back and on foot
Tbe display was imposing. Following those came the fifth division marshalled by Arthur Shepherd. It was
headed by a fine band of music and contained
the political associations. The sixth
division,
marshalled by H.. Eaton and composed of associates of the State of Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania. Iowa, Michigan and tb'e central association of States, filed in and was followed
by
the fire department of this district which was
not among the least of the
ttractions. This
ended the procession which was at least forty
minutes passing the executive mansion, No
event of a disagreeable character marred the

disp'ay.

At ilie

Capitol.

When the Capitol was reached the sun was
shining brightly. Governor Hai tranft of Pennsylvania marched at the head of the Hartranft
Club and was greeted with great applause as
he was noticed at intervals along tbe route.
The President’s carriage was
exceedingly conspicuous in line and was met with frequent
cheers. The colored troops belonging to tbe
militia of this District were assigned a
prominent place in line, the tight of which was held
by government troops, the Columbus Cadets
having the second place of honor. The Treasury building was alive with spectators, every
w'ndow being filled, and tbree-fonrths of the
tt iluiu

a
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after 11 o clock the Senate galleries were filled
to their utmost capacity.
Mrs. Hayes, wife of
the President, occupied a front seat in the
private gallery, next to the diplomatic gallery
Her little son, Scott, sat on her
left, Mrs
Senator Sherman on her right. Miss Fannie
and
Mrs.
Hayes
Stanley Matthews occupied
seats beyond Mrs. Shermau,
together with
other personal friends of Mrs.
Hayes from
Ohio. 'The diplomatic gallery was
occupied by
Lady .Thornton and other ladies of the diplomatic corps.
The remaining galleries were
also packed and presented a brilliant
appearance, the greater Dumber of their occupants
being ladies. The floor of the Senate, excepting seats reserved for the Presidential party,
Suptems Courts and diplomatic corps was
crowded with Senators and Senators
elect,
members of the House and other personages
entitled to privileges. Among the latter were
Gen. Sherman and Major Generals Hancock
aDd Terry, in fall uniform and attended
by
members of their respective staffs.
About
quarter before 12 o’clock foreign ministers and
the secretaries and attaches and the
legation
entered the Senate chamber.
Proceedings iu the Seunte Chamber.
As soon as the diplomatic
corps, etc., had
been seated in the places
assigned them, the
Chief Justice and the Associate Justices of
the Supreme Court in their robes of
office
entered the Senate chamber.
Precisely at 12
o clock the President
apoeared at the main entrance of the chambers, arm-in arm
with Gen
Grant, and as they proceeded down the aisle to
seats reserved for them, the Senators
and all
other occupants of the floor rose and remained
stending until they had taken their seats, and
the galleries applauded by clapping of hands
and wavmg of handkerchiefs.
Immediately
following them came the members of President
Grant’s Cabinet, The Presidential
party having taken their seats, the Senate was called to
order by its Secretary, Mr. Gorham.
Prayer
was offered by the
Chaplain, Rev. Dr. Sunderland, and President Grant’s proclamation,
convening the special session, read,
Mr. President, X am now ready to take the
oath of office.
After the Senate was called to
order, the
new Senators were called and the oath
of office

admin'stered

to Messrs.
Anthony, Beck,Blaine,
Illinois, Davis of West VirKirkwood, McPherson, Plumb, Rollins
Sau sbury, Saunders,
Teller, Meriden, Cate,
Garland, Ben Hill, Johnston, and Ransom.
Objections were made to Messrs. Lamar of
Mississippi, J. T. Morgan of Alabama, aDd
Kellogg of Louisiana, Butler of South Caro"D,a> aud their credentials laid on the table

Hoar,

Davis or
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system of a large portion of our country, and
tue advance of four millions of people from a
condition of servitude to that of citizenship,
□ pon an equal footing with their former masters could not occur without presenting problems of the gravest moment to be dealt with by
the emancipated race, by their former masters,
and by the general government, the author of
the act of emancipation.
That it was a wise,
just aDd providential act, fraught with good for
all concerned, is now generally conceded
throughout the country. That a moral obligation rests upon the national government to employ its constitutional power and influence to
establish the rights of the people it has emancipated and to protect them in the enjoyment
ot those rights when they are infringed or asThe evils
sailed, is also generally admitted.
which afflict the Southern states can only be
removed or remedied by the united and harmonious efforts of both races, actuated by motives
or mutual sympathy and regard; and while in
duty bound and fully determined to protect '.he
rights of all by every constitutional means at
the disposal of my administration, 1 am sincerely anxious to use every legitimate influence
in favor of honest and efficient local self-gov
ernment as the true resource of those states for
the promotion of the contentment and prosperity of their citizens. In the effort I shall make
to accomplish this purpose I ask the cordial cooperation of all who cherish an iotsTest in the
welfare of the country, trustiug that party ties
and the prejudice of race will be freely surrendered in behalf of the great purpese to be ac-

complished.
In the important work of restoration of the
South it is not the political situatiou alone that
merits attention.
The material development
of that section of the country has been arrested by the social and political revolution through
which it has passed, and now needs and de-

the considerate care of the national government, within the just limits prescribed by
the Constitution and wise public economy. But
at the basis of all prosperity for that as well as
for every other part of the country, lies the improvement of the intellectual and moral condition of the people. Universal suffrage should
rest upon universal education.
To this end liberal and permanent provision should be made
for the support of free schools by the state governments. and if need be. sunnlemonted hv Ip.
gitmiate aid by the national authority.
Let me assure my countrymen of the Southern States that it is my earnest desire to
regard
and promote their truest inter- sts, the interests
of the white and of the colored people both,and
to put forth my best efforts iD behalf of a civil
policy which will forever wipe out in our political affairs the color line and the distinction between North and South, to ihe end that we
may have not merely a united North or a united
South, but a united country.
Civil Service Reform.
I ask the attention of the public to the paramount necessity of reform in our civil service—
a reform not merely as to certain
abuses and
practices of so called official patronage, which
have come to have the sanction of usage, iu the
several departments of our government, hut a
change in the system of appointment itself, a
reform that shall be thorough,radical and complete, a return to the principles and practices
of the founders of the government.
They
neither expected nor desired from public officers any
partisan service. They meant that
public officers should owe their whole service
to the government and to the people.
They
meant that the officer should be secure iu his
tenure as long as his personal character remained untarnished, and the. performance of
his duties satisfactory. They held that appointments to office were not to be made nor expected merely as rewards for partisan services, nor
merely on the nomination of membeisof Congress, as being entitled, in aDy respect, to the
control of such appointments. The fact that
both of the great political parties of the country, in declaring their principles prior to the
election, gave a prominent place to the subject
of a reform of our civil service, recognizing and
strongly urging its necessity in terms almost
identical in their specific import with those I
have here employed, must be accepted as a
conclusive argument in behalf of these measures. ft must be regarded as the expression of
he uuited voice and will of the whole country
upon this subject, and both poliPcal parties are
virtually pledged to give it their unreserved
serves

support.

The President o( the United States of necessity owes his election to office to the suffrage
and zealous labors of a political
party, the
members of which cherish with ardor and regard, as of essential importance, the piiuciples of their paity organizatiou
But ho
should strive to be always mindful of the fact
that he serves his parly best who serves the
country best. In furtherance of the reforms
we seek, and in other respect as a
change of
great importance, 1 recommend an amendment to the constitution, prescribing a term of
six years for the Presidential office and forbid-

ding a reelection.

ginia

The Piunucial Problem.
With respect to the liDaDCial condition of the
country, I shall not attempt an extended history of the embarrassment and prostration
which we have suffered duriDg the past three
years. The depression iu all our varied comSenators not objected to having beeu
mercial and manufacturing interests throughsworn
in Mr Terry asked if the
Vice President elect
out the country, which began in September,
of the United States was
to take the oath
still continues. It is very gratifying,
ready
1873,
or omce.
however, to be able to say that there are indiAfter a few minutes Mr. Wheeler
cations all around us of a coming change to
entered
the Senate chamber
leaning on the arm of Sen- prosperous times. Upon the currency question,
ator McCreery, ot the committee of
arrangeintimately connected as it is with this topic, I
ments. and was escorted to the desk of the premay he permitted to repeat here the statement
siding officer, when Mr. Ferry said:
made in my letter of acceptance, that in
my
I have great pleasure in
presenting the Vice judgment the. feeling of uncertainty inseparPresident of the United States.
able from an irredeemable paper
with
currency,
The Vice President
responded, and at the its fluctuations of value, is one of the greatest
conclusion of Mr. Wheeler’s remarks Mr Ferrv
obstacles to a return to prosperous times. The
retired from the chair,
saying:
only safe paper currency is nn« which
“With great pleasure, Mr. Vice
President, I upon a com basis and is at all times and
surrender the chair to yon.”
promptly convertible into coin. I adhere to the
The Vice President’s
views heretofore expressed by me iu favor of
Inaugural.
Vice President Wheeler before
Congressional
legislation in behalf of au early
the
taking
oath of office said:
I resumption of specie payments, and I am
Senators—Official station ever brings with it satisfied, not only that this is wise, but that tbe
interests as well as the public sentiment of the
VOJIUUOI Ulinta
kJC
vice m aua'agous spheres has
country imperatively demand it.
how delitaught
cate and at times difficult and
complex aie the
Forrigu Policy.
duties which the oath I am about to take
will
Passing from these remarks upon the condiimpose upon me. It is my sincere
to
purpose
tion
of
our
country to consider our relations
lift myself entirely above the elements of
partiwith other lands, we are reminded by the
sanship, to administer the Seuate’g rules in
international complications abroad, threatentheir true spirit with courteous
firmness, and ing the peace of Turkey, that our traditional
by all the means in my power to facilitate and
of oon-interfercnce in the atfairsof foreign
rule
expedite us deliberations. In doing this I
nations has proved of great value in past tirnts
shall ever need your aid, your
generous forbearend ought to bs strictly observed. The policy
ance and at times your lenient
judgment upon
inaugurated by my honored predecessor. Presiall of which I know that i
may implicitly relv
dent Grant, of submitting to arbitration grave
when you shall he satisfied of the
rectitude of
questions iu dispute between ourselves aud
my luteutious. I want that the relations about
foreign powers, points to a new and incomto be established between us
may mutually be
pleasant and productive of good to the test in- parably the best instrumentality for the preservation of peace and will, as I believe, become a
terests of our national commonwealth.
bsneficent example of tbe course to be pursued
The Vico President then announced that
the
in similar emergencies by other nations
senate would proceed to the centre
If,
portico of
unhappily, questions of -difference should at
the capitol to witness the
of thS
inauguration
time
the
of
any
during
period
administra1 resident, and the
my
procession was formed bv
tion arise between the United States and any
Deputy Sergeaut-at-Aims Christie according to
roreign government, it will eertaiuly be my
the programme already announced and left
tho
hope to aid iu their settlement in the same
chamber.
peaceful aud honorable way, thus securing to
At the portico President Hayes
lrU adbegan
aur country the great blessing of neaco aud
dress at 12 45, as follows:
mutual good offices with all tbe nations of the
world.
Tlie Itcccut Presidential Contest.
Villi ADDRESS.
Fellow citizeus, we have reached the close of
Fellow Citizens:—We have assembled torea political contest marked by the excitement
peat the public ceremonial begau by Washingwhich usually attends the contests between
all
observed
my predecessors, and now
ton,
by
great political parties, whose members espouse
a time-honored custom, which marks the comand advocate with earnest faith their respective
mencement of a new term of the Presidential
creeds, the circumstances were perhaps in no
office. Called to the duties of this great
respect extraordinary save in the closeness and
trust,
1 proceed in
the consequent uncertainty of the result. For
compliance with usage, to announce some of tho
in
the first time iu the histrry of the country, it
leading principles regard
to tbo subjects that now
chiefiy engage the pub- lias been deemed best iu the view of the peculit is my desire to be
ar circumstances of the case that the
objecdischarge of those duties. I shall ,ious and questions iu dispute with reference to
not undertake to lay
down irrevocable princibe couutiug of the electoral votes, should be
■eferred to tbe decision of a tribunal, establishbut rather
e ad,u'n>stratiop,
to speak of the motives
which should animate
>d by law for this sole purpose, its members,
us, and to suggest certain important ends to be
til of them men of long established reputation
attained in accordance with our
'or integrity and intelligence, and, with the exinstitutions and
essential to the welfare of our
country
leptiou of ihose who are also members of the
At the outset of the discussions which nre
mpreme judiciary, chosen equally from both
ceded the recent Presidential election, it seemlolitical parties, its deliberation, enlightened
ed to me fitting that X should fully make known
>y the research and the arguments ot able
in
to
sentiments
regard
several of the immy
:ounsel, was entitled to the fullest confidence
portant questions which then appeared to deif the American people. Its decisions have
mand the consideration of the country.
Folleen patently wailed for anil accented as legallowing the example and in part adoptiug the
y conclusive by the general judgment of the
language of one of my predec-ssors, 1 wish
mblic. For the present, opinion will widely
now, when every motive for misrepresention
rary as to wisdom of the several conclusions
has passed away, to repeat what was said beinnouuced by that tribunal.
This is to be anfore tbo election, trusting that my
countrymen
icipated in every instance where matters of
will carefully weigh and understand it, and
< lispnte
are made the subject of arbitration
that they will feel assured that the .sentiment?
inder the lor ms of law. Unman judgment
declared in accepting the nomination for the i s never
unerring and is rarely regarded
X residency will bo tbo standard of
: s
otherwise
my conduct
than
by the unwrong
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The San Francisco
investigating
have found considerable fraud at thecommittee
last
tion, but neglect to tell who is
It.
Job* Clemens, lawyer, of Bayonne N J
was dragged from
bed Saturday night
by
maakedmen and savagely beaten because ho
nad made
complaint at the instance of a client
against the coal dock laborers.
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Charles Chase, aged 84, died Sunday
*ard’ Iirookli’a- Ho w«s a native

Maine**
robbed of %o000
robtedof
of

nanJinlln
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dominated the leading negro
badly beaten by the white Democrats.

Match 5.— At 10 o’clock resident Hayes, accompanied by his son and Senator Sbermau, left the residence of the Senator
for the Executive Mansion, where he was met

c.
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Washington,

ami

complications

and
perplexities
it must be a gov-

in
the
successful
contest.
party
The fact that two great political parties have in
this way settled a dispute, iu regard to which
good men differ as to the tact and tho law, no
less than as to the proper course to he pursued
in solving tho question in controversy, is an occasion for general rejoicing.
Upon one point
there is entire unanimity in public sentiment—
that conflicting claims to the Presidency must
bo amicably and peaceably
adjusted, that
when so adjusted, the general acquiescence of
It has been
follow.
to
the nation ought surely
reserved for iho government of tho people,
where tho right of suffrage is universal, to give
to the world the first example iu history of a
great nation, in the midst of a struggle of
opposing paities for power, hushing its party
tumults to yield the issue of the coutest to adjustment according to the forms of law,

(louclusioii.
Looking for tlio guidance of that divine hand
by which the destinies ol uations and individuals are shaped I call upon you, Senators,
lie present a fives, judges, fellow citizens, here
and everywhere, to unite with me iu an earnest
effort to secure to our country the blessing not
only ol material prosperity hut of justice, peace
and union, a union depending not upon the
constraint of force hut upon the ioviug devotion of a free people that all things may be so
settled upon the best and surest foundation,
that peace and happiness, truth and justice,
religion nud piety, may he established among
us for all generations.
The address was delivered with animation,
but owing to the constant hum of convers it.ou
in the crowd, it could not be heard at any considerable distance. He was vociferously ap-

plauded throughout.

The absence of Judges Clifford and Field
from the inauguration to-day is much com
mented upon.
I)avi3 at the conclusion of the inaugural address, audibly criticised it as an
able,
excellent state paper.
Ben Hill listened to it with intense interest
and evident satisfaction.
The Oath Administered.
The oath of office was then administered
by
Chief Justice Waite and a salute was fired

Judges

the cheering lieinir lronf.

nn

1

Meanwhile the President received the congratulations cf those near, including ex-Presideut
Grant and the Chief Justices. Judges Clifford
and were not present during any portion of the
ceremony.
BeturniDg to the Senate wing,
President Hayes, with Gen. Grant, Vice President Wheeler, and Mr. McCreery, drove to the
White House, escorted by the' military and
other organizations.
The inaugural ceremonies being concluded
the procession was reformed and returned te
the executive mansion,
escorting the President,
who, together with the ex-Presideut and Senator Morrill of Vermont, (chairman of the committee of arrangements,) occupied the open
barouche that conveyed the party to the Capitol. Before noon thousands of persons lined
Pennsylvania avenue to witness the display.
The President was frequently cheered by them,
which compliment he acknowledged by raising
his hat. The gentlemen in the Presidential
party express gratification at the orderly character of the proceedings throughout.
At the White House.
The President with the ex President reached
the executive mansion about half past 2 o’clock,
when the Presidential salute was thundered by
the artillery stitioned in the “white lot’’ in the
vicinity of the executive mansion. Mrs. Grant
had prepared a sumptuous lunch in the family
dining room of the executive mansiou, to which
the President, ex President, members of the
Cabinet and several friends of President
Hayes repaired.
Many ladies were present,
It was altogether an informal affair, and was
intendod by Mrs. Grant for the comfort of the
new incumbent of the mansion.
The house
has been placed in excellent order for President
Hayes and his family. Bare dowers ornamented
the different rooms, and great care has been
taken by Mrs. Grant to have the mansion in
every way comfortable.
The Torchlight Precession.
The torchlight procession tonight in honor o(
the inauguration of President Hayes was fully
op to the standard of torchlight processions in
general, and in point of numbers was a great
success.
There must have been fully 5000 in
line. No transparencies were visible. Tbe affair was altogether a matter of torches.
The
Avenue was brilliantly lighted from one end to
the other, while archways of Chinese lanterns,
red lights, blue lights and calcium lanterns at
intervals made the scene of very great brilliancy. Pockets and Iioman caudles wore lired at
intervals along the route and cheers greeted the
display almost incessantly.
The participants
in the parade were mostly citizens of the District, a maiority being colored people.
Tbe
Avenue was densely crowded, and a large police force was on hand for the preservation of

order.

Reception to President Hayes.
President Hayes received a large number of

friends at the Executive Mansion this afternoon. A great many Congressmen were
among
the callers. A grand reception was givon to
President Hayes at Willard’s Hotel tonight,
under the auspices of the Columbus Cadets.
There was a dense crowd.
President Hayes remained only about, twenty
minutes, during which time a number of ladits
and gentlemen were presented to him. 11c was
accompanied by Gen. Sherman.
Resignation of the C'nbinel.
The members of the Cabinet have all sent in
their resignations, but they have not been accepted. In fact,the envelopes containing them
have not been opened, as no official business
was attended at the White House to
dav, bat
they will bo to-morrow.
As soon as the chief magistrate had reached
the White House an immense crowd congregated on the portico, hoping there would he a
In this they were disgeneral reception.
appointed. though many were admitted durmg
the afternoon and paid their respects to President Hayes. The green parlor was the scene
of gieat animation after the party returned.
It was profusely decorated with flowers, aud
the new President received therein the first
welcome to his home.

CELEBRATIONS ELSEH RERE.

Calais.
5.—Salutes were fired and
bells ruug from noon till one o’clock
to-day in
Honor of President Hayes.

Calais, March

Augusta,
Augusta, March 5.—Tho Republicans this
evening celebrated the inauguration ot Hayes
by firing a salute ot ;JS guns, bonfires, fireworks
and the

ringing of

church tells.

Ramnriscoliu.
If am a it i scott a, March
5.—Republicans are
faring guns and ringing bells this morning over
the success of their candidate.

Ranger.
Bangor. March 5.—Flags are displayed on
public and private buildings, campaign banners are waving, aud the Republicans ol Ban-

gor aud Brewer at noon fired one hundred guns
in honor of Ilie inauguration of
Hayes and
Wheeler.
Rochester.
Rochester, N. H March 5.—The Rochester
Republicans are celebrating the election of
Hayes and Wheeler to night by the firing of
cannon, bonfires, ringing of bells, illuminat oD,
torchlight proersdon and a public meeting at
the town hal).
PUBLIC OPINION.
Comments or the Press on the Address.
Chicago. March 5.—The Journal says ot
President Hayes'inaugural: The document is
eminently statesmanlike in every feature.
The Post says: It is alioat what the country
expected, au open, honest declaration of a man
who unquestionably intends to do his duty.
New York, March 5.—The Express says:
The address deals more with geueralities than
remedies, but its generalities will be accepted.
Social, self-government is now the promise of
Gen. Grant’s successor, and shall we have it is
the great problem of the future.
The Brooklyn Union says: In the clear, honest and manly- utterance of President
Hayes in
bis inaugural address, honest mon and good
citiaens of all shades of party feeling may find
a common ground of satisfaction.
Herald oi tomorrow says: President
Hayes formal declaration of intentions is so
wise and satisfactory that it is difficult to poiot
out any particular iu which it could be improved. either in substance or in temper.
His excellent promises reflect the just sentiment and
deliberate wishes of a majority of the American people of both political parties.
The Bun calls a large part of the address generalities, not glittering, but dull, and asserts

The^

--

——........

uu-

are dreary
ar.d unmeaning platitudes.
The Tribune says: The address with which
President Hayes begins his official career will
strengthen the favorable impressions made by
his selections lor the Cabinet, and
give a fresh
impulse to a revival of hope and cheerfulness
throughout the country.
It cohtains uo startling promises, unfolds no unexpected policy
but it reviews with solemn emphasis the
pledges
made by the Republican candidate before elec
tioo, and indicates in every lino au honest devotion to duty.
Those who imagiue he would feel bound to
sustain the present managers of the
Republican
organization in the South because they
worked for his success iu workiug fortbeirown
will perhaps read with some
surprise his declaration that the time has come when wiso
peace
and honest self local government is the
imperative necessity required by all the various
interests, public and private, of these states.
Chicago, March 5.—The Inter-Ocean savsllie inaugural gives promise of firmuesa. pru1
dence and broad statesmanship.”

servatuhs

FOREIGN.
UK EAT KillTAIN.
The

Original Uncle Tom.

London, March 5.—Joslah Ifensom, the original of Mrs. Stowe’s "Uncle Tom,” was
received by the Queen and the Royal family at Wind-

sor

Castle

today.

The Silver Market.

Money Market Review says: Bank of Franco
has announced that it will hereafter mako ad-

upon bar silver at 1 percent, per annum
cent, of French rentes
deposited with the bank. This is a return to
the cQstom prevailing before the panic in silver
The effect o' this will be to steady the market
and may be regarded as indicating faith in
the
future value of silver.
A New Morcuiml iu Kerf.
The Times today says an association has been
formed iu Edinburgh for the purpose of purchasing and slaughtering cattle and other stock
in the United Stitds and Canada, and also
purchasing iarm and dairy produce lor sale in Edinburgh and other parts of Great Britain, It
is intended to
dispense wiih the middlemen and
to open premises in Edinburgh and Leiili in
the first instance for the sale of meat.
vances

with

a

margiu of 10 per

Cincinnati,March5.—Pork dull at 15 25. Lard is
dull; steam rendered at 94 @ 98; kettle at 10J @ 11.
Bulk Meats dull—shoulders at 54 Q 5|; clear ribs #;
clear sides at 8J. Bacon dull; shoulders at 6J @ 64;
clear ribs at 9; clear sides at 9J.
Whiskey is steady
Livo Hogs steady anil lii
and in lair demand at 1 05.
fair demand; common at 4 95 @5 15; fair to good
light at 5 25 @ 5 50; packing grades at 5 GO (a} 5 80;
butchers at 5 85 @ G 05; receipts 1715 head shipments
500 head*
Cleveland, March 5.—The Petroleum market is

Foreign Nolen.
Cass3gnac is to be prosecuted.
American ship John A. Kimball, belore iulorted ashore at Terecbelliug is a lotal wreck.
lion. George 15. X5rowu and Hon. Mr. Me
Cenzie of the Dominion, both refuse knight] rood.
Russia is said to be inclined to modify her
lemauda iu regard to guarantees from ibe Pow, irs that Turkey shall carry out tbe relorms and
j s willing to accept tbe Porte's solemn pledge
n the form of a uational obligation.

uplands

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

12|c.

11 Je.

Mobile, March 5.—Cotton unchanged; Middling
uplands ll£c.
Memphis, March 5.—Cotton market steady; Mid-

11

omnal;Middling

Galveston,March 5.—Cotton is dull; Middling

uplands at 112c.
Louisville, March 5.—Cotton
uplands 112c.

quiet; Middling

Norfolk, March 5.—Cotton is quiet and sternly;
at 11| @ iljc.

MABKIED.

Washington Gilbert spoke at Bath last night

In Waterford, Feb. 14. Charles Harlow and Mrs,
Charlotte J Emery.
In Georgetown, Feb. 17, George R. Campbell and
Alma Davis.
In Nobleboro, Feb. 21, Calvin E Waltz and Miss
Lizzie S. Bartlett, both of Dam&riscotta.

tbe political lessons of tbe hour. The Democrats oi Bath amused themselves by banging
out a banner draped in mourning, and in its
centre the proverb, ‘‘When the wicked bcareth
rule tbe people mourn.”

It,

An.lmn.

1,tr

1

Wn,r

iIt

street.
In Gorham, March 5, Mr. Stephen W. Eaton, aged
71 years.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at bis late residence.
Burial at convenience of Ibe

family.]

In Sountlr Bridgton,
Orren J. Libby.

mo-

iflarkct
the Brokers’ Board, March 5.]

[Sales
$50 Eastern R. scrip. 53

..do...53]

York Stock and ffioner market.
New York, March 5—Evening Money market
at
3
per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange i:
easy
steadv at 483J @ 483J for sixty days and 4841 to 4Si
New

w2t9

PER ORDER.

Bought

—

10
10
10
10
13
13
13
14
15
17
17
21

OF PORTLAND.

H. M.

Payson & Co.,

TRUNDY’S REEF—The Buoy on Trundy’s Reef,
closing quotations
;
Stocks:
entrance to Portland harbor, has gone adrift. It will
Western Union Telegraph Co,. C3S
bo replaced as soon as possible.
Pacific Mail.
23
New York Central & Hudsou R R..... 1.94
The new ship C C Chapman, recently launched at
Erie.
7;
Bath, is to be towed to thispoit in a few days and
Erie preierred..III III III 17*
placed in the dry dock and metalled. She will go
Michigan Central.
.*.*.*! 41{ from here to Boston to load ice lor Calcutta.

a.....!! 1! 122

Stock,.....!.!!.!!!!!

"*

Illinois Central.
Pittsburg r.

Chicago & Northwestern.. I.. I! I
Chicago & Northwestern preferred
......]*
New Jersey Central.
..

Rock Island.*,...!!!!”
St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.
Ohio & Mississippi.
.m, t.v

LFROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]

71
49;

Ar at New York 4tb, brig Geo Burnham, Staples,
Matanzas; sebs Annie L Palmer, Lewis, Miragoane;

52*

Stephen Bennett, Douglass, Cienluegos.
Ar at Philadelphia 5th, barque S W Holbrook,
Mitchell, Matanzas.

33i
53;

A

101
1

4»)i
51

v4Hun.uwauiia.....

Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
>m
Missouri Pacific.
The following were the
of
closing quotations
Pacifit
Railroad

*Vj

securities:

Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific.

Central
Land

Grants."

m«u

..

1flo|
iJ

Sinking Funds.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.’

qoj
ioJ
Guaranteed.io

T.

Wilminntnn MC

Itl,

it,of

Exchange Street.ecdtt

32
my27

:

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,
Braces,

Shoulder

German Snuff,

Spinal Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,
on

hand and made to order.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

A.

G.

Use it according to direction.*, and
ranted.

sale and to let by

PEOPLE OF

SCHLOTTEKBECK,

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

the grave.

to

We

IMIII

‘•Called”

glected

IUI

4..

German Snuff.

143 CO.n.)|i:it(T.tl, STREET.
sudlf.

THAYEiT,

For sale everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMITH,
DOOLITTLE & SMITU, 26 Trewont Street, Boston,
octllWS&Mpu6m
Agents, for U. S.

Building,

that by Correct and Gentleninnlr
with the skill heretofore displayed in
the
restoring
sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE and EAR, TI1RO IT
and ECJKGS skillfully treated. Also
trusts

deportment,

CHRONIC
all forms.

in

peculiar

to

While You are Young and

Handsome

GrO TO

DISEASES

LA MS ON’S

Those diseases

the female organism

be

can

cured

without resorting to a local treatment so paintul to
the patient.
Reference to a large number, cured
during the past year, can be bad by calling at my office.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and G to 8 P.
M.
Portland, November 30, 1876,
febl7sneodt

PORTRAIT STUDIO,

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Weber JPiauo, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

Carbon Photographs

244 Middle
and obtain

They will consequently show you in your old age
how you looked in early and gushing youth.
This new and most beautiful style of PhotoPortrait is peculiarly adapted to the yearly pictures

jnst

molassesT

new
Harris

&

exquisite

Warranted Absolutely Permanent.

nly

20 llhds. New Cienfnegos of
quality. For sale by

Street,

of liis New Style Pictures,

one

■he

| usual.

of Children now so general, and which are desired
to be preserved from all liability of change. Also for
Portraits of very old persons and others where
absolute permanency is desirable.

choice

MEF. THEM.

CALL AND

Littlefield,

febU

dtr

14? C'OlllIERC’IAIi STREET.
fcb28

__sndlw

Surgical

and Dental

PLESANTON’S

INSTRUMENTS,

OF

Apparatus for Deformities, Dislocations and

ELECTRIC

Also

BATTERIES,

The above

are

Farnham & Carleton,
NO. 310 COJIT1CKCI4L ST.,

from the best Manufacturers and
in the Country.

Patent"

WMttemore’s

FOR

Elastic

febl'J

ou

Foot of Park *(., Portlaud, Me.

ROOM

Crntcli

G. HI.

SAAK BV

Cor.

€.

FBYE,

Congress & Franklin

jani

PORTLAND, ME.

A M(»rc

AGENCIES.
ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL

in

stain).

prices and styles.

in every variety,

eodtf

tirOBGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

—

ISoswoiiliS ohl

WINDOW-SHADES

Sts.,

^——

U3w

PAPERS
AT

Special imluceinents

GEO.

stock of

on hand, and for sale at the
Lowest
Market Prices.
orders promptly filled, and satifaction guaranteed

All

TioTTcicmo
M. UU kJhJJLikJ

VIKAS
constantly
liaud.yj ;

large

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Ac.,

Importers

©“VACCINE

a

Constantly

Stockings,
Shoulder Braces, Supporters,
KJKJMUKJf

SHADE

—

BLUE GLASS.

Fractures,

Elastic

R?j2?70atJL«
?i?JiBi9.70«,£ellfrMay-

■

RIDER’S

Littlefield,

Respectfully tenders thanks to the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the past year:
and

“MoTnsh^rr’ye.8'00

Which when neglected, and their bodies are placed
in a horizontal pos-ition, leads very oitcu to what is
known as SUDDEN CROUP, which in nine cases
out of ten cannot be cured, and you behold your
loved one die before your eyes. Mothers, always
keep on hand a box of

GRASS_SEED.

MEMORANDA.

?nn?n?rt

MOTHERS l

INFANTILE CATARRH

Bonds.

Mechanics’ Hall

Euergy.

Catarrh.

MOTHERS!

500 Bags Strictly Prime Timothy, for
Sale by

»R.

I3IVU)

We beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
Medicine when they complain of being “stuffed up.
No, no! they have what is far worse and more dangerous tha a myriad of worms. They have

8Utf

Harris &

T

Lossot

_-

felO

com

Lose uo time to rid yourself of what in time will
kill
you. lor all of the above aTC the results of ne-

STREET,

|»IIH

these

Partial Paralysis,
Neuralgia of the Head,

Buy and sell Government, State,
City, Couuty aud Town Securities.
■mws_a_.a_■_^
oiiiam

canira
reme-

WOMEN,

you who are troubled with
alas! common, such as

Investment Rankers,

uigiivai,

Catarrh

mean

plaints,

Woodbury & Moulton,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Uomcatic Markets.
topmast and head ot mainmast.
New York. March 5—Evening.—Cotton
market
DOMESTIC PORTS.
firm; saies 1191 halesjordiuary uplands and Alabama
at 10Jc; do New Orleans and Texas at
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 3d inst, ship St John,Scribll>3;do stained
Texas at 12 9-16c; do stained at
ner, New York.
11 lu-lbc; ^ddlmg
delivered on contract 1201 bales, future*
NEW ORLEANS—Ar at SW Pass 26th, brig Hatclosed firm from 14 to 18 points advance.
tie S Bishop, Bishop, from Havana via Sagua.
Flour—receipts 1347 bbis; market in buyers favor with a light
Cld 27th, sch May Evelyn, McClearn, Ruatau.
trade reported for present wants of
Sid 3d inst, ship C B Hazeltine, tor Europe.
jobbers; sales ol
8100 bbls; No 2 at 3 60
4 50; Superfine Western and !
KEY WEST—Ar 3d, sch Pareppa, Packard, from
State at 5 40 @ 5 65; common to
BremeD, for orders.
good extra Western
and State at 5 55 @ 6 75; good to choice
SATILLA MILLS—Ar 24tb, sell Etta M Barter,
Western and |
State at o 80 @5 90; common choice White
Barter. Savannah
Wheat
Western extra at 595 @ 7 00;
SAVANNAH—Cld 2d, sell Henry Witbington,
Fancy White Wheat
W Scern extra at 7 05 @ 8 00; common-to
Chase. Freeport. Me.
extra
good
^ 60® 7 70; common to choice extra St Louis
CHARLESTON- Cld 2d, sch Willie Luce, Spear
at 5 <5 ® 8 o0; Patent Minnesota extra 7 00
Rockland.
(3) 8 50
choice at 8 00 @ 9 50; Southern liour at 5 70 ® 8 r0 \
Sid 2d, ship John DeCosta, Musaas, Philadelphia;
Kye Hour is dull at 4 23 @ 4 90 for Superfine. Cornsch Frank & Emily, McCobb, and Willie Luce, Spear,
meal quiet and heavy at 2 65
Roekport.
@ 3 25. Wheat—receipts lu,400 hush; the market is dull and slightly in
WILMINGTON, NC—CUl 1st, sch Geo W Jewett,
buyers favor; scarcely any inquiry for export or millBlair, Roekport.
ing; speculators holding off; No 2 Chicago nominal at
NORFOLK—Cld 28th, brig Lizzie M Merrill, Call,
l M® 141; No2 Milwaukee at. t
Bayonne, (and sailed from Hampton Roads 2d inst.)
4;!; Winter grades
dull and nominal. Bye is quiet.
Sid 3d, seb Chas E Moody, lor West Indies.
Barley is dull and
heavy. Barley Malt is dull and declining. OornBALTIMORE—Cld 2d, sch Johu E Sanford, Berry,
rcceints 117,0l44busli; the market is
Portsmouth.
lower for new
J
with moderate export and home trade demand
PHILADELPHIA—Ar ls^, sch E H Nash, Sawyer,
at
decline; sales45,000 bush; ungraded Western Mixed
Halifax.
Dri9ko, Rio JaS,5Jl%37c’ Ncw York No 3 at 5i4ic; steamer Mixed ) Cld 2d, brig Ad*R line Richardson, Boston.
561 @5o|c; steamer Yellow at 57®57je; steamer
Warner, Lewis,
neiro; sch Addie
V\ hite 57c; Yellow Southern on dock at
Also
cld
John
2d,
barque
Laughlin,
57cWeeks, Port564®
also 5,000 bush steamer Mixed seller March
land and Montevideo.
at 56c
5000 bush last half March at 56Jc.
sebs
At
Newcastle
Clio
Chillcutt,
2d,
Richmond,
53,721 bush; the market is dull aud 1Uats-receipts
Eliza B Coffin, Richmond, Elizabeth Arcularlus, and
@ 2c lower; sales
24,000 bush; 38 @ 53c for Mixed Western and State;
Albert Jameson.
4o @ 56c for White Western and
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, sebs Maria Adelaide, Kent,
State, including rejected at 38c; New Volk No 3 White at 43 ® 431c;
and Julia Newell, Sheppard, Philadelphia; Nathl
New York Nu 2 White 46c; New York No 1
Holme9, Dow, Providence.
White
at 55c; Mixed Western 43®
Ar 3d, barque B F Watson, Hawkins, Liverpool;
44c; White at 47c; Mixed
Mate at 52® 53c: Whits 53® 67c. Coiiee-Kio is
barque Halcyon, Hardy, New Orleans; brig Long
quiet aud unchanged. Sugar dull aud unchanged at
Reach, Anderson, Cardenas 14 ds; sells A R Weeks,
94 ® 942 for fair to good refining; 9ic for prime.
Weober, Matanzas 12 days; Wm Wilson, Packard,
Molasses-refining grades scarce and firmer with a do 12 days; F L Richardson, Watts, do; Sarah Potmoderate inquiry; other kinds quiet aud unchanged.
ter, Walls, do; Billow, Haskellf Rockland; E M
Bice is quiet without material
Sawyer, Falkingham, Eastport; Isola, Mayo, Provichange. Petroleum
higher and more demand; crude at idle. Tallow is
dence; Trenton, Wall, do; Watchman, Pendleton,
more steady at
Fall River; Francis Hatch, Rockland.
7J@7J. Naval Stores-Bosin is
hrmer at 2 00 @ 2 05 tor strained.
Ar 4th, ship Borneo, Shaw, Liverpool; barque Jose
Turpentine is firm
at 40c for Spirits. Pork is dull and lower:
D Bueno, Jones, Guantanamo; Goodell, Crockett,
new mess
part at 15 50; new mess for May at 15 35. Beef dull.
Manila; brig Frontier, Henley, Matanzas; sch E A
(Jut Meats are quiet; middles are dull at Si for
DeHart. Faruham. Aux Cayes.
Western long clear; city loug clear at
Ar 5th, ship Alexander, Brown, Bremen; Sunrise,
8g. Dressed Hogs
are steady—Western 6J ®
04- Lard is lower, closing
Clark, San Francisco; barques Henry L Gregg. Dyer.
Heavy; 1050 tes prime steam at 10 15 down to 10 00: Padang; David Chapin, Bunker, Liverpool, with loss
100() d0 sellerAprilat
of sails and rudder broken; Tremont, Carlisle, Monm0nnC-Sm,1,'f.M,arc-hal;J0,03:
10
00® 10 10, clostug at 10 00; 301)0 do May at 10 20® tevideo; brig Alberti, McCaider, Messina; sebs Post
0 27*, closing iO i5.
held at 1 11 and
Whiskey
dull,
Boy, Robinson, Brunswick. Ga; W H Card, Foss,
jo bid.
Jacksonville; Helen, Irom Jamaica.
Freights to Livcrpool-tlie market is dull; Cotton
Cld 3d, sebs Flora Condon, French, for Minatitlau;
M ld i 'lo por steam at id; Wheat
Leftie Wells Ashford. St Domingo; Charlotte Jameper steam
P?1.*®!}
at
4j ® 5d—nominal.
son, Jameson, do; Abbie Dunn, Fountain, and AnCardenas.
Man* 5.—Flour is
and unchang- nie Bliss, Simmons,
Sid 3d, barque Sierra Nevada, for Melbourne; brig
ed. Wheat is dull and shade steady
lower; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 22 cash: 1231 seller for April; 1 273 seller Nellie Husteed, lor Havana; schs Aldana Rokes, lor
Laura E Messer, for Progresso; Grace
Laguayra;
nr/.kn.n.
!r
I.’
XT
nrnn.n.
Corn steady at 40c Salh;
«»5 fo? Apriri
May rejecied at 37@37Jc. Oats qMet and
Terrapin, for Boston.
steady
at 33|c lor cash; 30kj seller
2d, sch Henry, Falkingham,
May. Rye is ouict anil St PROVIDENCE—Ar
U“ ® G3c- Barley is firmer at 52
John, NB; Harmonia, Collins, New York.
(a) 55c. Pork
NEWPORT—Sld 1st, ecbs Isola, Mayo, Providence
and lower at 14 25 cash: 11 40 seller
i?*m£Pd
for New York ; Francis Hatch, Stearns, Rockland lor
bU @ 14 024 for May. Lard in fair
April: 14
demand
do; Watchman, Pendleton, Fall River for do.
9 57* seller lor
April;
S8h; °R5(^
Also sld 1st, scbs Henry Whitney, Sheppard, BosBu,k Meats steady and unchauged, shouldera at 54; clear rib at 8; clear sides ton for Baltimore; Mary Shields, Waite, New Bedford
for New York; Bengal. Hall, from Rockland for
at 84.
Hogs dull at 6 00 @ 6 12*.
pressed
Whiskey
3
y
dull and
lower at 105.
Richmond; S S Bickmore, Thompson, Rock port for
Monroe; Harper, Coombs, Providence for
Fortress
fiece pt8—6,‘.0J bbiafln r,
13,000 bush wheaf, 70.Norfolk; Irvine. Berry, from Pensacola.
““S"
5-50U baRi
SOMERSET—Ar 1st, schs Atlantic, Coombs, and
Mexicau, Haskell, South Amboy.
bhls Sour, 5,000 bush wheat, 46,V1NEVARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, schs Percy, Mitch909 bush corn, 25,000 hush
cats, 22,000 bn^h oarlor,
31
900 bush rye.
ell, Weehawken for Eastport; Ringdove, Swam, do
tor Boston; C M Gillmor, Dighton, Philadelphia for
A» tbe afternoon call of the hoard Wheat
was
Mary J Adams, Coombs, trom Boothbay for
April; 1 305 for May. Corn heavy Belfast;
Wood’s Hole.
rad lower at 39Jcfor April;
435c May. Oats are dull
scbs Mahaska, Mary B Smith.
ind unchanged. Pork heavy and lower at 14 15
Sld,
cash;
.4 45 lor April. Lard heavy and lower at 9 55
A BOSTON—Ar 4th, ship Pride of the Tort, Sawyer,
(ffi 9 00
Calcutta Nov 5.
■cller April; 9 70 for May.
Below, schs Ringdove, and Mary Ella.
Iolrdo, March 5. —Flour tirin. Wheat is tinnerCld 3d, schs Dexter Clark. Curtis. Brunswick. Ga;
No 3 White Wabash at 1 43; No 1 White Michigan nr
Jefferson Borden. Jones, Portland; Sallie VV Kay.
1 01; extra White Michigan lieldat 150 ;Amher
MichTiltou, Parker’s Head.
igan on spot 1 47} ottered, 1 48 asked; seller April at
Ar 5th. sch King Dove, Swain, Weehawken.
t; 1; tor May at 1 53; No 2 Amber Michigan at 1 30
Cld 5th. schs J W Peasley, Parker, St John, NB;
So 1 Ked Winter at 1 54; No 2 do 1 44} r® 1 45: s(,n'’
H L Whitou, Rich. Philadelphia.
April 147; No 3 Ked held at 1 31. Corn quiet; high
SALEM—Ar 4tb, sch Nettie Cushing, Robinson,
lined at 43} (® 13}c; No 2 at 43}c; seller
lorMavat
from Rockland for New York, (and sailed.)
Itilc ; rejected 42}c. Oats dull; rejected 31c. Clover
Seed at 8 50.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Keceipts—100 hhls flour, 7,000 hush wheat 4 000
At Shanghac Feb 1, ship Golden State, Delano, for
insli Corn, 2,000 bush Oats, 00 Harley.
New York, ldg.
Shipments—200 hhls flour, 4,090 hush 'Wheat, 19,At Pekalongan Jan 9, barquo Cbas T Russell,Ham100 bush Corn, 8000 bush Oats.'
ilton, for Lisbon 10 days.
Detroit, March 5.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
At Bombay Jan 29,ships Oneida, Eaton,for Havre;
Wheat quiet and steady; extra White Michigan at
Cora, Coombs, ami Frank Pendleton, Nichols, lor
524; milling at 1 48. Corn is in good business and
Geo F Mansou,Humphrey,repg; Raphael,
Calcutta;
iteady; Yellow 4%; No 1 Mixed at 44Jc; No 2 do at Sherman, unc; barque Batavia, Brown, do.
[4c on track. Oats—White 413 @ 42Ac; Mixed nomiSld fm Valencia Feb 16, brig Aecha Thurlow,White
lal at S9£ @ 40c.
New York.
Receipts—914 bids flour, 9.7C8 bush wheat, 8129
Ar at Gibraltar Feb 10, sch E M Storer, Wade, fm
msh corn, 3458 bush oats.
lor New York.
Malaga
Shipments—835 bbls flour, 19_’(! bush wheat. C 1(,3
Sld fm Havre 3d iust, ship Corsica, Stetson, New
msh corn *00 bush oats.
York; barque J L Hasbrouck, Cobb. New Orleans.
Milwaukee March 5.—Flour nomiual. Wheat is
Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, ship Titan, Berry, Astoria,
tea.dy; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 39; No 2 -Milwaukee lor Oregon.
resh at1 38, No 3 -Milwaukee 1 17J, Corn dull and
Sld 3d inst, ship Zouave, Mcars. New York.
> asier; No i at 40c; new 37 Je.
Sld fm Cardiff 3d iust, barque Annie Reed, Crowell
oatsdull amleasicr;
<o 2 at 31c. Kyc nominally steady ;No 1 fresh at 05c
Singapore.
larley is stronger; No 2 Spring 05c. Provisions dull
Ar at Faliuoutb, E, Mcli 3, barque Fannie, Carver,
uuchaneed.
: nd
New York for Cronstadt.
Keceipts—9500 bhls flour, 2,590 hush wheat
Ar at Queenstown Mch 3, ship Oriental, Otis, from
Shipments—7000 hhls flour. 13,000 bushwheat.
San Francisco, Sept 29.
Ar at Queenstown Mch 2, barquo Jas G Pendleton,
ST. LOUIS, March 5.—Flour is firm and uucbaii1-.
Wheat dull and lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 4^*
Gilmore, Probolingo.
1 d.
At
1
40
Rio Janeiro Jan 31, ship Resolute. Nichols, for
hid
for
43
No
1
cash,
3
Ked
March;
Fall
at 1 30
<g
Callao, (cld 29th); brig Carrie E Purlugton, Wliittefor April. Corn fairly acV 1 40 cash; 1 4tl @ 1 411
more, unc; and others.
and lower; No 2 Mixed at 30 @ 36jc cash; 373i®
fve
!
Ar at Pernambuco prev to 2d inst, brig I I HenBJc tor April; 39|(g 41J tor Mav. Oats firm; No 2 derson,
Henderson, New York.
; t 33c cash.
Kye inactive and lower at 03c cash, 60c
At
Para Feb 1, sch Victor, Crocker, ior New York.
1 id for April
Barley is steady with fair demaud;
Ar at Havana 2d inst, brig Geo Gilchrist, Orcutt,
hoico Wisconsin and Minnesota at 85 @ 90. Wbiskey
J uiet and unchanged at 1 q0. Pork is inactive and Liverpool.
1 iwer; small Jots at 15 00 caslijlo 15 seller April;15 30
SPOKEN,
Bulk Ale, ts are inactive audlower;
I ,ard nominal.
f boulders 5}: clear ribs 8J@ 8} asked; J less hid for
Jan 9, lat 35 S, Ion 20 30 E, ship Templar, Haskell,
f ash; sales clear ribs 8 for Match
Bacon is easier;
from Singapore for London.
shoulders at 6J; eleao rib 8j; clear sides 9}.
Feb 28, lat 26, ion 72 3D, orig Geo Burnham, Staples
from Matanzas for New York.
Recoipts—2204. bhls flour, p.ijoo hush wheat, C4
)0 hush eoru, 11,000 hush oats, 1,000 bush barley
Feb 78, lat 26. Ion 72 30, sch H S Bridges, Laudrlck,
,000 hash rye, 0009 head hogs, 000 head cattle.
trom St Jolio, NB, for Cuba.

Remember

ConMiimpnon, and by the nw of Ibis
dy you will certainly be cared.

sndtf

NO. 67 EXCHANGE

war-

ENGLAND.

NEW

MEN AND

no23

is

a cure

Beware of this bane of the age ; do not be
cut down in th* prime of life aud harried

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT*,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Ticniann A Co.

Quick Run—Sch Alice T Boardman, Cant Boyd,
recently made the run between Mobile aud Kingston
Ja, in eight days.
Sch Sophie, Harrington, from Newcastle, Del. for
Salem, with corn, went ashore Friday night, on West
Side Beach, Block Island, where she remains, bilged
and full of water.
Sch Delia Hodgkins, from Virginia for Portland,
was passed oft Egg Harbor- 3d inst with loss of main

VICTIM.

A

Now when you realize this fact, (lo not get frlgliteud and run and pay live or ten dollars lor worthless
advice, but invest just 35 cents in a box ot

Surgical Instruments,

l.ti'.r rSf.r

Beck, Guadaloupe via Nevae&a.
Ar at Havre 4tli inst, ships Norris, Barstow, New
Orleans; Ida Lilly, Curtis, Charleston.
Sid fm Liverpool 3d inst, barque Mary G ltced, for
Hampton Itoads.

o 1

impregnated w ilh

CATARRH

0

Panam
Union Pacific
Lake Shore..

to be

In the morning you arise with a dull, heavy feeling about the head and extreme nausea at the stomach: you can eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of oppression which demonstrates the fact that

New York.

4Js." 105tbe

TirVf’W

POISON.

the most favorable

by

terms

31

Monday, March >.
ARRIVED.
Barque Daring, (of Portland) Branscomb,Cardenas
with 489 blids 60 tes molasses and 92 hhds sugar to
Phinuey & Jackson.
shares.
SchS C Tyron, Nickerson, Rockport for GeorgeThe following were the closing quotations of Govtown.
CLEARED.
ernment securities:
UnitedStates 6?,1881 reg.Hi; I
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry
United States 6s, 1881, coup. 112]
Fox.
United States 5-20’s 1865, old,.liioi1 I
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Eastport and St
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.1C8{
John, NB—A R Stubos.
United States 5-20’s, 1867.
HU
Scb Grace Andrews, Andrews, Matanzas—Nutter,
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .1131
Kimball & Co, Phinney & Jackson, and E Churchill
United States newo’s,.109{
& Co.
United States i-4o’s, reg.110
Sch Henry Adclbert, Heady, Kennebec, to load for
United States 10-40s,con -ex.1!. 110
Washington—master.
Currency 6’s.
123
p
SAILED—Brig Don Jacinto.
United States new
were

TUP

HAS SECURED
8
7
7
7
10
10

tolal transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 1,048,383 shares, New York Central 587(
shares, Lake Shore 27,927 shares,North Western preferred 2200 shares, Rock Island 14,760
shares, Pacific
Mail 12,820 shares, Union Pacific 12,204
shares, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 4450 shares, Ne\*
Jersey Central 5840 shares, Michigan Central G70(

following

Tfl

CATARRHAL

exchanged for other

on

The

The

PACU

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

M-A/.RI JSTId i SEW S’
PORT

The Secretions of the Head

BONDS

or

Securities

Sun rises...
.6.28
Sun sets..5.55

nearly $200,001

HORRIBLE TO SAY,

Causing these delicate organs

Minazare Almanac. March G.
I High water.4.05 PM
| Moon rises. 1.24 AM

Gold opened at 104g, advanced to 105, reacted t<
1042 ami closed at 1C4|. The carrying rates were lg
1 aud 2 per cent.; botrowing rates 1 and per cent, tc
flat. The clearances were $22,896,000. The customs
receipts to-day were $476,800. The Treasury disbursements were $139,000 for interest and $34 000 foi
bonds. Governments bonds firm and in good demanc

the great remedr,

Box of

Would have quickly cured. Now what arc the
symptoms of Catarrh? They commence with a
sense of irritation about the nasal organ** which, if
not allayed with UKKMAN SNUFF, after a short
time extend to the throat. As you lis down at night
ami fain would sleep and rest the weary brain.

CALLED

for

lor demand.

one

EJEDERS’
German Snuff,

Cape Flizabcih.
The citizens of Cape Elizabeth, are requested to
meet at the Town House, on MONDAY, March 12th,
at 3 o’clock P. M., to nominate candidates lOr town
officers for the ensuing year.
PER ORDER TOWN COMMITTEE.
d&wtd
Cape Elizabeth, March 5,1877.

DATE

FOR

..

—

which

FROM

—

Boston 4 lock

of

Feb. 27, Mrs. Lizzie, wife of

Columbus.New York. .Havana.Mch
Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool... .Mch
Hammonia.New York .Hamburg... .Mch
St Laurient.New York.. Havre.Mch
Sardinian.Portland...- Liverpool ....Mch
Elysia...New York. .London.Mch
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool
Mch
Celtic. New York .Liverpool... .Mch
York
.Glasgow.Mch
Ethiopia.New
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz.Mch
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool.... Mch
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Mch
City of Vera Cruz.. .New York. .Havana...... Mch
Etna.New York ..Aspinwall... .Mch
Caspian.Portland ...Liverpool.Mch
Clyde.New York. .Havana.Mch
Mch
Moravian .Portland
.Liverpool
Sarmatian.Portland... .Liverpool.Mch

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True & Co.

especially lor new 5s,
changed bauds at 110.

Which

Casco.
The Republicans of Casco, are requested to meet
at the Town House in said town, on SATURDAY,
March 10th, at 3 o’clock p. in., to nominate town
officers for the ensuing year.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

COLD,

fe8snl3w

erally.

5-20

In this city, March 3, Mr. Isaac Fickeit, aged 83
years.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2£ o’clock,
at the residence of 0. K. Millikeu, No. 33 Brackett

Foreign Gloom
MATANZAS. Schr Grace Andrews—4635 shookt
and heads, 200 cart hhd shooks, 20,700 hoops, lio bx>
fish, 200 kits mackerel, 20 drums fish, 52,559 lbs hav.
2000 box shoots.

........

COMMON

the Vegetable Pulmonaby BalSAM of Cutler Bros. & Co., Boston
stands unrivalled ior Cough*, toltlN and ConNinny tiou. Sold in Portland by Apothecaries gen

lUl 9U I udlu

Marcia

DIED.
Foreland Wholesale Market.
Monday, March 5.—The markets are dull today,
ana mere are tew changes to
note, Sugar is firm at
the former quotations of 12 cents for granulated and
for
extra
C.
11J
Plour is firm, and there is no
change to note either in demand or prices. Corn is
and
steady
unchanged at the former quotations.
Pork an l Lard are rather easier.

Ilian

Belled
auy person on the globe.
Good
tor a moment, use your
sense, aud remember that the origin of Catarrh is in a

TTan n o (V,r .1

Frank E. Hoyt of North Rum ford and Miss
B. Stevens of South Andover.

FINANCIAL AND CON *'4EK< SAL.

$354

Tl«c highest price paid for ^t ailed-’ Gov*
ernnaeut fSond*.
de30
eod3m2dp

complaint

over ibis intricate

CAUCUSES,
European Jlarkeu.
London, March 5—12.30 P. M.—Cotton at 9G 5-16
for money and account.
London, March 5—12.30 P. M.—American securities— New York Central at 92.
Liverpool, March 5.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton—The
market is quiet and unchanged ; Middling uplands
at G|d; do Orleans 6 13-lGd; sales of 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales lor speculation and export jreceipts
to-day 1G,000 bales, including 10,800 bales American.

In Arsonia, Cc., Sunday night, four young
fellows set upon Patrick Fitzgerald while crossing abridge. He warned them to let him
alone but they did not heed and be shot one of
them named John Brassel iu tte abdomen.
Brassel will probably die.

at

and other desirable Securities.

Because they have not
Why*
marie this disease llic sludy ol a
lile-tiiue, as did old Dr. Rreder, a
distinguish) d German I*rolcssor,
who lias probably spent more time

Ton Afl Vnnno
is

Middling uplauds

An iron building on the southwest corner of
Seventh street aod Washington avenue, St.
Louis, occupied by H. T. Simon & Gregory,
wholesale dry goods, and Claflin, Allen & Co.,
wholesale bouts au<i shoes, was burned Sunday
night. Loss about §40(1,000.

Foreign Import*.
CARDENAS. Bark Daring—439 lihds 60 tes
92
hhds
lasses,
sugar to Pbinney & Jackson.

Vs
j’s
Vs
rs

Equitable Trust Co.,

Orleans, March 5.—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands at 112c.
Wilmington, March 5.—Cotton
uplands at 112c.

STREET,

----Portland
Columbus, Oliio,
Cuyahoga County, Oliio.
Maine Central I*. R.

dling uplands at U^c.
New

MIDDLE

offer for sale

New York. March 5.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 12 7-16c.
Augusta, March 5.—Cotton market is quiet and

steady; Middling uplands at

PHYSICIANS BAFFLED !

BANKERS AND BROKERS
200

CATARRH

&'BARRETT.”

SWAN

Charleston, March 5.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands at 12 go.
Savannah. March 5.—Cotton steady; Middling
at

MISCELLANEOUS.

TO CURE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

White 13.

unchanged ;*stamlard

Another planet has beeu discovered.
Joe Coburn’s trial is agaiu postponed.
Tbe Halifax Legislature opened Thursday.
Condition of Commodore Cbaa. \V. Pickering
s greatly improved.
Henry l’ritchard, a bartender, shot himself
a New Britain, Sunday.
Several stores In St. Louis were burned Sunlay night. Loss §500,000. Due person was
burned to death.
The steamship Caspian, from Liverpool, arrivee at Halifax at midnight and left for Portland at 12 a. m.
Frank McDermott and John \V. Berry, alias
Shepard, two noted ‘‘cracks,” were captured iu
Chicago yesterday, with the most complete
burglar tools ever seen in this couutry.

on

No date, off Madagascar, brig Caroliuc Gray, Iron)
Saniarang for England.

0.

ialty made of Drapery work of nil
kind* nt the lowe*t price*.
Estimates and Designs furnished

M. & C. H. BOSJVOKTH,

CORNER EREE

(OTION HIM

ANI>

iltl

THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description

Type, Presses,

etc.

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.
a

DODD’S
ADVERTISING
121

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddics,
use, picnic jiarlies, auu

very nice article for family
board vessels at sea.

on

For sale by Grocers generally.

AGENCY,

Wm.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements recoined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Portlnud,

die.
dU

BOiRM&BfUAU

TU5-*ttSS?tl?v,n« 0l,ened Stable at No.
modate all those who de*ire Iward
for‘their horse, at
»

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.
s. VI.

Stmrp,

30i Commercial Streef,

PEI’TEMGILL A CO.’S

ADVERTISING AGENT*

“‘"l
?eS;ntheDersat,eoi-etre«ua™“i,r"
feb26d&wlm
I,. TIKE

UU""*

V a- CO.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Frovnces.

Iron Fourniers and

T. C.EVANS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY

A

PRINT-

EKS’ WAKETIOAHE,

XI* KGL
^Licensed l>\

1W WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

BATES
Newspaper
34

*

LOCSiE,

Advertising

Agcuu,

All

JanB

Orders will have Prompt Attention.
eoil&wly STm&Th

Wood!_Wood!
ami Sort Wood at reduced
l.rices—delivered
HARD
any pan of the city-wishing t. dose ,,,th
1
s!rtet’ foot of Boyd.
ALBERT J. MERRILL.

feli-Gdiflw

To

PAt.K ROW, NEW YORK.

1, H. Pates, late nt
D. R. I.nrRR, o T.ocke A
S. M. PetteogUl A' Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade,
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

FLATF«S.

United Nickel Co., of New York,
AUBURN, MAINE.
the

rliM O ideasant
j.

street.

y
a„.jM>\

Si*

Let!

netnents in
om*

melt.

* r.

OtFtt

House No. 8 Oiang.
Sebngn water. ApA. C.

irjj

BARKER,

Commercial Street.

THE
TUESDAY

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.

PRESS.

MORSISG,

CITY AFFAIR*.

Hlmtl

oat

run

Biddeford, of PhiUsbury.

At

MARCH 6.

THE I'SlIAIi MERINO VICTORIES,

Waterville, of .10 S. Carter.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,

M. M. Rutter Elected by Nearly GOO Mn

jorily.

of the city.

Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H.

At
At

A

Tho last regular meeting of the present Cil]
Council was held last evening and the following

insufficiency of the security offered. Several
writers, possibly influenced by selfish motives,

the Present Cil]

of

and Stevens & Co

CITY ANT" VICINITY
Adrerliecmenla To-Day

Sew

from 0 to 10

kept away

a m.

West.

Close at 8.30

a m.

Bangor, Mattawainkcag,

a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
and connecting routes.

Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., and
m.
Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
m.

3.00 p

manv

Express, Augusta, Bangor ami the East. Arrive
a m.
Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T- R. Arrive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.

Greeley rnnniDg ahead of his ticket.
The direct result of the day’s work is the
choice of Moses M. Butler for Mayor by a majority of 08G and the election of llepublican
candidates for minor offices iu all the wards
but 2 and 4. Perhaps the Democrats may find

YORK KITES,

WednesBlue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark,
day; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Wednesday.
CHAPTEBS-Grecnleaf R. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
first

little satisfaction in the “rebuke” and Gen.
Kicbafrdson be not absolutely inconsolable in
view of the fact that he has not been burdened
with official responsibility aud cannot be made
answerable to the public for any views be may
hold on Ogdensburg railroad, blue glass or any
a

other

Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;

subject.

The following is the vote for Mayor compared with that of last year:
1876.
Wards.
12
3
4
5
6
7 Total
Fessenden-477 297 529 414 554 497 471—3239
Richardson.. .367 474 324 543 314 354 313-2719

Grand Com-

mandery, Weduesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every mouth.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each mouth.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES,

Scattering

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

...

1

2

Council—Portland Council P. ot J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croir de H.,
third Friday.
Consistory— Maine Consistory, S,P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

Wards.

Butler’s majority. 580
Aldermen.
Ward 1—Rensellaer Greeley, 361; William Curtis.

L O. O. F.
Odd i’elloirs' Mall. Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Lodoes—Maino. on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
At

195.

Ward 2—Augustus F. Cox, 230: James Cunniugham, 378.
Ward 3—Alphonso Brunei, 443; William G. Davis,
269.
Ward 1—Thomas A. Foster, 347; Isaac D. CushWard 5—Charles Walker, 400; William H. Ander-

son, 246

Encampment- Machigonne, first and third Wednesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednes-

302.
Fi'ard 7—William
drews, 212.

Ward 6—James E. Haseltine,410;Daniel W. True.

day; Portland, fir6t and third Friday.

Councilmen.

Benefit Association—Board of DireetorB meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July

T.'_la_on-.

TEMPLAKS OF HONOR.
At Templars’ hall, Xo. 100 Exchange. Street.
Council—Maine, fiist and third Monday in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
3 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on fiist and third Saturdajs of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School
House, Turner's Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday

Evening.

Bos worth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics* Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Pi inter’s Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Business meeting
street. Open day and evening.
every Monday evening at 7J o’clock.
Association—Corner
Young Men’s Christain
Congress aod Casco Streets. Every evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.

cor.

Ellsworth, March 5.—At the municipal
election to-day, Monroe Young (Dem.)received
577 votes; James F. Davis (Rep.) 531 votes.
The Democrats carry three ont of the five

every
and

Brown

Public Libraryand free to all from 10 to

Portland Institute

and

wards.

Id City Building. Open
1 and 7 to 9.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,

Lewiston.
March 5.—Lewiston re-elected
Edmund Russell (Republican) mayor by a vote
of 1305 to 1029 for Alonzo Garcelon (Demo-

Lewiston,

crat.)

Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
eveningB; Pine Tree, No. il, Friday evenings, at
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.

Auburn.
Auburn elected Hannibal R. Smith (Republican) over A. M. Peables (Democrat) by about
250 majority. Both city councils'are Republi-

Portland Army and Navy Union-Corner

Congress and

Brown stieets.

F'iist

month.

Tuesday in

each

can.

Independent Order of Good Templars—
Arcana. Monday; Mission, Wednesday, Williams’
Block, Congress street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons
of Temperance Hall, Congress Hall; Iron Clad
Thursday, at West End.
Portland Society of Natural Hist
At theii library room, City Hall, on the first
third Monday evenings ot each month.

Bath.

Bath, Maich 5.—Edwin Reed was re elected
Mayor by a vote of 704 to 353 for David T.
Percy. Republicans are marching through the
streets with torches and fireworks, firing guns,

y—

and

ringing bells,

&c.
Saco,
4.—The city election to-day was
March
Saco,
quite excitiDg, particularly the vote for mayor.

Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 2
every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at7J
o’clock.
Portland Fraternity-No. 4J Free St. Block.
meets

Every evening.

Uriel

has 59 majority. The Democratic vota was the largest, ever polled. Republicans carry six wards, Democrat? oDe.
Rockland.
Rockland, March 5.—At the city election

Jolting*.

A Democrat,

to-day Hon. C. G. Moffitt (Rep.) was re-elected
mayor by a majority of 171 over Col. G. \Y.
Kicker (Dem,) in a total vote of 1481. The
major’s salary was reduced from 5500 to §300

Ob, if I were a Democrat,

would not tear my shirt;
and howl and rave and swear
And rip and tear,
And yowl and blare.
And wboop and screech and snort and “rare,”
And stomp and paw the dirt.
Good morning. Mayor Butler.
That attempt to “rebuke Zacb Chandler”
seems to have miscarried.
Eben Cram, Esq., formerly proprietor of the
United States Hotel, died Sunday in Concect'I'd

cut.
A

I
ramp

boy

Gallagher, living on the
Maple street?, fell down

named

of York and

lir

trimmiDg will confer

corner

last year. Tire ltepublicans are
consequently jubilant and are to have a grand
demonstration Tuesday evening in honor of the
election of Haves and Wheeler.

The Sebaco Water Case.—Mr. J. F. An
dersou again reported the condition of the
water in Sebago Lake yesterday tnotnieg. By
that report it appeared that the water fell more
during the week than at any corresponding pe-

Kennebcnkport, March .5.—Town ClerkWilliam G. Perkins.
Selectmen—George B. Card, Woodbury
Smith, George W. Hanscom.
Town Treasurer—Anthony Luqucs.
Town Agent—Seth H. Pinkbam.
Supt. School Committee—Israel Downing.
Auditors— S U. Gould, Charles C. Perkins,
Collector of Taxes—Andrew K. Merrill.

until Friday night, when the heavy rain
fall raised the water in the lake to its full
height of the week previous. There was an
0.401 of au
average rise in the seven days of
and duriDg the night of March 2d and 3d,

inch,

of 1.200 inches. Mr. Thomas filed a statement
from the signal observer at Portland, showing
that 1.38 inches of rain felt in Portland the
night of Match 2d and 3d.
The Judge otdered Mr. Auderson, if it continued cold and we bad no raiD, to go up and
measure again next Saturday; otherwise not.

The fecund selectman, Town Agent, Supt
School Committee and ouo auditor Kepublican.
Fnlnioulb.
Falmouth, March 5.—The following towr

Troupe.—'Schoolcraft &

Coes have formed a minstrel troupe which bids
fair to euruass aLjthiog since the old days ol
the Morris Brothers. Tbe troupe is made up ol
the best men of the leading minstrel companiei
of the country, and Will begin a tour ot Mev
the 2d of

Apiil. appearing

in thi

over

Kenncbunhport.

riod,

oil

ieli.

chosen for the ensuing year:
Town Clerk—Leoranl Townsend.
Treasurer—John P Winched.
Collector of Taxes—Daniel S'. Purringtou.
Town Agent—Lyman E. Smith.
Member of the School Committee (J years)—
E. S. Small.
Selectmen—Lyman E. Smith, Thomas N.
Eaton, Sumner L Holbrook.
All the above were the regular Kepublican
candidates and were chosen by a large majority, which is a gain of one selectman and town

agent

the 3th of tkat month.

■■■»»

were

mislead Republicans by substituting the natno
ot “Zsch Chandler” for that of Mosc3 M.
Butler, at the head ol the liepublican ticket,
was a failute.

an

Ttannltlip.ana lApnt full

Brunswick, March 5.—At the municipal
election held hero to-day the following officers

day.

England

1P8

Hi

The young ladies of the class of 77, P. H. S
will be pleased to know that thbir graduating
rings are completed and ready for delivery at
C. H. Lamson’s 201 Middle street.
The atrocious attempt ol the Democrats to

city

tn

re-elected mayor; C. A. Cole, Gideon
C. McCausland, Peter F. Sanborn, Charles E.
Fuller and Geo. S. Fuller were elected aidermen; H. L. Grindall, It. I). Wood, John
Hodgdon, E. W. Whitcomb, A. D. Niles,
Leouard C. Jones, D. B. Lowe, S. B. Glazier.
Albert Winter and C. C. ltichardsun were
elected councilman.

Three vessels arrived from the “Georges”
yesterday, bringing 100,000 barrels of haddock,
tho largest amount ever landed at this port in

Minstrel

of

mously

stairs

enjoyed.

Hew

1

Hallowhll, March 5.—At the municipal
election held in this city to-day there was no
political contest. John W. Clarke was unani-

this cilice.
Thu last of the Samaritau assemblies was
largely attended last evening and a fine time

one

v;

Hallow-ell.

with fur
favor by leaving it at

a

a

ward tickets in six out of seven wards, and are
making demonstrations with music, rockets
and bonfires.

yesterday, breaking his leg.
The finder of a gentleman’s glove

was

(Republican)

Eoss

if I were a Democrat,
A Democrat,

Ob,

n"

Ellsworth.

Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month.
Delivery
of books dai.y, 2 to 9, day and evening.

Society—Meetings

v.i...

333; Ed. H. Sargent, 326; William H. Preble, 231;
Ueo. M. Stanwood, 233: Patrick McGowan, 229.
Ward 2—Benjamin T. Mitchell, 231; William H.
True. 231; Geo. H. Davis, 230; Willtam H. Sargent,
380; John Gooding. Jr., 377; Geo. H. Coyle, 381
Ward 3—Wipiam W. Latham, 418; Albert Smith,
418; Robert L. Morse, 448; John Yeaton, 238; Chas.
A. Dyer, 262; Rowland Y. Barber, 262.
Ward4-Joseph F. Libby, 336; Orin B. Whitten,
341; Richard K. Gatley, 393; Benjamin F. Andrews,
474; James 8. Hayden, 482; Chas. F. Swett, 414.
Ward 5—Nathan E. Redlou, 462; Hanson S. Clay,
442: Leonard Jordan, 452; James W. Plaisted, 263;
Charles E. Cliflord, 244; Augustus L. Dennison, 219.
Wards—Albion Little, 404; Thomas H. Haskell,
428; James E. Sturgis, 390; William II. Green, 305;
Joseph E. Blabon, 326; Henry W. Brewer, 278.
Ward 7—Charles J. Chapman, 435; Sumner Libby,
425; Ashbel Chaplin, 425: Jerome B. Fickett, 224;
Manfred M. Riggs, 217; David H. Drummond, 210.
School Committee.
JFard 2—Israel Luce, 230; Frank A. Stanley, 380.
Ward 5—Charles F. Libby, 465; Darius H. Ingraham, 244.
Hard 6—Thomas Hill, 437; Edward C. Jordan,
275.
Ward 7—L. A. Gray, 384; Philip J. Larrabee,211.

and October.

Library

T. Small, 456; Sullivan C. An-

*

officers were elected here to day:
Moderator—Smith Barbour.
Clerk and Treasurer—D. F. Small.
Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor and Asses
sots—B F. Hall, George D. Voik, L. S. Wash
burn.
Supervisor of Schools—L. iDgal's.
Auditor—C. A. Valpey.
Frye burg.
Frykburo, March fi.—Selectmen—F. T
Bradley, H If. Ilobb3, 11. W. Jones.
Treasurer—John Locko.
Superintendentof Schools —Rev. B. N. Stone

accepted.

make up the amount overprawn was passed.
The Committee on Claims reported on the

petition of J. B. Brown for part payment of
expense incurred by him in having dock of Berlin Mills wharf dredged of deposits, recom
mending it be referred
cil. Beport accepted.

■

to the

City

Dext

Coun-

Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of J. S. Palmer and others for lamps on Grove
street; of C. T. Skillins & als., for lamp corner
Congress and Forest streets; of Bichard Cole
& als., for oil lamp on Franklin street; of InPote & als., for gas or oil lamp on Newstreet: of John Baiker & als., for lamp

crease

bury
on

Freeman street.

Beport accepted.

The City Engineers submitted plans for num
bering Boyd, Parris, Temple, Winter, Quincy
Spruce, Union, Market. GreCD, Mayo, Harnp
shire, Cotton, Mechanic, Hanover, Locust
Plum, Gray, Stone, Cedar, Casco, Brown, Park
Portland west of Green

street,

High,

Canton

Oak, Brattle, Prospect, Low, South, Emery
and Deering.
Thomas McGowan asked L r permission to
erect a dwelling on India street. Beferred.
The revised ordinance on streets which provides that one-flfth of the appropriation on
street be expended in paving was repealed.
The following ordinance received its second
reading and was passed in concurrence:
Section 2 of the ordinance establishing a sinking
fund is hereby amended so as to read as follows;
Section 2. All balances of money unappiopriated
remaining in the treasury at the end of any financial year, all excesses of income over the orignal estimated income, all balances of appropriations, original or by additions,remaining on the books of the auditor, all receipts for premiums on city notes issued,
all receipts in money on account of the sale of any

real estate of any description now belonging or
which may hereafter belong to the city, except the
sale of burial lots in the cemeteries oi the city, all
receipts on account of the principal sum ot any
stocks, bonds or notes now owned or which may be
hereafter owned by the city and sale of the annual
tax, such sum as the City Council of eacli year shall
fix and determino, not less than 1 per cent, of the
then existing city liabilities after deduct in g therefrom the amount ot the Atlantic & Sr. Lawrence
railroad loan and the building loan; shall be and tbe
same hereby is appropriated to tbe payment on tbe
purchase of the principal of the city debt.
COMMON COUNCIL.

The Council received the order exempting the
Catholic residence Irom taxes, and receded and
passed the order by a vote of 7 to 11.
The ordinance relative to the powers of Street
Commissioner came from the upper Board. After some discussion Councilman Boberts offer'
ed an amendment making the expenditure $100
instead of $25, and limiting cost of labor on
This amendment was
any one street to $150.
amended by making the limit last named $100.
The ordinance was then passed in concurrence:

man, 471.

fourth Saturday of each month.

to

The City Auditor reported that the appropriation for City Building had been overdrawn.
An order making an appropriation of $913 to

3

Fessenden’s majority. 517
1877.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Total
Butler.362 230 416 342 465 430 432—2707
Richardson. ...244 380 264 475 249 281 212—2121

Friday.

auu

omcers was receiveu

whilo nfL.

erally are, that is, they were not kept at all,
both gentlemen being triumphantly elected,Mr.

MASONIC.
At Masonic Mall, No. 88 Exchange Street.

Payson

nnllo

councilman.
The Democratic threats to defeat Mr. Sturgis
iu Ward 0 and Mr. Greeley iu Ward 1 were
kept about as well as Democratic threats gen-

Stated Sfeetingg.

Monday evening, Brown’s Block,
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.

ilia

one

CUT GOVERNMENT.
Tlie regular meetings of the City Council tako
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

8 p. in.;

frnm

pressing effect, and there conversation was not
so spirited and forcible as
usual.
The
result of this state of thiDg was that the
bulldozers’ majority in Ward 4 was largely cut
down and they narrowly escaped the loss of

at 2.00

Wednesday

of t.hftm

with bunches in their throats cast their
votes with a sigh and went directly home, not
daring to trust their voices in au attempt to
persuade others to throw their tickets. The
bull-dozers stood around iu Wards 2 and 4, and
the pungent odor cf intimidation pervaded
those ward rooms as usual. Nevertheless the
gloom which o’erspread the countenances of
their more intelligent confreres produced a de-

Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00
a m and 2.20 p in.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
6.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 0.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Saturday at 12 m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to Bailing ot steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.

Grand

to

eis

R.

May;

rebuke

again.
The knowledge of what was going on in
Washington threw a pall over the hearts
of intelligent Democrat?, and uncertainty as to
their ability to restrain their emotions kept

Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
and 3 00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40

Grand Council,

The

tions

m.
a

polls.

given us a tolerably creditable administration.
However, it may be safely assumed that the
rebuke to both is sufficiently stern to prevent
either of them ever setting up similar preten-

Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston ami Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.30 a w and 2.30 p in.
Great Soutliern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30

the

passed

was

Jewett for abatement of taxes.
Reference to the next City Council was reported on petitions for street lamps on Deering
between State and Mellen streets, on Brackett
and Portland streets. Report was accepted.
The annual reports of the subordinate city

Gen. Richardson was less severe because
he had certain qualifications which Mr. Chandler had not. He was a resident of the city and
with plenty of Republican ballast bad once

Portland, Me., Jan. 9, 1877.
Arrival and Departure ot Mailt,
Boston and Intermediate offices. Airive at 12.2(1
p. m. and 12.30 a.m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30

and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the

from

;

Susie L. Davidson, George Worcester, Breder
ick Quimby, Daniel Coffin, for injuries
by fall
ing on the sidewalk. Committee reported set
tlement with J. J. Gilbert aud Mrs. A. Kicker
and leave to withdraw on petition of George

posited. Even the conspirators who concocted
this diabolical plot of making a resident o;
Michigan mayor of a city in Maine were cowed
by the murmurs of public disapprobation aud

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and Geueral Delivery

fixed a

Knight

the voters had to content themselves will
cutting his name, which they did so thoroughly
that not one ballot with his name on it was de^

m

Agent was

he engross
cd with amendment depriving the Commission
er of all power in making purchases and limit
ing his bills for labor on any one job to 8100.
Leave to withdraw on petition of Portland
Water Company for abatement of taxes.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition!
of Charlotte Hammett, Mrs. Julia A.

was

Office Mourn.

Sundays

Street Commissioner

street would doubtless havi
proved a sigual for a general assault whicl
would have left him a mangled corse. As i

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

of the School

The Mayor returned his order for the laying
out of Charles street without his a|>prova). Tin
Board by 1 to 3refused to pass it over tho veto
Tho ordinance defining tho powers of tin

the

psarance on

salary

8800.

agreed that it was highly proper to rebuke ibi 1
pretensions of Zach Chandler. Indeed then 1
was considerable
feeling on this point, attribu
table doubtless to the highly inflammatory
appeals of the Argus, and Mr Chandler’s ap

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The End is not Yet-Fitzgerald.
177 Middle St.—C. K. Hawes.
Wanted—Competent Milliner.
Farm for Sale.
Lost—Pass Book.
Wanted—Salesman.
Copartnership—H. I. Nelson & Co.
First-Class Bookkeeper Wanted.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Millinery Fancy Goods, &c.—F. O. Bailey & Co,

From 8.00 a

The

Ciiy Solicitor’* Kcporl.

T. B. Beed, Esq., City Solicitor, repoits
that 19 cases have been acted on the past year.
The case of James N. Winslow, appellant,
against the city was referred to Frederick Fox
as referee, who gave $1(37.50 to the appellant.

against the city, the defence

was assumed by
the Bestou and Maine Railroad Company.
Eliza F. Jones, appellant, vs. City, was referred to referees, who awarded her $1,409.21.
The Harbor Commissioners vs. Eastern Rail"

road was a case in equity to prevent iDjury to
the harbor. The point desired was gained and
the suit was dropped.
The cases of City against Dixmont aud same

against Bangor

dropped, the] Law Court
thejdecisiou in favor of the

were

leaving overruled
city.
The cases of Luther Sterliug aud Simeon
Skillings against the city have been settled.
Franklin SVhatf Co. vs. City is still pending
before the Law Couit.
The case of City against Portland Water
Company has been rendered of no account by
the action of the City Government.
John B. Hal), et als
the sum of $320.80.

vs.

City

awarded

was

The case of City vs. Atlantic & St. Lawrence
R. B. Co. has been settled by the payment of
the judgment awarded.
Isaac M. Smith vs. City was settled.

Since the date of the last report seven uew
suits have been ontered agaiust the city. The
first, that of Flaherty, admrx., vs. City, was
tried in October and a verdict was returned for
the city.
Case of Thomas SampsoD, et hx., vs. City
was settled for $550.

Jeremiah McCarthy

vs.

City failed

to

get

a

verdict and filed exceptions.
The case of PttrickFox was scltlcd lor the
sum of $259 after a disagreement of the jury.
Ma-'garet McGlaughiiu received a nominal
sum and dismissed her suit.
Two other cases for alleged damages have
been entered.
With the exception of the
Frrnklin Wharf Company case, now beiore
the Law Court, these seem to be the only cases
the city docket which will ever require
trial. Of the nine others undisposed of, six are
Canal Company suits, which are virtually
ended. The Dumber of cases left on the docket
is smaller than for many years.
now

on

During

the last three years there have been
ten trials before juries, arising out of the law
relating to defective highways. There have
been three verdicts against the city and four in
favor, and fthree disagreement*. Two of the
verdicts against the city were lot less than
would have been readily paid without trial.
Miss Marsh’s Theatre.—Owing to the
many attractions elsewhere last evening, there
was not a large house at Miss Marsh’s Theatre
tcifnps.q tlifi firsh m'rfnrm'inr’u

r.f

“4

rr

r»F

Money, tlie great UolJou drama, which has
been in preparation for some time. The play
s one well calculated to draw, being full ot

startling situations, which are well worked up.
The scenery by Kichaids does much to make
the piece attractive. The opening act is an old
English farm scene, which is
The closing act is in the yard

business

ability,

Dickens’

characters, and in

many features
resembles Uriah Hcep. thcugU rather more
daring in the main. His conception of the
part is good and promises to prove popular
Miss Kate Byron made a very pretty Mary

Maldou and showed

some

very

liue

hits of

acting.

Mr. Gilbert was a good comedian,
though perhaps rather overacting in some
parts. The other patts- were well taken, but
we

have not space to

particularize

this morn

ing._
Revival

Meetings.— Tho

union

gospel
follows;—At

meetings will be held to-day as
9 a. m. and 3 p. in. at the Second Parish
church. Preaching at 7J o’clock at City Hall,
The folio wing.clergy men will take charge ol
the meetings at Pine streot church : Wedues
day, Rev. Mr. McWlrinuie; Thursday, Rev
Mr. Hiucks; Friday, Rev. Mr. Perkins. 2S'<
meetings will bo bold at Pine street thii
evening. Prayer meetings will be held at tin
Second Parish church at 9 o’clock each morn
ing this week, and will 1)9 conducted by Rev
Messrs. Penn, Perkins, Wright, Clark am

Bosworth, respectively.
Temperance.—The temperance revival meet
ing held at Preble Chapel last evening was wel [,
attended. Interesting addresses were made b;
Rf-verai reformed men.
Several signed thi 1
pledge. Mr. F. O. Rich will preside at thi 1
meeting this evening, commencing at 7£ o’clock

For we know Hr.it you do
lully realize how cheap urc
selling.

propose that further burdens shall bo laiel upou the taxpayers
to aid this road,
blinded
be
unless ho

by

can

seriously

selfish

■

Only

OArt

arua

to

Iron

it doubtless would be double that amount,
nearly, might be added to tbe taxable property
of the city and if the interest and instalments
as received,
were reloaned, a much larger
amount could be added. Then how long before this fund would amount to enough to wipe
out the entire debt? It is near enough for our
purpose to say, that money loaned at G per
cent, interest, payable semi annually, will
double in ten years. It would therefore take
but a little over twenty-five years for the
8500,000 to amount to 83,000,000 or about the
amount oftheentira liability incurred by the
city in aid of the two roads. Something
should assuredly be done to extricate ttbe city
from its present situation, which is disastrous
to all enterprise.
People are timid about starting business hero on account of tbe dangers
which they foresee may result from fuither entanglements arising from the city’s connection
with these roads and the prospect of heavy taxation. Ileal estate is depressed, for people will
not buy property in a city threatened,
The
great thing now needed is, to get rid of the
roads at some price, even if a small.one, and
create a fund in some form which shall liquidate the debt in a certain time.
This will restore confidence, which is so much needed, and
our beloved city will be in a position to avail itself of some of tbe fruits of a promised revival
of business; but so long as it is entangled with
bankrupt railroads, so long will it languish.
Virtus in actions consistit.
A Fbee Lance.

Mr. H. J. Montague, supported
by company described on the bill as “select,’*
appeared at Music Hall in “False Shame.”
The audience was not so large as the merit of

ere

that

Will

Regret

It!

Wlty will they regret itt Because
we arc
selling

At and Below Cost.
When

say Cost

we

we

the

mean

a

tetailcostot 25

30 per

or

cent, has been added as middle-

mens’ profits, but the
«*■

We manufacture Mens’, Youths’
and Boys’ Clothing with which

supply FIVE LARGE STORES
and THREE Travelling Salesmen,
we

necessarily

we

both buy and

man-

are

SPRING

NEW
we

our

was

ample justification.

For Mr.

Montague’s impersonation

evening’s inspection

is

necessary to compreIt is as far,removed

hend its excellencies.
from the gross and heavy strokes by which the
ordinary actor would convey the character as
snono ria

inter front ths work of

artist. Aud, like all good art, its excellencies grow upon tiro spectator bylong inspection.
It is an impersonation which merits aud richly

punctilious observance of
those to whom

forms even toward
forms have no meaning, all

apparent, in the secondary aspect of the
role, the portrayal of the aimless affectation of
the young aristocrat, he was no less happy.
Mr. Montague’s support is inadequate. Miss
were

Lmgley
good “Magdalen AtLerleigb,”
though something wauliog iu the restraint necwas a

essary to a thoroughly effective rendition iu the
closing act. Mr. Edwards was a very amusing
“Colonel Howard.”
At the matinee to-morrow “False Shame”
will be repeated, and those who neglect to attend the representation will mbs seeing admir.
able acting. This evening and Wednesday
evening “Oar Idol” will be given, Mr. Montague tikiog the part “Jack Beemish,” a role
in which he has won his greatest triumphs,
and which no one who loves good acting should

neglect

to see.

Stephen
W. Eaton.—Mr. Stephen W.
Eaton, general agent for the Weed Sewing
Machine, died in Gorham, at his home, yester-

day morning

of slow paralysis, at the age of 71
years. He was one of the engineers who made
the preliminary survey of the Atlantic aud St.
Lawrence railroad; was for a number of years

More recently ho wa3 the agent of the Weed
sewing machine iff thj* city. Ho had been a
member of the City tionncil.
Loss of Sciioonep. Union.—The sloop Georgian;!,, Capt. JohnsoD, report that the schooner
Union, Capt. J. Bartel), weut ashore on the
middle reef, near Harpswell, Thursday uight,
and went to pieces. I The crew were saved. The
vessel aud cargo—the latter valued at $500—
The Union was bound from Portwere lost.
land to Phipsburg.
Theatricals at Gorham,—This evening
the Thespian Club give a tlieatriacal performance in Granger Hall, Gorham Village. The
plays of “Above the Clouds,” and “Rough
Diamond,” will be given. O. A. Robinson,
the entertaining reader, will give a few choice
selections. It will be a very interesting
aud a full house may he expected,

Profits

out ol order.

are

Losses
arc

happy

our

to sec

day, but we
the goods go and

bank account increase
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C.D. B. FISK & 00.,
Now 233 Middle St.,

States.

MARCH
PREBLE

MARKET

17tli

UNDER

HOUSE,

SQUARE.
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Dr.

Schencr’s Standard Remedies.

standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
are Schencr’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck’s Sea
Weed tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
and. if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it off by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it off, tno patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver
Sciienck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile
starts freely, and tbe liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed,
mixes with the food and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion by toning up tbe stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the food and the Pulmonic Syrup
will make good blood; then the lungs heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schenck, either personally or by letter, can do so at his principal office,
corner of Sixth and ARcn Sts
Philadelphia,
The

every Monday.
Schenck’s medicines are sold by all druggists
throughout the country.maleod&w2msn

NEW GOODS !

use

“Forest Tar Troches.”

Full line Black Silk Fringes,
Buttons, Neck Ties and Hamburg

Edgings.

Lace Net for Neck Ties in all
the new Shades.
A splendid new Corset for 87

cents.
2 Bntton Opera Kid Gloves, a
very line quality, 75 cents a pair.

Carlton Kimball,
Successor

lo

Nelson A- Co.,

495 CONGRESS

system.
2—17—32—47.

ST.,

mh3|ST&T3t

Forest

IN

—

—

y

t

AT

135

$»o to 175

$1.50

35
3u

to

j.
4

Congress St.,

is to give notice that I sbaJi publish in one
of the daily newspapers on the ninth day of
March next, in accordance with an ordinance of the
City, a list of all taxes assessed in 1876 upou residents, amounting to twenty dollars and upwards,
then remaining unpaid, together with the names of
the persons assessed therefor.
H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

THIS

Portland, Feb. 26, 1877.

in

tbe land and says

OPINION

ORGANS !
Possessing great beauty, and a certain richness
aud fulness of tone; unequalled. Their mechanical
structure is the most perfect ever devised,
rendering
them the best of Organs. Prices, from Seventy (•
Fifteen Hundred Dallas..
Also Organs o
other first class manufacturers.

here

find

can

some

Wallets and Jack Knives very cheap.

WAREROORS,

WALL PAPERS

3 Free Street

to be found at

BAGLEY’S,

CONGRESS

OPP.

THE

ST.,

Fixtures.
Tassels, etc*, etc.

Shades

and

Samuel Thurston,
AGBNT.

!
Cord

PIANOS I

Congress St., opp. the Preble.

fc27od3m

Batchers and
Market Men I

A large assortment of first class Piauos at the very
lowest prices. Cash customers cannot afiord to Ignore this stock.

PIAIVO STOOLS !
Iu great variety of styles, of superior quality, at low
prices. PIANO POLISH.

YARD WIDE

SCROLL

ALL WOOL Wm,
—

AND

Various

Maw
prices,
Rlade.,
Wood Pali.k
Design., Fancy Wood.,
and all material required for fine Scroll Work.

Warerooms,

DOWLAS

HAWES,

534

NE4H POST OFFICE.
dtt

COPARTNERSHIP.
day

formed

BUSINESS

B. CHASE.

Portland, Feb, 27, 1877.

t

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cush or Installment, by

TUG BEST INTHE WORLD.
This 8oap is manufactured by

Good farm in Denmark, one mile from the cens
ter of town; well fenced with stone wall; h.a
a good apple orchard; large quantity of good wood
and timber. A good Stock Farm.
Denmark has quite a pretty little village just at
the centre of the town, with its little water power.
Here the Stages pass which gives us the mail twice
daily from Portland. We have also a Telegraphic
office. About lour miles to the depot at Brownfield.
THURSTIN PINGREE.
w9wl0
Denmark, March 1, 1877.

A

CitizcBa’—Dccritig.
rIhe Citizens of Deering arc requested to meet at
the Town house in said town, on FRIDAY, March
9th, 1877. at four o’clock in the afternoon, foj the
purpose cf nominating candidates for town officers.

a

new

by

Patent proces

Williams, Watson & Co.,
195 COMMERCIAL

STREET,

A cake of this soap will be given to any one
ing to test It npon application at the Factory,

W. II. FURBUSH & SON,

wish-

105 COMMERCIAL. STREET.

General Agents for Maine.

$3,200.

Laundry Soap-

-

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

marGdlw

Farm lor Sale lor

dtf

PIANOS,

dtf

CHINESE

St.

which, for purity of tone, perfection ot action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

Q. I. Nelson & Go.
II.

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT

Thurston,

AGENT.

,vir
febl7

W H. IVERS’

a

under the present style of

H. I. NELSON.

Congress

PIANOS & ORGANS.

shall coutinne

GOODS

ma2

Block, Portland.

3 Free St

Samuel

FOUND AT

Street, EASTMAN BROS’.,

Middle

SAWS,

styles aud

—

40-inch half-bleached Linen
CAN BE

Block,

PORTLAND.

PREBLE.

OLD~STOCK

NO

fe27dtd

Mason & Hamlin

Block..

that the newest patterns and lowest prices in

C.

BONTOIK, HANS
So Postponement I

M<|„

d3t

“HAILGENTLE SPRING”

are

as

Maynard.

BOVVUOIN

fe27XT&Stf

Paper Hanger is abroad

IT".

tor lull particulars

—

Deering

To

PA.HILI

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

E.S. MERRILL,

482

—

AND

catalogue,

ior

Sale Positive I

At those prices I offer extra good value.

H.

$215

acnu

mall

13 1-3, 30,
35, 30,
37 1-3 and 50 Cts.

The

OF

Head

,10

lO of these Horses can beat 9.50.
11 can trot in 9,40, or better.
lO Extra Family Horses, very safe and reliable.
To be as represented, or no sale.
Clarence*, Hack*4 Top and Open BagDouble
and Mingle llarne**, Ac.
gie*,

—

HAMBURGH

182

in

Wanted.
every county

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME,

For Sale by Grocers generally.
defld3m

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
dtf

nov2S

MONEY !
Wanted Worn and Torn Carrency,
Pieces of Bank Bills and Greenbacks.

M. G. PALMER.

SALE.”

"SPECIAL^

We have secured several small lots of Goods at
prices much under market rates, and propose to give
our retail customers an opportunity
to buy the
following articles at lower prices than they have ever
been uttered in this city, either Wholesale or Retail:

1 Lot Brown Mixed ■'€. C.”
Colton Hose at 19 1.9 els. per pair.
1 Lot Ladies’ e xtra long, lull finished
French Bnlbriggaa Hose at 33 els. per

denis’

pair.

best selling article
SALESMEN

Best

Tar

and

Tuesday
Saturday noon,
l*ass Book
this city
BETWEEN
Saccarappa,
accounts with Traders in this
and
noon

a

or

taining

E. The tinder will be
it at this office.

A

in

con-

city

Cape

suitably rewarded by leaviug
raaGdlw*

Wanted.
Competent and experienced Milliner,
others need apply. Inquire of

none

LATNEK BROS,,
539 Congress street.

ma6d3t

First-Class Bookkeeper Wanted.
“A.” giving length and kind of
experience, with references and salary wanted.

ADDRESS
marG

isdlw

__

im.&jv

Lol denis’Lisle Thrrad Hose al 93 els
50 Doz. denis’ and Boy's all Linen Collars

jl vtim.

vvvi

ava

& CO.’S

and

ECONOMICAL, LABOR-SAVING, AND UNIFORMLY SATISFACTORY.

AT A MODERATE PRICE.

TRIAL WILL DEMONSTRATE ITS SUPERIOR QUALITY.
iua5dim
A

for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.

For Sale by all Druggists,

( WORT DHRJNG THE WINTER

RUBBER SOLED.

Wringer Rolls and Rubber
goods Repaired
—

at

—

Wool Slippers
Hall’s Rubber Store,
to be sold VERY

LOW,

at;—

437

apr25eod&wlw

Congress Street,

^ARRINGTON
1
In

BLOCK.

Pure Milk for Family Use.
WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens in general who contemplate a chauge
their “apply of milk, that 1 am prepared to fur

superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders Iett at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now
taking will he shown to thoso who wish to invest!
gate. I shall employ no hoys hut deliver the milk in
CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.
dlw *tl
(]»«25
nish

a

•*

M- a-

febo

PALMER,

I have not retired from business,
but have taken the new store

KTo.

17

where, with

Union
new

stM

tools, new stock,

aud my old workmen I shall contlnnc to carry on the business of
Steam, Gas, and Water Piping in
all its branches. Particular attention paid to ventilation and sanitary drainage. I snail be glad to
see all my old enstoners and lots oi
new

ones,

W. II.

The above goods will on examination be found
exactly as represented, and as we wish to distribute
them to every customer possible, shall limit the
quantity to be sold to each customer.

Owen, Moore & Bailey.
ma3dtf

COAL.
The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

SUMMER AND WINTER

Lowest Market Rates,

dtf

Marine Insurance.
The Stock Book of the Portland Mutual
Fishing Insurance Company is now open,
and all applications for Stock should be
made daring the present month. This
Company insures all vessels owned in
the State, engaged in the Cod and
Mackerel Fisheries, and blank applications for Insurance sent free by address-

Timothy, lied Top,
Western Clover.

and Orchard Grass.

KENDALL A
ja30

SEEDS
N. N, Y„ and
Alsike

Clover

For sale

by

WRITNEY.
dtt

d3w

SOMETHING

For sale by

&

YOYE8.
d3t

stable recently fitted up,
in rear of CongresB aud Pmo Sts., I am preto
accommodate
a
tew
pared
Boarding Horses at a
reasonable compensation.

Of all kinds, of a very superior quality
made to measure from the finest stock a

GOWELL’S,
Under Falmouth Hotel.
iaeod3w

Preventitivefor Scarlatina
The New
•€
Remedy Nnlpbocarbolaic
Put up in suitable form and dose with
directions for Children and Adults. For sale at tho
HOMiEUPATIIir PHARMACY,

GREENUEAF g. ELDER.
d2w*

undekoigived have made
The
arrangements for tire exclusive right to
which
manu-

facture Lowe’s I’ll) row i Tubular Boiler,
effects a saving of 15 per cent, in tuol over tiro
favorite plain tubular, by means of a combustion
chamber and use of hot air. Circulars tree. Atlantic
maodXm
Works, E, Boston.

410 Coiijfrcu fib, Porllaud,itlc.

Sait, Salt, Salt I

tlie

ma2

For Fbiladelphia.
for

T. .1. TRAFTON, Capt Hoyt,
freight,
•/. MCKKKSON & SON,
No. 131 Conrmorci tl Street.

SCH.
apply to
ma5U3t

ST.

Ladies’ Boots

Mai

McE
HAVING

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

Sodium.

nia3

purchased

&

—

ft-1_

NEW!

LOGOMACHY !
BAILEY

BY

s«p6__distr

tale Cadiz, Liverpool and Trapani Salt lu lots
or duty paid by

FOKin bond

E. G.

WILLARD,

COMMERCIAL

14

WHARF.

ft-7____clisSui

Sleigh Barge
J.

Champion.

W. ROBINSON.
City Hotel Stables,

_

For Kvnt.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
at. the modern improvement.. Apply at
mar2isdtt
NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.

THE

60

GEO. W. RICH, Sec’y.
Portland, March 3, 1877.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

GRASS

Randall

ing

mao

USE,

FOR SALE AT

P£MELL,

ma3

lo22_dtf

LEAVITT & DAVIS’,

1.00

Boots made to

at IO els. esch.

Lot “dnyot’s” denuiae Preach Suspenders
at 40 els.
1 Lot Cashmere Boaqnri Soap at 90 CU.
1 Let all Milk Windsor Ties, full lenglk, at
13 1-9 els. each.

—

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

or Inhaling

45 cts.
65 cts.
$2.00
1.50

measure.

Solution,

Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Misses’
Ladies’ fine*

Lost.

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Chapped Hands, Salt
the Toilet and Bath.

Boys’ Rubber Roots,

Youths’

Gents’ and

Tar, COLGATE

and for Piles.

Men’s

in Maine for the
in the American Market,
Address
O. E. B., this office.

STERLING
Forest
Tar Troches,
SOAP.
Forest
Tar
Forest Salve,
Tar
Forest Soap,
Tar Inhalers, Boots and rtms
Forest
or

Ladies’ Rubbers,
quality
“

both Wholesale and Retail.
ma6d2t*

For Throat, Langs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

—

Wonderful Success.
Jt is reported that Bosohee’s German Syrup
since
its
introduction iu tho United States,
has,
reached the immense sale of 40,000 dozen per year.
Over 6,000 Druggist have ordered this medicine
direct lrom the Factory, at
Woodbury, N. J., and
not one has reported a single
failure, but every
letter speaks of its astonishing success in curing
severe Coughs, Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or any disease of tho Throat aud Lungs

Choice Patterns

CANDID

JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE.

hoarseness,

Administer DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY
REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM, if you would
completely, and permanently eradicate all Kidney, Bladder and Glaudular troubles, Female
Compiaiuts aud Nervous Affections from tho

at fl4W

that it is his

Accordcon** in great variety, Guitar**,
Violas. Flutes, i genuine Euler, 1 genuine Bauer Flute, Hangos,
Drums, Cornets
Concert!tias, Piceolas. Harmonicas,
Fifes, Flagolets, Triangles, Whistle-, and
an innumerable
number or other Instruments.
Violin
Boxes. Nlriugs, Tuning Forks,
Pitch Pipes Bridges, Pegs, Rosin, Finger Boards, Violin Necks, and all Trimmings for Instruments
A splendid lot of
Music Binding
Folios only 60 cents.
Music Roll Folios from 15 cents to $1.75.

the FANCY

—

TROTTING

1877.

7,

ol

1

columu.
and lor

HUDDLE
of Middle

—

we

Auction Sale

dtf

Reed Organs from
Violins from
2 line Music Boxes only

Having this
Copartnership,

COLCORD,

ripring Ntreet. Also at Arcana Hall, Congress street
Hours from 0) to
124. The last half year begins tbe 12th of February.
eod7w
ja?3
seen

CLOW OUT ivWHOLESTOCK

mar6

shall sell on
March 7th. at
at Salesroom
Exchange Street, a Stock of Millinery and Fancy
Linen
Goods,
Goods, Hosiery, &c., Ac.
F. O RAILEV Sc CO., Auctioneer*.
d2t
mar6_

WE 10 o’clock A. WEDNESDAY,
M aud 24 P M.,

35

BOSTON, MARCH

FllOEBEL’S KINDERGARTEN.
may be

Fancy Goods, Ac.,

dtf

Window

177

CO.,| Auctioneer*.
matd5t

BY AUCTION.

Per order.

A large Stock of

tickling cough

W.

Musical Goods!

C. K.

Kitchen Furniture.
F. O. BAII.EV Ac

given to piivato pupils by the subscriber.

The above with other goods on hand I shall close
out at Wholesale Prices, for a snort time
only.

fe24

At 10 o'clock this forenoon F. O.
Bailey &
Co. will commence the sate of Furniture, &c.
at house No. G1 Park street. See auction
To allay

our

SALE

OF

Persons not Musical

AFTER

or

Ephraim W. Allen.'pastor in South
Berwick from 1858 to 1800, now in West Haverhill, Mass., has accepted a call from North
Middloboro’.
One hundred and eislity-tive guns were fired
in Biddelord yesterddy afternoon in houor of
the inauguration of Hayes and Wheeler as
President aud Vice President of the United
Rev.

at

new,
1 Second Hand Piauo

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough
Purifying the Breath.

the report of S. W. Lane, Esq.,
City Treasurer of Augusta, the interest bearing
debt of the city last year was $320 041.40. The
interest bearing debt at this time is $325,200.00;
increase over last year $5,458.54.

FAWCV

are.,

Pianos,

or Sore

According to

of

ON

Millinery

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

J.

AUCTION.

TUESDAY. March 6tb, at 10 A. M.. wc
shall sell at House, No. 61 Park Street, all the
Furniture iu saiil house, consisting of Parlor Suite,
in B. W. and Hair Cloth. Pictures, Easy Chairs,
M.T. Table. Brussels and Ingrain Carpets, Ash, B.
W. and Painted Chamber Sets, Wardrobe, Mattresses,
Toilet Sets, Curtains, Hat Tree, Side Board, Extension Table, D. R. Chairs, Crockery and Glass Ware,
Parlor and Cooking Stove, together with tho entire

ME.

References—Andrew J. Graham, 503 Broadway,
New York, Author ot Standard Phonographic Work,
oc2i
eodlim

46?

177 Middle Street.
—

are made every

or

_

ARRIS’S

J. H. FITZGERALD.

AT Some Price!

affair

STATE NEWS

H

Kemember you can find all kinds
OWMDM, RIRBUYS, LACES,
establishment.
Kemember our Number is 868
STREET, near the Junction
and Federal Street.

GRAND

collector for the Portland and Oxford Canal
Company,.and afterwards freight agent of the
Atlantic and St, Lawrence railroad in PoitlaLd.
He then became superintendent of the York
and Cumberland railroad, and was afterwards
superintendent of the Androscoggin railroad,
retaining the latter position for sixteen years.

Agents for DR.

CUMMINGS,

Teacher of Mtandard Phonography,

and

PORTLAND,

HEALTH CORSETS.

au

repays a careful and often repealed obseivation.
The character of a gentleman, in the ancient
and only proper acceptation of the term, is
most difficult to represent upon the stage, and
the actors are few, even
amonjj those eminent
in their profession, who successfully “enact” it.
The “Lord Chilton” of Mr. Montague amply
met the requirement.
The txqnisite grace of
manner, the carefully modulated tones, the

ate

balance or our goods now in stock

of “Lord

Chilton,” there can be none but words of
praise. It was the perfection of dramatic art;
an interpretation absolutely faultless; a characterization so finely drawn, so delicately shaded,
so thoroughly finished that more than one

we

Genteel Furniture.

NO. <*1)0 CONGRESS STREET,

HUM*

_mhi>_

GARMENTS,

bound to dispose ot the

are

i-i

12 1-2 cts. per pair. Irish Balbriggan
Hose (all others are spurious) 38 cts.
per pair. Cut Hamburg Edges (superior
and as cheap) 4 to 50 cts. Hoys’ Linen
Collars 7 cts. each. Bustles, Bustles. 25
cts. to $1.38. Kid Glores. all our $1.75
marked down to $1.25. $1.00 marked
down to 75 cts. All Wool Yarn, to close,
lo cts. a skein. Corsets, foreign and domestic, 45 cts. upwards. Ostrich Feather Dusters 17 cts.
upwards. Ostrich
leather Piano Dusters 75 cts, upwards.

VERY RESPECTFULLY.

desirous of' opeuing
store with

new

iuiiuu

dl,v

jan24

Ball Knitting Cotton, white, 4 cts. per
Ball Knitting Cotton, colors, 5 cts.
per ball. Linen and line Cambric Handkerchiefs 4, 5, 7, 10 to 25 cts. Choice
patterns of Silk Handkerchiefs from 25
to 75 cts. Linen Bosom, splendid value,
lined. 17 to 50 cts. Dress Braids, “Fruit
of the Braider,” 0 cts a piece. Spool
Cotton, best low priced Cotton sold, 2 cts
a spool.
Spool Silk, full 10*) yds.. 8 cts.
a spool. Twist Silk, full 10 yds.. 4 cts. a
spool: Tidies, choice patterns, 20 to 95
All Silk Neck Ties, new styles,
cts.
12 1-2 cts. to $1.25
Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose (Bang Up) 10 cts. per pair.

ufacture CHEAP.
We

Quote

Divnu

commence March 20th.

F. EATON, 1’rincipnl.

II.

0. W, ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at lo o'clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.oc3dtt

BY

For particulars and Portland references, address

Merchant*,

.‘15 and .‘17 Exchange *».

F. O. BAILEY.

143 Pearl Street.

ball.

Kemember

eveniog

close of the play warmed to an enthusiasm for
which the admirable acting of Mr. Montague

prices

Man.

mvuij

Spring Term will

Reporter

never before quoted in the
memory of
Remember we have no job lots of damaged
goods to get rid of. We otter new fresh goods purchased for cash from Importers aud Manufacturers,
which we will sacrifice, notwithstanding it was our
iutention to hold them for an advance.

at

Nalrarooan

AORKIDGEWOCK, ME.

MISS EDITH J

OF

Fancy Goods,
lions and Small Wares

'•vui/o

Not

KINDS

wo

a

the comedy and tbe reputation of the star
should have called our, but it was thoroughly
appreciative and sympathetic, and toward the

Auctioneers and Commission

Family School,

fel)24

268 Middle St.
ALT,

We can with truth say that
those who require clothing andneglect this great opportunity

itlamagnc iu False Sill nine.
Last

KTew Store

time.

nn

as

few days remain

a

Eaton

FITZGERALD’S

MARKET SQUARE.

terest of the city is eo'd a question has arisen as
to what shall be done with the money. Suppose that $500,000 is obtained for the interest in
both roads, what shall be done with the
money? In reply to this the following suggestions are offered, There are always men in the
community who would build, thereby adding to
tbe taxable property, if they could procure
sufficient funds to do it with. Many own lots,
but have not available cash to build upon them.
Suppose a building fund is created with tbe
money obtained from a sale of these roads and
loans made to the extent of not over one-half of
the taxable valuation of tho property when improved, at 0 per cent, semi-annually secured by
first mortgage oh terms of five aud ten years,
the principal payable in instalments, if thought
best; the interest as received going into the fund
to he reloaned in the same way. Could the city
get better security in any other way, or do a
Kflft

Now Open and Offering at

UNDER THE PREBLE HOUSE,

their fervent brains and cause them to bring
forth something which may prove still more
injurious to the peoples’ interests. If the in-

Tf (ha

F. O. BAILEY A CO..

WALTER K. FOHES. Graduate ot
University School of Oratorv, will form
C'laxM'N for Mindy of Elocuiioii. on Nntnrdny, March 17lh, at V. ,V1. A'. A. I.ibrary
Room.
For terms, circulars and
particulars,
address postal card to him at North Cambridge,
Mass.
masd2w

arc

we shall move to car new store

plish. It would remove an incubus from the
spirits of the people, most assuredly, for them
to feel that a great temptation was taken from
the way of schemes, and which, if it remains as
now any length of time, will be likely to excite

nriear

AUCTION SALE

Boston

ill

not

ON MARCH mil

interest.
Certainly many
who have carefully looked into the matter aud
have only the city's interest in view, whom the
writer has talked with ou tho subject have expressed themselves decidedly in favor of selliog
ut tho earliest practicable moment at $250,000,
providing a large euougli payment is made
dowu aud sufficient security is given for the remainder. If the interest of the city could be
sold in tho two roads for $500,000 it would
seem to be a most desirable thing to accomsorns

KENNEBEC COUNTY.'

the drama is that of
Hoyley |Snayle, which is supported by Mr.
Oliver Doud Byron, who shows himself a very
versatile actor.
The part reminds one of

The End is not Yet!

Elocution Classes.

WE URGE YOU

city should still continue to foster the
road, aud one has gone so far as to suggest that
it might be best for tbo city to go to an outlay
sufficient to put tbe road in a still better state
of efficiency than it is now in. It seems hardly
possible that any citizen of Portland of fair

very nicely done.
ot the old (Jiiug-

fotd church in Essex.
The principal role in

EDUCATIONAL.

that the

thn work of tho

the city, the law court overruled the verdict of
$800 which was awarded.
Case of Samuel It. Jacksou vs. City, settled
by eutry of neither party.
In the case of Portland Gas Light Company

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MR.

have written articles adverse to a sale of the
city's interest at tho price named, claiming

board of mayor and aldermen.

Ilia municipal election ot
yesterday was ot
the whole a tame and spiritless affair. Tber >
was a substantial
agreement on all the mail 1
paints at issue, aud the only approach to any
thing like a contest was over some of the wan '
officers in ono or two wards. It was generally

proposition lias

Council.

Regular JIcciing

business transacted:

Kendrick.

B.

We advise any person that Las any predisposition to
weak Lungs, to go to tbeir Druggists-and get
this Medicine, or inquire about it. Regular size,
75 cents; Sample Bottle, 10 cents.
Two doses will
relieve any case. Don’t negleet your cougb.
oct20
deomly

In-

been made to tho city to
purchase its interest in the Portland & Ogdens*
burg railroad for $250,000, which proposition
has not found favor, probably on account of the

Cam

the PRESS

At
At

Railroad

terests I

May be obtained at the Periodical DapotB ot Fca
•enden Bros.,
Mar,uis, Brunei St Co.. Andrews
Wentworth, Moses, N.B. Kendrick, and Chisholn
Bros ..oh all trains that

Panland Sell Her

is ready to furnish
Sleighing Parties at shorlost
DOtiee and lowest prices; any turn oui irom a idcq
team
in
to
six
single
hand, A I. Call and see him.

dec2?

dtf

THE

Portland Wholesale Price* current.

PRESS.

Gunpowder.
Apple**.
|
Qreen. 1 50 @ 2 50
Hasting. 3 50 @ 4 00
9 ! Sporting_ 5 50 @ 6 50
Dri’d West’ll 6 @
8 1
5 @
Grain.
do Eastern.
Ashes.
@ 65
torn,new....
Pearl,V lb.. 11 @ 11* High Mixed

THE FARM Ai\D HOUSEHOLD.
The Origin of the Different Breed* of Domeatic Fowl*.
It is well known that different countries

6*@

Pot.

have their peculiar breeds, which generally
take their Dame from the place they inhabit,
or from which they were
imported, or from

bag

8

deal.. r.

Pea. 3 00 @ 3 25
Mediums
2 25 @ 2 50
fellow Eyes. 2 25 fa) 2 5

iye.
iarley..

Box Shooks.
Pine. 50 @
Bread.
Pilot Sup..,. 9 00 @11
do ex 1001b. 7 no @ 8
Ship. 5 00 @ 5
Crackers
100.
35 @

peculiar appendage, formation or characteristic of them; as the Dorkings, from
Dorking, in England; the Houdains, (pronounced Houdaus), from Ifoudain, in France;
the Black Spanish, or, as they are called, everlasting layers, from Spain; the Polands,
from Poland; the Shangbas. in China; the
Buff and the Patrldge Cochin Chinas, from

Batter.
Family, ^ lb 28
Store. 20

1

Spruce, r’gh.
R. O. Staves.

Copper.

ing.

DiacK

crossground, nre anu siooe colored,
more recently imported breeds have
added to these varieties. The Dominique or
Dominica fowls, are supposed so be from the
Island of Dominica, in the West Indies, but
are ranked with our native breeds and
are

Manila

@

33
25

@

tart.

Norway.

gl

Beeswax

12
4

Morphine....

Cod liver..

Lemon....
Oiive.

Peppt.
Winterg’n.

I CirUUl”

mended.—Farmer’s Advocate.
medical Properties of Eggs.
The white of an egg is said to have, proved

efficacious for burns.
Seven or eight successive applications of this substance soothe
and
pain
effectually exclude the burned
parts from the air, and are preferable lo collodion or even cotton.
Extravagant stories
told of the healing properties of an oil
which is thus made from the yolk of hens’

are

eggsThe eggs are first boiled bard; the
yolks are then removed, crushed and placed
over a fire, where they are
carefully stirred
until the whole substance is just on the point
of igniting when the oil separates and may be
poured offi One yolk will, it is said, yield
It is also
nearly two teaspoonfuls of oil.
said to be valuable as a means of curing
cuts,

■

10 r
Senna. 15
Seed canary. 3 00
Cardamons 1 50
Soda bi-carb.
5
Sal.
2
4
Sulphur
19
Sugar lead
White wax.
60
...

_

0

One cup of sugar, half cup of butter, cup
and a half of flour, ball cup of milk, half a
teaipoonful soda, one teaspoonful cream-oftartar, whites of four eggs; beat the, butter
and eggs to a cream, then add the milk and
flour with the soda and cream-of-tartar;
whisk the whites of the
eggs to a froth, and
stir them in
gently at the last. Flavor with
lemon.
To

Clean While Ostrich EcntherK.

Four ounces of white
soap, cut small, dissolved in four pints of
water, rather hot, in a
large basin; make the solution into a latiipr
Introduce the feathers, and rub with
the
bauds for five or six minutes. Alter this
soanin
wash
clean
water
as hot as the
ing,
hand
Shake until dry.
can bear.
Hair Dressing.

Sage tea is one of the very best washings
dressings for tho hair. The hair should
be carefully brushed and braided in two firm
braids, then the roots rubbed with a sponge
dipped in lukewarm sage tea. After which
and

the braids

can

towel. This
and keeps the

be washed and dried with a
preserves the color of the hair

scalp clean.

Eish Bone imb.Thl-oat.
If you get a fish bone in your
throat, and
-t continues to stick there, swallow an
egg raw. It will be almost certain to carry
A

the bone along with it.

mucilage
The mucilage used by the government for
fastening stamps is composed of dextrine, two
ounces; acetic acid, one ounce; water, five
ounces, aud alchobol, one ounce.

@
Dyewaodi.

20

@
5 @
6 @

3
7
7
3

OZB.

Barwood_
Brazilwood.
Camwood...
Fustic.
Logwood,

2j@

Campeachy..
St. Domingo.

2

113

13j@

14

:n@

111

@

151

@

91
8|

15
Lean.
Sheet & Pipe
9
8
Pig.

@
Leather.
York,

Light.
Vlid. Weight.

27
27

Heavy. 27
36
Slaughter...
3d Dam’g’d
25
Am. Calf.... 1 00

@

30

@ 30
@ 3ft
@ 40
@ 27
@ 110

Line.
Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 00
lumber.
Jlear Pine,
S’os. 1 & 2.. 45 00 @55 00
So. 3. 30 00 @40 00
No 4.20 00 @30 00
Shipping. 15 00 @20 00
Spruce.12 00 @14 00
Hemlock. ...10 00 @12 00

! Shingles.
Cedarex... 3 00
Cedar No.) SfOO
Spruce— 1 25

Laths,spr

@

®
@
150 @

ce

3 50
2 50
1 75
175

Nails.

@3

50

@

Fish.

@
@

God. per qtl..
L’ge Shore 4 75 @
L’ge Bank 4 87 S)
Small....
Pollock.
Haddock...
Hake....

48

3 87
2 25
175
175

Whale.
Bank.
Shore.

1

White,gp

5
5
4
2

@
@
@225

@2

10*

23

No. 1.14 00 @18 00
Mackerel,^ bbl.
Bay No. 1.15 00 @16 00
Bay No. 2. 7 50 @ 9 00
Largo 3... 8 00 @ 9 00
SboreNo.116 00 @18 00
No. 2.... 9 00 @10 50
No. 3....
Medium... 6 50 @ 7 50
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00

@

6 25

@ 8 25

8 50

Lo w grade
Michigan.. 7 25 @ 7 50

St.Louis winter fair_

@10 00
@10 00

@

8 75
Win’rgood 9 50 @10 00
beBt. 9 75 @10 00

Fruit.
Almonds.

Soft Shell.
19 @
20
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
Peanuts.175 @ 2 25
C.Cron. 25 @ 30
Currants..,.
9
8}@
Dates.
7 @
8
Figs. 14 @ 17
Prunes
8 @
14
aisins,
Layer.new 2 10 @ 2 20
L M. new. 2 40 @ 2 50
New Val.
40 lb—
@ 11
Lemons 40bx
@4 50
Oranges Val. 8 00 @ 9 00
Jamaica ^o. .9 00 @ 9 50
....

3 00
2 75
9 00
3 00
12
10
13
11
18
18
00
50

Balernlus.
6 @
Salerat’sg^ft

Liverpool.
Duty paid.

Bpices.

38

@

45 @
@
Mace.
@
Nutmegs.... 110 @
Pepper.
@
Btarch.
Pearl.
9 @
Sugar.
Granulated..
@
Extra C.
@

42
50
20
125
1 20
25

borrow,

lli

10J@

O-

00

Syrups.

log

7o

@

Eagle Sugar Kefinery,
C.
CC

Ex

C.
Teas

Souchong,...,
Oolong.

House Wanted.
A small family without children desiie a
the western part ot the city. House
;• rent in
JLmust contain from seveu to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
Reference given. Address
ga9 and good water.
“L./’ Box 1557.
jan29dtt

tjfv-

Wanted.
Agents, both

Female,

Male and

to

sell

our

Xuseful household articles. They will sell
to almost every house.
Any one can sell them We
have agents that never sold anything before, making
from four to five dollars per day and expenses
Please call and examine the goods, every housekeeper needs them and wants them
\\Vbave a large
variety. N. B.—Business chances bought and sold
hurn

Cnll

.wl.ln*.....

ni.

119J Exchange street,

IA

m

..

BIHVV

ja9dtf

Portland.

LOST AND FOUNDNOTICE.
Picked up-1 pine log CO feet
long, hewn eight square The owner can have the same hy
proving
property and paying charges, on
application to V. A: H. Trefetitcn,
House Island.
ma5

d3t*

Picked

Up Adrift.

Picked up—a

small

pleasure boat, painted

side.

The owner

set work
black out-

have

can

the

hy applying to C & II. THEFETHEN, House Island,
and
paying charges.

same

ma5d3t»

ON

TO LET

HOUSE
THE

LET,

—

second floor, in Mechanic BuildiDg
Congress and Casco Streets; suitable lor
lectures, entertainments, singing schools, &c.f &c.
Will seat 350 peop,e. For further particulars
inquire
of J. M. PECK, at Photograph
Rooms, 518 Congress
Street, directly opposite.
Per order of Hall Committee.
jan8dtmal

HOTEL TO LEASE.
—

45
50
80
40
75
23
23
00
75
50
75
20
9

Tobacco.

and Tens,
Best br’ndt 65 @ 75
Medium... 55 @ 60
Common
48 @
52
Half fts. 50 @ 55
Nat’lLeaf... 90 @ 110
Navy fts.... 55 @ 62
Varnish.
Damar.
25 @ 1 75

Fives

..

@

M*iunu vougns.

Sheetings

rmgs, gooa.

THE AMERICAN

[Comer

novtdtt

To Let.
is

chance to get good rent all to yoursmall House, within 3 minutes walk of
NOWselt, your
a

a

City Building;

rent

to

about 810.00 per month.

Apply

CARR,
Newbury Street.

W. W.

dec!5dtt

197

To be Let.
Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also

THE
the front offices.

These offices are healed by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.oct27dtf

BOARD.
Boarders Wanted.
boarders can find good rooms, furnished
or unfurnished, with or without board, at
feb81tf
416 CUMBERLAND STREET.

A

FEW

reai

estate

For Salt;.
in Deering, four miles from Portland, containing 28 acres conveniently divided into
mowing, pasture and wood land. Buildings nearly
new and in good condition.
Wells of hard and soft
water, and young orchard of about 80 apple and

FARM

trees

Sear
ealthfnl.

the

on

Call

Location good and
premises.
JOHN C. COBB, No. 31J Ex-

on

change Street.

maadif

House

For
—

AT

Sale

—

New story and one-half house, ell and stable.
and double lot of land for sale at a bargain on
easy terms. Inquire of CANSELO WINSH1P, 14
Spruce street, or F. M. RAY, Atl’y-at-Law, Centennial Block.
lm*le20dtf

A

of the most desirable seaside resorts on the
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
100 Guests. For price and terms call on JOHN C.
fe3dtf
PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.

ONE

..

BIBB WOOD

Portland Daily PcenglockLin
Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment

recently occupied by Otis

Ifalcr

& Son, for sale.

J. B. THOBNTOH,
__wan

mil,

iiir.

For Sale.
House and lot at No. 81 Newbury
St. Apply at house,
R. RUBY,
de27

dtf

FOR SALE OR TO LET.
NEW AND ELERANT RESIDENCE.
Three Story First-Class Dwelling
THF.House, containing
lourteen pleasant rooms;
brick furnace and all
New

modern improvements; situated

Congress Str eet, between

next door to residence
Apply at office of

of

state and Dow Streets,
Parson Tucker. Esq.

ltOLUNS, LOBING & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.
Also to Let—Two ifew and Desirable Houses on
Park Street, and one on Green Street. Apply of the
above.
dec23dtf

Exchange St,

Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
1054
Government 6’s, 1681.1121.. ..1124
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.108 ....1081
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.1082.... 109
Government 5-20’e, July, 1867.11 lj.... 112
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868.115
1154

®°'d.104J...

lif FI 1VJ1717 t0 *oan on first class Real Estate
■tH.VF.lN Hi i Security, in Portland, or vi-

cinity. Kents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379} Congress Street.
uol8Jtf

..

QovemmentUMO’s,..
,.. .1135
.. J13I
Stated Maine Bonds.110 ....111
Portland City Bonds, Municipal. 1024 ...105
Portland City Bonds aid K. It.102
103
Bath City Bonds.101
1024
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.1024.., .1034
Calais City Bonds.100
102
CamberlandNationalBar.k.... 40. 55 ... 56
Canal National Bank,. 100.113 ... 1454
First National Bank.100.135 .,,.136'
Casco National Bank,.100. 136
.137
Merck ants’ National Bank,..
75.102
104
National Traders’ Bank. 100.135
136
Portland Company,... 70
80
Portland Gas Company. 50. 73
75
Ocean Insurance Companj,... 100.102.. 104
...

...

HOTELS.

United States

....

...

PORTLAND,

Hotel,
MJE,

Situated in the very Center of the City.

THE

...

& K. It. K. Bonds. 69
Maine Central K. K. Stock,—100. 40
Maine Central K. it. Bonds. 7’s*.85
Leeds* F’rm’gton K. K. Bonds,100. 88
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 80
»
consolidated
A.

91
60
88
90
91

■ATOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly
appointed Executor ol the Will of
MARSHALL FRENCH, late or Portland,
ol
taken
.Cumberland, deceased, and bas
by giving bonds as
b,wP, J ,msclf ,hat lrus‘
perK0I,“ having demands
mum the estate ni
are required to cvhibit the same
aud a"
xv

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOit BUSINESS MEN.

HEATED BY STEAM.
Best oi attention giyeD to guests. Table set with
the very best the market affords.
TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-room
$3 00.
WOLCOTT A CO„ Proprietory,

auglO

deodtf

■

Persons
estate are *.?!?.’
called upon to make
1

indebted to said

—

THE

—

payment to

Portiand,Ee,^]rA-Cl!ga^

Military ancTRegafia
BASEBALL AND FOOT BALL
HEADQUARTERS.
Send for Illustrated
Circulars.
Mole
Manufacturers of the Boston shooting Malt.

ever

struck in this

ROM VICTORIA HOTEL,
BAHAMA
NASSAU,

For

ic8

ISLANDS,

full information apply lo
J AUKS I.IDUEKIV09D

&-

7US Broadway, New VorU.
C. J.

CO.,
U3m

WHEELER,

V* » NBA PKK ABVERTIN1IYO AWBNT
Vo. 5

Washington /luilding,

PROVIDENCE, K. I.

Change

soon as

sent on receipt of 6c for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician.) No. 4 Bultinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Re-

House.

M.auglTTh&Sly&w31

THE CELEBRATED

C. 0. Chamberlain’s‘Greenwood’ Asthma Cure.
TRADE MARK NAME.
Patented

Not. 33,

1875.

djcckj Job

mid

No. 37

GAB

BERRY,

(gaid, Punieb,

plum

Street.

O. DAVIS

total neglect of this prevalent disease.
Radical Cure for Catarrh is a
permanent cure lor Catarrh
of every form, and is the most perfect remedy ever
devised. It is purely a vegetable distillation, and is
a

applied locally by insufflation, and constitutionally
by internal administration. Locally applied relief is

it soothes, heals ana cleanses the
of every feeling of heaviness, obstruction, dullness or dizziness
Constitutionally administered it renovates the blood, purities it of the acid
poison with which it is always charged in Catarrh,
stimulates the stomach, liver and kidneys, perfects
digestion, makes new blood, and permits the formation of sound, healthy tissue, and finally obtains
complete control over the disease. The remarkable
curative powers, when all other remedies utterly
fail, ot Sanford’s Radical Cure, are attest d by
thousands who gratefully recommend it to fellowsufferers. No statement is made regarding it that
cannot be substantiated by tbe most respectable and
reliable references.
Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
Inhaling Tube, will full directions for its use in all
cases.
Price §1.00. For sale by all Wholesale
and Retail Druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wbole-

for

Cnlrt rt.n»»:r.4n

Low

1-9

SI

OYSR X. r>. BWIiK IN'GTON’S,

Middle

180
ian5

IT.Ynrpma

prietor

Express

S',

BABCOCK.

MAKER

MODEL

JOBBER,

A

HAND FAOTSIRES

Ok

w»‘ch nud Xtionomrifr Markers' Tools,
Mathematical, Optica! ant! Uhilo.
..plural Inxtruraetttn, Mchoal
Apparatus. A,-.,

LINE.

—

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

and all

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple St.Charles Adum
Perry

Citr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson ACo..
Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plum
•its. O. E. Ward, Proprietor.
17. 8. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral 8ts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

St.

etor.

WEST NKWFIELD.
West lEewfleld House, B.O. Holmes, Pro
prletor.

points in the

The

Company

are

not

responsible

for

baggage

C. PROCTER, fto. 03 Exchange
Street.

Stair Builders.
F. LIBBV, fto.
Fore Street*cor.

Daily Press

Croat* St., in Delano’s mill.
Cor. Vork and maple

Eastern

Watches, Jewelry and SilTcr Ware.

OCT.

UEIIRIIL Ac TO., 139 Middle St
MERRILL.

Railroad,

FOR

9, 1876.

Job

Printing

3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at T.30 p. in., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
3.39 p. in. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.13 a, m., every day (except

B

tiamp.

a copartnf SMI TIT

\o
.liSf''-—

Return Steam Traps.

W.

B. SMITH.
G. H. ABBOTT.
fed28dlm

Portland, Feb. 27, lb77.

NOTICE.
ffX SI. I.OTHItoI* is admitted
a partner in our Grin Irom Jan.
1st, 1877.

WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.
Portland, Feb. 5lli, 1877,
fe5

grandest curative agent m the world of medicine,
utterly surpassing all other Plasters heretofore in
hey HCCompliyh more in one week than the
old Plasters iu a whole year.
They do not palliate,
tliey cuke.
™

d&wlm

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

Copartnership heretofore existing bet ween
rjlHF
A the subscribers under the tirrn name of

Smith &

Pkiibrook,

this day dissolved by mutual conseut. Either
party will sign in liquidation. C. W. Smith having
purchased the stock will continue the business at
is

the old stand.
All persons having unsettled accounts with
are reques*ed to call and settle immediately.

us

W. SMITH,
D. M. PHILBROOK.
feb22d2w*

C.

Portland, Feb. 21,

1877.

South

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Bill Beads.

|

follows

I

Cards, Tas^s,

STEAMSHIP LINEN.

&c. printed a< short

Daily.
Through Bills Lading given trom Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Cloeo connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to
Baltimore.
Norfolk
Richmond, Cbarlratoa, Newberne and H nshiuglon.
D

a

MINK,

notice.

naner

«'»lte«l

they^e’nd
F™a5,cia'nepmfwbSi
large number
,n, a<1,11ition
a

free

ot cd-

ial a'"* oilier topics, it contains
very
reports of tbe sales and standing
nf.Sr.„ a™u,ral,e
stock, bond aud security dealt in at tbe
Me».r« A KO I IMNCHAM
ir.. ha,1>:e•*
a!v extensive brokers, of large experience
anu tried integrity.
In addition to their stock brokerage business, they sell what are termed "Privileges, or "Puts aud Calls." now one of Ibe favorite
methods of legitimato speculation. Their advice is
valuable, aud by following it many have made tortunps.—S > to 1 ork Metropolis.

f!.C|TlnlI9il>U fillail!

_dS&Wlf

given, that the suoscriber has
NOTICEdulyhereby
appointed aud taken upon hiniscll
is

been
the trust of

__

OSice No. 6 Trcmont Street, Boston.

C

handsome eight page wccklv

octii

nud British Provinces

D

GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
106 Washington Street.

,0

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the Will ot
WILLIAM B. WINCHESTER, late of Portlan 1.
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has

8, B. SUES,
ADVERTISING AGENT.
Contracts for Advertisements in all Ncwppapers o
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canadas

rniia-

FOLK STEAMERS PER 4VEEH.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.

publish

is

to
payment
1

3 p.m

$25. $50. s$100. s$200. $500.

•Steamboat Express stops only at Spriugvale, Allred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and West*
brook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
M. LUNT, Supt.
dc4dtf

SAMUEL S. RICH, Executor.
Portland. Feb. 20, 1877.teb2fdlaw3wW*

moan,

a. m.
one hall

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia, Boston dc New England

janlldtf

a. m.

make

oireei

at 10

by

$Mixed.

N01ICE

delphia,

TUESDAY and SATURDAY
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
(-oo<Ik Received ai Depots

West.
4*30 P. 31. Steamboat Kxpresn through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great
Falls, at fippiug for Manchester and
('oncord at Nashua tor Lowell and
unction for FitchBoston, at Ayer
burg and the West via floosnc Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam with
•‘Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New Loudon with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Hirer New York, at 6.00 a. m.
5«oO P. 31. 31ixed Train for Rochester.
ft.iO P. 31. Local for Gorham
Trains leave Rochester ar 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. in.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m„ arriving at Portland 6.40

REUBEN MERRILL, late of Yarmouth,
the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and has
All persons
giving bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
to

Band Bill

Leave Portland at 7.30 a in.,
4.30, 5.30 and 0.40 p m.
7.30 A. 31. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. in,,
Ronton 1.15 p. in., Ayer J auction 12.40 p.
m.y FitchbuB’g 1.25 p. m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. in., connecting with trains South and

taken upon himself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate oi said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate arc called upon to

OSBORN B. MERRILL,
Adni’r dc bonis non with the Will annexed.
Yarmouth, Feb, 20, 1877.
fcb21dlaw3wW*

Posters,

DECEMBER 5, 1876.
run as

V

Insurance
the rate o
tti*iSl9S' sailing vessels
for
the
West
Freight
by thePeDn R. K.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PAS8AI1B TBS DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
I
E. 8. SAMPSON. Agent
JnM-lyTO l one Wharf. Boom,

oc9dtfGEO. BATCHELDER. Snpt.

NOTICE

payment

WedVy & Sat’d’y.

Long Whan, Boston,

M

owes! rateB. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office
Passengers by this line avoid all change.

Trains will

Lino.

Wltarfase.
From

v

a TER.rsc
lift f”rfr

and West at

is hereby given, that tlio subscriber ha
been duly appointed mid lias taken upon
liimseii' the lrust of Administrator de bonis non
with the Will annexed of the estate of
in

eTerv

i'tuui riuc

Through Tickets to all Points

Pratt

and

and

Awansshlj.
Leave each port

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl3.30 and at 8.00
p. in-, connecting with Maine Central
and E. Jr N, A. Railway tor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

(’.4m

JLADELPII1A

OFFIC E

RETURN IMG,

York.

tongre** St.,

OSTON'
—

f

Mondays.)

|

Broadwav, New

15

T. P. McGOWAN, IW
Portland.
feblO

Or

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at

the above firm to my old
J. P. PE AS E.
feb27 dtf

day tormed

..

ed. Tha saloons are the entire width of the vessel,
and situated where there is least noise and motion,
greatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms. Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.
Southeily course during the ice season.
Rates of passage $80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE. Agent.

PASHENOER TRAINS lease Portland
for Scarboro’. Saco, Biddeford, Ken.
nebnnh. Well* North Berwick, South
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth,
Ncwburyp.rt,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Bouton at
9.00 n. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Kittery,

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Jewett Bros., at No.
35 Middle Street. Choice Family Groceries. Provisions, Arc., constantly on hand at the lowest cash
prices.
|R. P. JEWETT,
W. S. JEWETT.

firm

..

..

Notice.

The

t.h«

of
of

..

THE

cheerfully

STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN

..

Copartnership heretofore existing under
the firm name of J. P. Pease*Co., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent, J. P. Pease
retiring from saitl firm. All hills contracted by, and
due said firm will he settled by E. P. Jewett.
J. P. PEASE.

recommend

LINE

AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New Y'ork as follows:
Brussels
Saturday, Mar. 17 6 30 a. m
City
Berlin
Saturday, Mar. 24 1.00p.m
City of Chester
Saturday, Mar. 31 6.30 a m
City oF Montreal
Saturday, April 712 30 p m
City of Richmond
Saturday, April 14 3.00 p m
Paesengeis will find these steamers tastefully fitted
ui), and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilat-

COPARTNERSHIP.

Copartnership

President,
dtf

73

IN MAN

A. KEITH.

Union Street: also Agents for the sale ot the
& Whitney Co
Automatic Boiler Feeders

?

ocl

City

ABBOTT, and will continue the business of Steam
Heating, Water and Ga9 Piping and Plumbing, at
the old stand of W. H. Pennell & Co., 38 and 40

deceased,

Gen. Passenger Ag\t, New York.

MAIL

U. L. HOOPER,
Streets.

tlPrshin mwlpr

is

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boaton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New Y'ork
alRays in advance ef all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49i Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,

£ut

Portland

to

any amount exceeding 550 in value (and that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

JO Oft

O X H E B 8.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Southwest.

^“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

Real Estate Agents.

Of ALL

This is

AND

Plumbers.

LI ME

FOB NEW YORK,
AHEAD

est time of any route from Portland to the West.

JTAiYIKS MILLER, No. 01 Federal Street

THE undersigned have this

trust
the estate of
FRANKLIN M. KNIGHT, lato of Portland,
In tbe County ol Cumberland, deceased and given
bonds as tbe law directs. All persons’ having de-

63 Central Wharf, Boston,
«. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Qo2dtyProvidence. R. I.

8TOMNGTON

COPARTNERSHIP. nJMLMMYMMMM

hereby gtvon, that tbe subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon bimselt
NOTICE
the
of Administrator of

Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information applv to

8HOWHEGAN.
Tamer House, W. d. Heselton. Pisori-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick*

order.

—

the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

PrAnriptnrH.

m.

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE,
and ftTcCLKLLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. u. to all places in

THE

Furniture— Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. Sit Ex.
change St. I’phohtering of all kind*

consent,
retiring
AD bids contracted by and due
settled by the remaining partners,
W. B. Smith and Geo. H. Abbott.
feo28dlm

ma3WAS 2 w

and SATURDAY.

etor.

G.

LINK

week.

a

Firm C'.Iom Mteamshlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOLD.
From ©onion direct every
TUESDAY

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Pearl Street, op-

by

plants and shrubs.
Price 25 cents. Sold by all Druggists. Mailed on
receipt of price, 25 cents lor one, $1,25 tor six, or
$2.25 for twelve, carefully wrapped and warranted,
by WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

Four times

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, IIT Federal St. J.
Proprietor.

Washington

nTKAHMHlP

—

Northwest, West and

Baltimore &

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Mouse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. 8t. Ijoimm, Omaha,
8agiuaw, St. Paul, Salt Labe City,;
Denver, Sau Francisco,

Carpenters and Bnilders.

from said firm.
said firm will be

Soreness, Weakness,

Norfolk,

prietor*.

To

SMALL & SHACK FOUR. fto. .*15 Piuiu
Street.

done to

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C‘ S. Bailey A Co. P

Tickets sold al Reduced Rates |

HOY T At FOGG) No. 91 Middle Street.

WHITNEY Ac MEANS,
posite the Park.

from this port for Liverpool on
Saturday, March 10th,
immediately after the arrival ol the train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
t
accommodations,) $7© and $$0.
(according
Intermediate passage $441.
Payable in gold or Its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For steerage passage inward anil outward, and to
ight drafts on England in sums to suit, apply Vo
JAM ES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.
Portland, Nov. 24, 1876.nov22dtf
will sail

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Daniorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieio

-/EF«T AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Booksellers and Stationers.

SARDINIAN, Capt. Duttonf

prietor.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST„

615 ifarket Street, I’rinters Kxchaugs,
ini
PORTLAND. MK.
dly

_

MILLBKIDGE.
Atlantte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

m. $

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of
Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool,
Return Ticbem granted at
v
^reduced rates. The Steamship

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop

ARRANGEMENT

From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p m.
from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p.

Montreal Ocean

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

and

Express

ALLAN LINE.

DeWitt House, Qninby A Murcb, Prcprietor.

stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at8.45 a m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p.m.

__dtf
C.

I

LEWISTON

On and alter MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
trains will rmi as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
for Anhiirn unri l.ewi9i.<m at 7.00 ft. m.
tram ai 12,25 p. cu fox Auburn and Lew-

iston.
Mail train 2.00 p.

Street.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark's Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomo
(lations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room. $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
decldtf
Exchange street.

HIRAM.
Mt. Cntler House,—Hiram Bn*ton, Pro

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

Express

Simpson.

ELLSWORTH.

Grand Trunk It. R. of Canada.

ATTOK.Ni! AT LAW,

D.

City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins & Sons, Prep*

Farrs, Fine Equipment, No Trans-

"VV INTER

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at

DEXTER.

Berths in Pullman Cars, or Staterooms on
N oiwich Line Steamers, apply at 28 Exchange St.,
or at Depot, foot ot Myrtle St.
J. M. LUNT, Suj.t.
dec22dtf
J. W. PETERS, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

MOTLEY,

line to Jfew York.

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

Merchanls’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, lieW. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

For

EXCHANGE STREET.

WM. H.

ami

fe27dlaw3wW*

Central

steamsnip tompany

Maine

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Darts, Proprietor

ROUTE.

fers.

Service of niecepts of all kiDds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
Residence 38 Melbourne 8t.
janBiltt

heretofore

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

!

Semi-Weekly

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

Proprietor.

Train for New London leaves Portland at 2.30 p.
m., making close connection with Norwich Line
Steamers for New York, arriving at Pier 40 North
River, New York, at 6.00 a. m.

Cumberland County,

for

Coroner

name

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
AN
celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster, forming
the

Portland, Feb. 201b, 1877.

KAIL

NORWICH

Portland,

Copartnership
existing under the
of W. H. Pennell & Co., is this day disTHE
firm
solved
murual
\V H. Pennell

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

mands upon the estate ot said
are required
to exhibit tbe same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment So
ALVARO M. TYLER, Adm’r.

ALL

HI nine
connection with
Grand Trunk Railroads*

Notice of Dissolution.

__

For Local Pains, Lameness.
Numbness and Inflamation of

Si.-Chnpis,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Rooms, W. ft. Field,

International

Supt.

ja8dtf

AND

friends and patrons.
Portland, Feb. 24,1877.

nasal passages

night
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Lines, for 6ale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
J B. (IQH.E, jr.. Gen’l Agt.
de30-76dtf

Sound

etor.

Express Trains each way make close

FRED DAVIS.

Constable

I

instantaneous,

:

Nashua at 9.30 a. m., and at Portland at 1.20 p. m.
Sleeping Car on this train runs directly through
from New York to Nashua without change.

me

that follow

at

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Propri-

11, 1876, a
at Nashua, at
Express, leaving Portland
and run directly through to New York
without change, via Worcester, Putnam, Middletown and New Haven, arriving at Grand Central
Depot at 5.45 a. m.
Leave New York at 11 30 p. m., arriving at

HIATT ABA HIS.

J. A.

$1.00.

FARE

»

p. in.,
at 2.30 p. m

promptly made.

J. A.

and Friday
A M HAKF.
and

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

Dining
Proprietor.

35 Miles Saved to New York.

Portland, Feb. 9, 1877.d3m

B.

Proprie-

_

Cars to New York.

Sleeping
NEW

189 1-9 MIDDI.E STREET, (fiasco
Bank Block), Particular attention given to the
survey of Railroads and Public Works, including
masonry, bridges of wood or iron.
Maps, profiles,
plans, specifications, and estimates made therefor.
City, town lots, and farms surveyed. Drawings,
specifications, and estimates,ol ail kinds of machin-

invaluable, and I am hoping to be completely
cured, and at last arrive at a respectable old age!

WHARF, Portland,

BdMTON, every 1 «ie**dny, Thursday,
Saturday nl 5 t*. M.

tor.

PORTLAND &PRCESTER LINE

Book Binders.
WHS. A. I|(7INCV, Booed 11, Printers’
Exchange, fto. Ill Exchange Hi.

apothecaries,

Hancock House, B. Hancock,

Portland.

rave

Portland, Jan. 8,1877.

O. O. Davis eb Co.,
Civil & mechanical Engineers,

Coast.

by

2

11.50 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. HI. irom Johnson, Yt.
J. HAMILTON,

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
dti
augU_YARMOUTH, ME.

gentleman Known and Honored

FRANKLIN

every
ITIondny. Widm-dny,
at 7 o’clock P. JI., and IM»I

Hotel, C. iff. Plummer, Proprietor
BOLSTER’S JJIIIjJLS.

and after
Monday, Dec.
Coffins and CasMs Always on Hand. ONSleeping
Car will be attached
to New York
6.30

Robes,

Remarkable Letter

If this statement of my case can be of any gervice
to those afflicted as I have been, and enable you to
bring this remedy into more general use, especially
on the Pacific coast (where it is much
needed), my
object in writing this note will bo attained.
HENRY WELLS,
Very truly yours.
of Weds, Fargo & Co.
Aurora, N. Y., June, 1876.
is with the greatest pleasure that we present to
the public tnisheariy indorsement of Sanford's
Radical Cure for Catarrh, by Henry Wells,
Esq., of Wells, Fargo & Co.’s Express. The position
this gentleman has for so many years occupied in our
business world, and especially in connection with the
development ot that g- lden country, the Pacific
coast, has made his name known and respected
throughout the land. His earnest desire that those
who know him. and are sufferers from this disease,
may be induced to use it we trust may he gratified.
Those who do not know tim (and they are few) must
now feel convinced of the great value of this
remedy.
It Is beyond all question the most successful ever
compounded for the treatment of Catarrh. It is prescribed by our best physicians. It is recommended
our leading
and testimonials from
all parts of the United States attest the esteem in
which it is held by the thousands who have been enabled by its use to escape the frigbttul consequences

Ontb

Tremont House, Tremont
Guruey A Co. Proprietors.

UNDERTAKEN.

is one of the most important and valuable remedies
in the world. 1 flud it the only plaster that ana at
once, and relieves pain quickly. 1 am using them
in my practice wit h great success. I predict that in
five years they will be the only external remedy in
W F. Phillips &
use.”—Robt. McCord, M. D.
Co.. Portlaud, Agents.
maleod&wlm

Messrs. Weeks & Potter, Wholesale Druggists,
Boston, Mass.: Gentlemen,—I have for some months
felt it a duty that I owed to suffering humanity to
write you, stating the great benefit that I have derived from the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh. For more than 20 years I have been afflicted with this very troublesome complaint. 1 have
tried all the remedies that 1 could find, but without
material or permanent benefit
Last iall the disease
had arrived at that state that I must have relief or
die. The entire membranous system had become so
inflameu, and the stomach so disordered, that it was
a doubtful matter whether I could go to the Pacific
coast, or if I did go whether I should live to come
back or not. f saw an advertisement of this medicine, and although being very incredulous about specifics or nostrums of any kind, yet in sheer desperation I tried this, and at once was benefited by it.
The changes ot climate, a chronic disease of the liver,
and my age—over 70—may prevent my entire restoration, bnt the benefit I derive from its daily use is to

Proprietor.

BATH.

oc7dtl

are
couu-

HITCHCOCK,

a

a

er,

Supt.

etor.

Successor to the late George HlnrsJon,

two of the judges were foreigners, and if anything,
prejudiced against American manufacturers. It ir
great victory tor you. I doubt if there was another
line of articles which carried everything before them.
1 am pleased to add my testimony to that of the
judges, that Benson’s Capcme Plaster ma,de by you

On and after MONDAY, JAN. 1st, Hie sup tor
Sea Going Steameis
KtlRENT CITY
(II! JOHN KKOOKH
will, until further'notice, rnn as tollows: LeaT«

d&wl?

STEPHEN

TESTIMONY FROM CANADA.
Montreal, November 25, 1876.
Messrs. Seabury & Johnson,
Gentlemen:
“I notice with great pleasure that you have carried
off all the honors at the Centennial Exposition.
Your articles received a severe test, as you had competitors troin all parts of the world. I think that
you should teel specially proud in remembering that

From

refresh-

Jan. S, 1877.

Arrive in Portland

O.

4'onuijf

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State Ht. Rarrison

P. A K.

For the re’ief of Asthma, Phthisic, Hiccoughs, and
all spasmodic affections of the throat. Prepared
and for sale by Mrs. E. E Chamberlain at 25 Cedar
Street, Portland, (widow of the late C. O. Chambsrlain,) being sole owner of Formula. None genuine
wiihout trade mark, name upon wrapper.
For sale by d ruggists general ly.
j an25eod3m

tit. W. H, A A.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si.H. D.ParherA
Co., Proprietors.
St. Janie* Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Propri,

Passenger Trains

ery

Digoasct* Cured.
New paths marked out
by that plainest of all
books—“Plain
Home
Talk and Medical Com
mon Sense,”—nearly 1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by
Dr. E. B. Foote, or 120 Lexington Ave.,N. Y. Purchasers of this book are at liberty to consult its au
thor in person or mail free. Price by mail, postage
prepaid, $3.25 for the Mtanda d edition, or $150
for the Poplar edition, which contain? all the
same matter and illustrations.
Contents tables free.
Ageon wanted MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO., 129 East 28th Street, N. Y.
fel2d3m»

IIoaHt, Court,

Proprietor*.__

0,45 A. HI. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Yt.
*4.45 P. HI for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.

BST’Cataloguc

which !

AUBURN
Kim

neirs.

8CpB9

at

the Daily Press

a

England and foreign

JSTEAMEKS.

WINTBtt ARIIANliEHENT.

Embracing the lea<ling Hotel? in the State,
mav always be fonnd.

South

of debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
speciCOLLECTION
alty, Funis remitted
collections
made. Also
in
collects

BOSTON

j

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

rates.

of Time

TRIP PER WEEK.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St,
Andrews ami Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac, Amherst, Plctou, Frcdericktown, and all stations o
the Intercolonial Railway.
EkJjr Freight received oh day of sailing until
o'clock p. in.
de2Pdtf
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.

HOTELS.

Attorney aud Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.
Mies ciamis oi American

AEKANGKMKNT

__

m

17.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 412.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway fot St. John and
Haliiai
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
{Mixed.
au3ldtf
Portland, Oct. 9.1876

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG BE.

J. B. S4NF0BD,

country for any pur-

whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
pose
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”— Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.

lowest

transfer Station.

dtf

_

at

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or
ments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FUR HEP., Gen.
S. 11. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

Wilde,

no'f8

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most notice-

the Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Hoart and Muscles, are equal fo an army of doctors and acres of

WINTER RESORT.

4,d3m

T,

12.40 p.
Bath

Dlabr.
"

On anil after Monday, dan. 1st
the Steamer New Brunswick,
Cant. I>. S. Hall, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
6.00 P. M., lor
every Monday at
East port and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Rastport every

Belfast

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
Also, connect with Grand
St. John and Halifax
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Blaine
Central and Portland Sc Ogdensburg trains at

The Nalui.nl .Magnetic
Physician,
He sba lay bands o:i them and
bey sba'l be beale
303 Cunibrrluud, Cor. ot Elm Ml.

use

...

...

O O M

R

X>x*.

throughout

Sanford’s
safe, certain, and

PROPERTY

on

Ja3iK

IT

Cumberland Mills.

Painter,

457 1-2 llapp’s Block

No.

Calai. and Hi. John,
Wind.or and Halifax.

ONE

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
and Dextei at tl2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.1U p. m.
Augusta, Hallonell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
112.35 a. m., (7.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Hock land and Lewiston via Brunswick t7.00 a. m.,

1877.

Points

Through Tickets to nil
and West

and Teacher ot
Painting.

from the Atlantic to the Pacific

ftflHE BRICK HOUSE Not 74 Danfortn Street
A containing all the modern improvements In
qnir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
J°
dtf

Ie20eod6m

KUHN,

Portrait

young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
oi tuese worm*, niarcn aist. i»to.
rue presentation
was noticed at tbe time of its occurrence by the Bos- i
ton Press, and the leading journals
tli6
couutry. This magniticent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

To Let.

...

CT

no21eodtt

For Sale.

width, price
best....
Standard36in 8 @ 9 [Prints medium
Heavy...36..
common
7J@ gi I
Medium. 36.. 6i-® 7 5 | Fink <£ bud
GJj
Fine.... 36...
6 @
8*
Woolens.
Shirtings..28.. 4£@ 6 jBv’rs C’ns6-4 1 37J
Flannels heavy 22 @ 35 | “Moscow6-4.2 75
w
medium 12J@ 20 iCassimereblk.l 00
Bleachetl Cottons. |
fancy 62 @1 eo
Good. .36in 10 @ 13 CoatingB 3-d. 1 00 @1 75
Mediurt-36.. 71® 81
3-4 1 50 @4 00
Light....36.
5J® 7 Doesk’Bbl’3-4.100 @4 (0
Sheetings.9-8. 13 ® 17 •Jeans Keut’y. 16 @ 32
.5-4.. 121@ 16 Repellants. 75 @100
.10-4.. 22 @ 30 Satinets. 25 @ 50
Miscellaneous.
Blankets.
Denims good.. 14 @ 17 Camp 7ft.1 00
@1 20
medium. II @ 14 CoioredPpr..175 @300
Corset deans—
White 10-4... 2 00 @6 50
Bleach’d and
Colton Batting:.
slate. 8 (§j 10 |50ib bales 1 lb
Brown,,,,.. 8 (eg 10
rolls......... 10 @ 134
Sateens—
Warp Tarn.
@ 22
Blcb’d&bi’n
Twine. 19 @ 22
Medium.
Wicking. 25 @ 27J
Cambric.
Crocking*.
Delaines cotton
All wool 3-4... 45 @ 50
and wool
7-8..
55 @ 60
All wool....
78 ex. 63 @ 70
Spot wool.
Crash.
Ginghams good
Heavy. 124@ 16
Medium.
Medium.
6|@ 10
good
Brills.
fcking
Medium.
Brown h’vy 30 9 @ 10
Light. 9*<@ 12
Medium 30 8 @ 9}

Bankers,

to

F. SOUTH WOKTH, 108 Newbury St.,
or JT. T ITlcCOBB, 95
.Exchange St.

3 80

34
24
43
75

HOUSE,

Middle and India Street,
Portland.

_l

@ 2 50
@
@
@
@

House, Portland, Me,
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

HOTEL TO LET.

@10
@ log

@

Coach. 2 25
Furniture.. 1 25
Wool.
Fl’ce wash’d.
30
lo unwash’d
22
Pull’d.Snper 40
Lamb Skins.
65

^nsiancl

P, ».

ol

Philadelphia Enquirer.
“it should he read by the

2w*

TO

cast

on

Address
de28dtf

ITIONDAT, OCT. 9, 1876.

5 00, 8.10 p m,
For IV » Us, North Berwick. Nalmon Falls,
<«reat Falls. Dover, Newmarket, Fxeter,
Haverhill. North Andover, Lawrenre,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15.9,00 a. m., 3 00
p. in.
For Nlttorhester aud t'oucord, IV. II-. (via
Newmarket Junction.) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. m. (via
Lawrence.) at 9.00 a. m.
For Rocnester anti Farmington, N. H., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Bench. Suco, iiiddeford and Kennebunk at 6 15, 9.00 a. in., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning t rain* will leave Kennebunh
for Portlaud at 7.20 a. m.

Middle street.

E.

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” nl*o codtains MORE THAN FIFTW VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the price of the
book.
“The Book lor young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfincb
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—

P.

To Let,

Apply

113

Mental and Nervous Diseases'
more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 26
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only #2. Barely
enough to pay for printing.”—
London Lancet•

Franklin

rilHE entire Furniture and Fixtures of the above
A well known House, situated on Temple St.,
will be sold on reasonable terms
Furniture mostly
new and in good order.
For lurther information inquire at House
fe2dlt

j.ne new

SPICING ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger Train* will Latre Portland frr
Boston at 6.J5, 9.00 a. m.und 3.00 p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45, 1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. in.,
12.30,3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,

STEVEN s7

L.

A iew blocks

on

FURNITURE FOR SALE.

HALL
Cor.

RAILROAD.

Commencing Monday. March 5,

Repairs, adjusis, and gives ioi-truction on all
kiDds ot sewing machines
The very best of needles and oil for all machines.

by

N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secre«y and experience. Office Lours, 9 a. m. to 6

b3

Boom at
rCBNISBED
■tteet,—lelt band bell.
ma5

AND

FOE II

impaired’bv

exclusively

SAWYER.

SEWING MACHINE EXPERT.

“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may bo alleviated and cured.
'I hose
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work publisher! by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled The Science of Life or
Self Preservation.* Price $1
Vitality
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may lie restored and manhood
regained.
Also
another valuable medical work treating

vere

Room to Let.

—

LIFE;

old Medal Awarded to the Author
Medical AmmocEu*
"National
the
tioa” itlareh 31nI. lS7tf.

able medal

Lost,
Saturday afternoon, at the Museum or nu
Congress, east of Grove Street, a Lady’s Jet
aDd Gold PIN, marked N. T. GOOLD
A suitable
reward tor it will be paid by WM. SENTER &
CO.,
Jewelers, Exchange Street,
mhM3l

ADAMS

IIou.,e.)

More Tli an One Million Copies Sold.

BOX 978, Portland, Maine.

I

diy

Or, SFLF-PBESEBVATION,

payable

fel3dtf

Htfvere

THE SCIENCE OF

in

94

@
do
choice
@
Japan. 30 @
do choice 50 @
Tin.
Straits. 21 @
English. 22 @
Char. I.C... 7 75 @8
Char.I. X... 9 50 @ 9
l'erne. 7 50 @ 8
Coke. 7 50 @ 7
@
Antimony...
Zinc.
8J@

(Opposite

ten thousand dollars payable
ten years with interest annually
in two years, and the
$1000
balance at tho
rate of $1000 per annum. Address

TO

liulflncli St., Boston,

4

for

ample security,

on

104
12

No.

Wanted.

7

Balt,
Turks Is. g?
likil.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2 50
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 50
Cadiz in b’nd 1 37 J@ 1 75

Dry Good* Wholesale Market*
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitcbell & Co.
1

a small
“C,” L. M
Exchange St,, Portland. fe2*dtf

office,

00
12

Pork,
Backs
20 00 @21 00
Clear.J9 00 @19 50
Mess.17 50 @19 00
Hams.
11J@ 12
Rice.
Rice, g? ft...
6J@
7j

@ 7 50

@

@ 125
63

9
Provisions.
Mess Beef .10 00 @10 50
Ex Mess. .1100 @12 00
Plate.13 00 @14 00
Ex Plate. .14 25 @15 00

_

Pat’t Spring
wheats—10 00 @1100
Mich’n Winter best.... 8 25

“M,” Piess Office.

KA

@

@

haudwifling,

Woman to do

70
110

Blue.
@
Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @
Produce.
BeefSldo....
9@
Veal
8 @
Mutton.
12 @
Chickens....
12J@
15 @
Turkeys.
Fggs.gpdoz. 16 @
Potatoes
80 @ 1
Onions, bbl.. 4 00 @ 4
Bermuda..
none
Bound hogs..
8 @

Ginger.

...

1A

ton

4?
bbl. 4 50 jg 5 00

Flour.
5 75
Supertine
Ex-Spring.,. 7 00
xx Spring... 7 75

24

Address in

Central

RAILROAD.

Square, Portland. Me,

W.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eulporl,

WINTER

mtriJJSi A1YI>
APOTHBCAKV,
bas remMved from Si f.awrencr Si., to NO. 135
CONOR**MM MTREET, opposite Eanme
llonse No. 3, where be will keep a lirst-class
Prescription anil Family Drug Store. Patrons will
find our Drugs and Medicines pure and of tbe best
quality, and at prices to suit the times
G. W. SAWYER, Druggist and
Apotbeeaiv,
febl7dlm
1J5 Congress St,
Portland, Ale.

Assistant

an

general housework
A
lamily in the country. Apply to
88
Webb’s

@10
@
@
3)
3 @
34
Kug.Ven.red
Ked Lead....
10 @
11
Plaster.

Cassia, pure
Cloves..

Scal’d4?bx.

@

@
@

Neatstoot..
1 12
60
Elaine.
Paints.
Port. Lead.."
PureGr’ddo
Pure Dry do.10 00
Am. Zinc..
10
Rochelle Yel.
3

25

Herring,
Shore,

53

@ 19
@ 32
@ 2 00
@ 90
@ 60
@ 50
@ 50
@ 65

Linseed.....
...

@

as
own

Wanted.

;iapboards,
Spruce ex.25 00 @30 00
do Ne.l 12 CO @14 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

2 25 @ 2 50
In bond... 1 37j@ 1 75
21 Gr’nd butter 20 fc> box
2J Llv.liue sack 175 @ 2 00
54
Beeds.
24 Clover, ft.... 16i@
17
Ked Top bag 2 75 @ 310
H. Grass,bu. 2 25 @ 2 37J
00
Bonp.
25 ExSt’mR’l’d
8
@
25 Family......
7
@
75 No. 1.
@
6J

li@

Peach Wood
RedWood..

A

mb5

L.

Wanted.
capable of acting

....

VamillabeanloOO @20
Vitrol blue.. 10 @
Duck.
No. 1.
@ 32
No. 3.
@ 29
No. 10.
@ 20
80Z.
@ 16

bruises and scratches.

(Silver Cake.

Pierces ft.
Pail.
toddies.

11J@

95

Saltpetre....

best effect.

rtviua

Segs^lb...

14
12

9$@

Boiled do....
Lard

Potass bromide
65 @
75
Chlorate... 28 @ 33
Iodide.... 2 75 @ 3 00
Quicksilver
@ 75
Quinine.
@310
lit rhubarb.. 75 @ 1 50
Rt snake....
40 @
50

rest of his cattle; and thinking over the matter, he came to the conclusion that the habit
of pawing dirt over himself must have the effect of keeping lice off the bull, and be tried
dry earth on the rest of the cattle with the

tuc

Lard.

4JI Porgie.

15

@
@
@

90
3
30 @
42
12 @
18
25 @
65
15 @
25
38 @
40
@ 45
7 00 @ 7 25
35 @
40
1 00 @ 1 50
3 75 @ 4 00
@ 1 30
15 @
20
34 @
40
4
@ 85
@ 5 25
125 @ 1 50
@4 25
1 25 @ 1 75
3 50 @ 4 50
3 50 @ 3 75

Ipecac.
Licorice rt...
Cal ex.

Years ago an agricultural writer observed
his bull to be tree from lice, but not so the

VI

ialy.

85
50
45
45

1JS)

iodine.

('alllr.

ttuy

6|

Sperm.1 85

Shellac....
Indigo.

a burnt, disagreeable smell.
Even to the naked eye the cotton is noticeably different from the filaments of wool, and
under the magnifier this difference comes out
strongly. The cotton is a flatteited, more or
less twisted band, having a very striking resemblance to hair, which, in reality, it is:
since in the condition of elongated cells, it
lines the inner surface of the pod. The wool
may be recognized at once bv the zigzag
transverse markings on its fibers! The surface of wool is covered with these furrowed
and fine twisted cross lineB,of which there are
from 2,000 to 4,000 in an inch. On this
structure depends its felting property. Finally, a simple and very striking chemical
test may be applied. The mixed goods are
unraveled, and little of the cotton fiber put
into one dish and the woolen in another, and
a drop of strong nitric acid added.
The cotton will be little or not at all aflected; the
wool, on the contrary, will be changed to a
bright yellow. The color is due to developement of a plcrate.

iwuuow VI

41

@
@

Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin. 4 00 @ 6 00

....

Camphor..
Myrrh....
Opinm....

bonize, and emit

taii, and,
working into and through
the hair, soon destroys all the lice. I believe
the earth to be just as efficacious, less
expen-

4@

6
13

Oil.

Cream tartar
Ex logwood
Gam Arabic.
Aloes cape.

To Distinguish Cotton from Wool.
Kavel out the suspected cotton fiber from
the wool and apply flame. The cotton will
burn with a flash, the wool will curl up, car-

the earth

@

Kerosene..*.
Port. Kef. P’tr
Devoe Brill't

Copperas....

LKJiOre

ventive and a cure. If in winter i find it
needed and cannot get earth otherwise, I go
into my cellar and obtain a few quarts, no fear
of using too much, and dry it on the
stove;
I then sprinkle it over the back from head to

8

4J@

Iron..
tommon....
i. C.
Russia..
Sheet

rarp'tine,gl.

Brimstone..
Cochineal....

the crop is hoed, they give good returns.
They are also very good for vines in the garden. In moist seasons the application of ashes to grass land immediately after the first
crop of hay has been removed, has a very fine
effect and insures a good crop ofrowen.
There are ways enough io which all the ashes
that are made can be profitably used on the
farm and they certainly ought to be saved
and used to the best possible advantage.—N. !
E. Homestead.

Ever since reading the above I
nothing but dry earth, and have repeatedly put it on cattle having lice, and bav
found it perfectly efficacious, both as a pre-

Soring Steel.

@
@

tosk.

55
2 25

i»owder8_
Borax.

and the cultivators should be run between
them or else they should be hoed by hand.
Applied to Indian corn, a handful to each

have used

17
12

16

Balscopabla.

Seme of our readers who have ashes

on

5$@

last Steel...
lerman St’l.
Shoe Steel...

Stew

21
3
6
20
14
5
11

2§@

Pine....
@2 25
Matches*
32
Star, ^ gros. 2 00 @ 2 10
Molasses.
20
Po
Kico.. 50 @ 65
20
25J Dienfuegos... 47 @ 48
Muscovado..
41 @
43
34
New Orleans
65 @
70
Barbadoes...
50
52
@
13*
13* Sagua. 44 @ 45

Bleaching

which they think they ought to dispose of in
order to prevent loss, may here inquire to
what special crops they should be applied at
this season of the year. We reply that for
onions, ashes are among the very best of fertilizers. For this crop, if applied now, they
should be strewed along the rows lengthwise,

liiee

@45 00

Ammonia
carb.
Ashes pot..

damaging influence of the rain and dew. Evidently they do not realize the great value
which ashes contain as a fertilizing agent If
they did they would never allow them to run
to waste. On the contrary they would apply
them to their Ciops. If a man has a good
place in which to keep them, one in which
they cannot be injured by rain and in which
there is no danger from fire, it is well enough
to let a years stock accumulate and apply
them in the spring. This, however, in case
part of them are not needed for crops in the

Just

@24 00
@25 00
@25 00
@17 00
@14 00
@17 00
@14 00

Bolt

Alcohol

Ashes.
Many farmers have no convenient place in
which to store their ashes, and consequently
they put them in barrels out of doors. Too
often these are left uncovered, or the covers
blow off, leaving the ashes exposed to the

ui

@22 00

@

Oil bergamot

laiu,

@70 00

Alum.

of those diminutive races, and are so short
legged that they are compelled to progess by
jumping instead of stepping. Rumpkins, or
tailless fowls, are supposed to be a distinct
epecies, and are acknowledged to have dsecended from the wild breed of Ceylon.—Gen.
G. IF. Patton, in Elmira Husbandman.

ugiuic a

2J@

16 Market

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Maine Maine

Boston &

All kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

A

Young
bookkeeper.
ma5d3t

CARR,

Fresco, Sign
House
PAINTING.

Wanted.

man

RAILROADS.

and

FIRST class Salesman for the store. Must be
well recommended. Apply immediately to
mh5d3t*
MORGAN, BUTLER & CO.

Iron.

;ommou....

Naval stores*
Rope.
@ 16*
bbl..
rar,
Drags and Dyes.
@ 3 75
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @
Pitch (C.Tar)
@4 00

surperior breeders; Leghorns, from Leghorn,
in Italy; Creve Cajurs, from France; silky
fowls, from China and Japan—remarkable
for the silky texture of their plumage; Hamburgs, from Hamburg, in Germany, with a
number of varieties, including gold aud silver
pencilled Hamburgs; Brahmas, or Bramah
Pootraor Burrampootra river there; pheasant Malay fowls, from the Malay Islands,
are said to be a cross.between the pheasant of
the woods and the domestic fowls, but never
reach a second generation; creepers, a very
small variety of the bantams, with short legs;
the creepy is probably a cross with the Siberian or Russia fowl, which has also short legs;
the jumper, mentioned by Buffon, is another

mu, luiuxcuiabcij

@25

ietined.

@
@
Cop bottoms 32 @
Cordage.
Amer’n p lb
12 @
Russia.
1.3 @
Manila.
15 @

ings with

A

00
00

00
joose.17 00 @18 00
! Straw. 9 00 @10 00

40

Bolts..
Cop.
Y.M. sheathBronze do...
Y. M. Bolts.

@30

R. T.

Wanted.

Hay.

Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads.
Mol. City..
@2 45
@2 15
Sug. City...
C
85
Sug.
@ 1 C5

Pine Suga
boxsbooksCS 00
hd. Headings,
Spruce, 35
in.21 00
Soft Pine..
Hard Pino
Hoops, 14 ft.
Short do 8 lt.16 00
7 ft.12 00
Pop’rstaves.16 00

)at8.
<’ine Feed.

BUSINESS CARDS.

_medical:

CAPABLE Girl to do general housework in a
•small family ; no washing or cooking required.
Apply to GEO. T. DAVIS, 35 High Street, between
the hours of 10 and 1 a. in., or 3 and 5 p. m.
ma5
dtf

PresM,f>ton.lu 00 @17

00
00
50

Candles.
Cochin China; the Siberia or Russian Jowls,
@13
from Russia, the Malays or Chitigongs, from Mould, $> lb.
35 @
37*
Sperm.
the Malay Islands, the Javas, from the IsCharcoal.
land of Java; the Columbians, from Columb- Pine.
@ 12
Wood,
ia, in South America: the Barbarys, from Hard
Oak.
@ 15
Barbary; the Dutch fowls or every-day layBirch, Maers, from Holland—so named from their per@ 17
ple.
sistency In laying and disinclination to set; Pit Burned,
Maple.
@ 19
the Bolton grays and bays, from BoltoD, in
Cheese.
England, tbe former known also as the Chit- Verm’t,$>lb 13 @ 14
Maine.
teprats (or Chiterprats) or Moonies; the Sus13*@ 14*
sex fowls, from Sussex county, in
Eng'aad; N. Y. Factory 15*@ 16
Coal—(Retail).
Guelders from the province of Guelder7 50
Cumberland 7 00
land, in Holland, and from Belgium the friz- Pictou. 6 50 @
@ 7 00
zled fowls, from Java and Eastern Asia; the Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50
7 00 @ 7 50
Sbakebag, sometimes called Sbakbag, or Franklin....
&W.
Duke of Leeds towl—a large parti-colored Lehigh
Ash. 6 00 @ 6 50
fowl with a black crest, supposed to be a
Colter.
cross with a game fowl.
29*@ 3<. *
They were cele- i Java, lb
brated fighters, aud were carried in hags to Rio. 20*@ 23*

cock-pits, wherd their owners shook the hag
containing them as a banter to the owners of
the other fighting fowls aud hence they
were nicknamed Shakebags.
The negro fowl
from Africa, distinguished for its black comb,
wattles, skin, bones, and feathers, though
tbe flesh is white and tender, but being ungainly in appearance and without profitable
qualities a ctoss between it and other fowls is
deteriorating, and hence they are not desir
able inmates in the poultry yard; the bainyard or dunghill fowls are tbe offspring of
promiscuous crossings of the Malay, Dorking,
Dr.
Poland, Spanish, aud other fowl9.
Bechstein enumerated eight distinct varieties
of them, viz., the small-combed, the crowned, silver colored, chamois-colored, slate blue,
ermine like, widow, with tearlike spots on a

69

@ G6
@ 1 20
75 @
85
53 @
55

! Shorts.

55

@

68
65

lota

Beans.
...

some

summer.

WANTS.

Corrected for the Pbess to Feb. 28,1878.

;

Administrator ot the estate of
HENRY C. NEWUALL, late of
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and i have
appointed Aimon A. Strout ot sai l Portland tuv
agent or attorney in tie State of Maine, and riven
.tends as the law directs. All
persons having demamis upon the estate of saitl
deceased are required
ai"*11,1 l)er8l,ns indebted to said
'IIUc
estate are called
upon to make payment to
GEORGE H. NEWUALL, Adm'r.
of Chicago, III., or
»I
AI.MON A. STROUT, Agent or Att’y,
of Portland.
I ortianfl, Feb.
zua3dlaw3ivS«
201b, 1877.

l.!iVi

JOB PBlKTlNb
this OfHec.

neatly

executed

al

